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The University of Manchester
ABSTRACT OF THESIS:
Submitted by Adam Matthew Avison for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
entitled Methanol Masers and the Environments of Massive Star Formation.
- September 2010
This thesis presents an investigation into the environments of massive young stel-
lar objects during the period of their evolution where 6.7GHz methanol masers
form. Radio observations (both spectral line and continuum data) from the
Methanol MultiBeam Survey (MMB) and multiple wavelength infrared data are
used to characterise the physical conditions of environments associated with
CH3OH masers.
The velocity structures of methanol masers with velocity spreads spanning
over 10kms−1 from the MMB-ATCA dataset are investigated. These sources are
seen to have more structure than those with small velocity distributions, providing
more information on the physical characteristics of the maser environments. A
number of possible morphologies including potential disk, ring and outflow types
are suggested for these source from both their velocity structure and position
velocity distributions.
The MMB-8GHz continuum dataset is used to define the size (e.g Hyper
Compact, Ultra Compact or Compact) for Hii regions observed within the MMB-
ATCA data. These Hii regions are found to be predominantly in the UCHii or
HCHii size regime. Statistical testing to assess any difference in Hii region sizes
between sources with maser/continuum source separation of ≤ 0.2 parsecs and
those of separation >0.2 parsecs, finds (at between the 80% and 93% significance
level) that Hii sources with closely associated maser and continuum emission are
smaller in size, suggesting that these sources are less evolved.
MIPS 24 and 70µm data are used to define the colour magnitude space in-
habited by MMB masers and Hii regions which are found to occupy a large
region of log(F70/F24) colour space between a lower limit value of 0.4 and up to
5. Kolmogorov-Smirnov testing of these data show statistically significant differ-
ences in the infrared (IR) environments between isolated masers and masers with
associated Hii regions, indicating that isolated masers trace younger less evolved
protostellar objects. Tests are conducted of 10◦ regions in galactic longitude of
the Galactic Plane finding regions with statistically different IR environments in-
dicating the relative ages of the star forming regions in the Galaxy. A null results
was found for differing IR environments of masers based on the masers luminos-
ity. An initial study of the IR environments of CH3OH masers using early data
from the Hi-GAL survey, using the PACS and SPIRE instruments onboard the
Herschel space telescope. With this investigation the colour-colour space charac-
teristics and spectral energy distributions of the seven MMB masers in the PACS
dataset are found and compared to non-maser Herschel sources, providing the
basis for further investigation as more Herschel data becomes available.
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WHAT?
“Cold fire, you’ve got everything but cold fire... All because of what you are, the
Prettiest Star.” - David Bowie (The Prettiest Star from the album Aladdin Sane.)
WHY?
“I like the stars. It’s the illusion of permanence, I think... Gods come, and Gods
go. Mortals flicker and flash and fade. Worlds don’t last; and stars and galaxies
are transient, fleeting things that twinkle like fireflies and vanish into cold dust.
But I can pretend.”
- Neil Gaiman (Spoken by Destruction in Sandman #48.)
HOW?
“Don’t think of it all as one big bucket of snakes. Think of it as one snake at
a time. Try to sort it out. Now, what needs to be done first?” - Sir Terry
Pratchett (The internal monologue of His Grace, The Duke of Ankh, Commander
Sir Samuel Vimes in Thud!.)
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview of thesis
Massive stars are the chemical factories of the interstellar medium (ISM), from the
earliest times in their formation, through their life and ultimately in their deaths
these stars provide both the energies and environments capable of creating the
heavy elements seen in the Universe and molecules capable of creating life. The
formation of high mass stars, (M∗ ≥ 8M), still pose many intriguing physical
questions such as overcoming radiation pressure to continue accreting and the
position of massive stars at the centre of natal star clusters. Through studying
the environments inhabited during the earliest periods of their formation a better
understanding of the development of these important objects is hoped to be found.
1.2 Star Formation: An Overview
1.2.1 Sites of Star Formation
Stars form in dense parts of the interstellar medium known as Giant Molecular
Clouds (GMCs). These clouds have typical sizes ∼ 20− 100 parsecs and masses
∼ 104 − 106M, thus an average density of nH2 ∼ 20cm−3 (Larson, 2003), and
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are cold with temperatures in the range 10-15K. GMCs are turbulently (and
potentially magnetically) supported against collapse (Beuther et al., 2007; Shu
et al., 1987).
Within GMCs there exists a substructure known as “clumps” which have
a higher density, nH2 ∼ 103cm−3 (Larson, 2003). Clumps of mass ≥ 300 −
500M are gravitationally bound and are the candidates regions for star forma-
tion(Churchwell, 2002). Taking the substructure of GMCs one step smaller in
scale, within clumps there are structures termed “cores”. These are the sites
of star formation, leading to single/binary/multiple stellar systems (Churchwell,
2002).
Cores have typical density of 105cm−3 and temperatures of 10-15K with the
spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of cores peaking in the far infra-red (FIR) at
∼ 200µm (Churchwell, 2002). Figure 1.1 provides a schematic of the evolutionary
stages of low mass star formation, the relative scales of core and clumps can be
seen.
1.2.2 Collapse and Development
During the formation of a typical star with M∗ ≤ 8M, a core will begin to
collapse spherically due to its central gravitational potential. The Jeans mass
is defined as the mass where gravity will become dominant over gas pressure
(magnetic forces, turbulence are here ignored) and is given by the following
MJeans ' 1.1M
[
Tgas
10K
]3/2 [
ρ
10−19gcm−3
]−1/2
. (1.1)
Once gravity has overcome gas pressure it remains dominant (Zinnecker & Yorke,
2007). Initially the temperature of the core will remain constant at ∼ 10K pro-
vided the density is not yet sufficient to become optically thick to thermal dust
emission (Larson, 2003). A uniform sphere of gas, with no pressure support, will
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of low mass star formation, from van Dishoeck & Blake
(1998).
then collapse in a time given by the free-fall time, tff ,
tff =
(
3pi
32Gρ
)1/2
(1.2)
(Spitzer, 1978), which given the previously stated core density should lead to a
free fall time of the order ∼ 105 years. As there is an inherent density profile
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within these collapsing cores, thought to be of the form ρ ∝ r−2 (Larson, 2003),
it is clear from equation 1.2 that the interior regions will collapse faster than the
less dense outer regions. This leads to the formation of a central “protostar”
within the collapsing core where densities are sufficient for the formation of a
stellar object to occur albeit with a small initial mass. The rest of the mass will
be be accreted from the continued free fall of matter onto this central object.
As the central protostar continues to accrete matter the density of the central
region will increase leading to the increase in its optical depth (see §2.2.2). At
the point of becoming optically thick at a given frequency the central core begins
to heat as it can no longer efficiently cool radiatively. Infalling matter will hit
this optically thick surface and dissipate its energy, increasing the mass of the
protostar (Shu et al., 1987).
Clumps and cores (and their parent GMCs) have some intrinsic rotation and as
such during the evolution of a star the need to conserve angular momentum leads
to its rotation. In the case of a single protostar evolving in a core this rotation
will lead to the formation of a disk structure around the central core (Zinnecker
& Yorke, 2007). In the case of a binary/multiple system orbital motion may
account for some angular momentum (Larson, 2003). Accompanying this disk
will be a bipolar outflow, formed as the infalling matter begins to fall on to the
disk rather than the protostar, causing outflows of matter at the rotational poles
where the infalling pressure of matter is least (Shu et al., 1987). The power
source for the outflow lies in either a disk or X-wind (see Pudritz & Banerjee,
2005; Pudritz et al., 2007; Zinnecker & Yorke, 2007, and references therein), the
magnetic field of the protostar (and/or disk) then collimates the winds into a jet
at the pole, the outflowing matter then entrains further matter in the protostar’s
surroundings creating a bipolar molecular outflow (Arce´ et al., 2006). Over time
the collimation angle of the outflow will increase exposing the central star above
and below the disk (Lada, 1999).
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1.2.3 Movement onto the main sequence
Once the protostar reaches ∼ 0.2M deuterium burning can commence at the
centre, radiatively preventing the further collapse of the protostar (Larson, 2003;
Shu et al., 1987). Shortly after this event the now convective star moves on to
the Hayashi track on the Hertzsprung-Russel Diagram (see Figure 1.2), moving
through its final stages of pre-main sequence evolution contracting over millions
of years until the star is hot enough for hydrogen burning to begin (Hayashi,
1966; Lada, 1999).
Figure 1.2: Hurtzprung-Russel diagram indicating the Main Sequence of stars
and the evolutionary tracks of low mass stars onto the Main Sequence. From
Hayashi (1966).
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1.3 High Mass Star Formation
The formation of stars with mass M∗ ≥ 8M becomes problematic when you
compare the free-fall time (Equation 1.2) and the Kelvin-Helmholtz time tKH .
tKH ≈ GM
2
∗
R∗L∗
(1.3)
The Kelvin-Helmholtz time is the time required to radiatively dissipate the
gravitational potential energy of a collapsing star. Given that both high and low
mass stars for in regions which have similar densities ∼ 105cm−3 (Lada, 1999)
they will have similar free fall times. As tKH is luminosity dependant, (where
luminosity is proportional to mass as L∗ ∝Mα∗ where α > 2), more massive stars
have shorter Kelvin-Helmholtz times, meaning that massive stars will be radiating
before the collapse is complete, whereas the gravitational potential energy of a
low mass star is not radiated away until after the collapse has finished. Therefore
this formation mechanism leads to the massive protostar commencing hydrogen
burning before leaving its natal core (i.e. before reaching its final mass). The
Luminosity from hydrogen burning will create an outward radiation pressure
which should tend to stop matter accreting on to the new star (Beuther et al.,
2007), effectively limiting its mass to that which it had when fusion ignited. This
would create a universal mass limit for young stars (around 7M (Shu et al.,
1987)), however stars of mass over ∼ 150M have been observed (Crowther et al.,
2010).
Given this radiation pressure problem, it would seem naive to assume that
massive stars form in a scaled up version of the formation mechanism of their
low mass counterparts. However some recent works seem to indicate that it
is possible. Davies et al. (2010) studied W33A, an example of a still forming
massive star, using K-band spectroscopy. They discover kinematic features for
both a flattened disk and bipolar outflows, this suggests that the central star is
forming in very much the same way as low mass stars. Similarly, using three
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dimensional radiation-hydrodynamic simulations Krumholz et al. (2009), created
a binary system of stars with masses 41.5 and 29.2M. Starting with a collapsing
massive core of Mc=100M the model was allowed to evolve over 5.7×104 years.
During this time a radiation pressure bubble did form but matter moved along
this bubble’s edge and became part of the disk; in addition to this periodic
Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities “fell” through the radiation bubble dropping matter
onto the disk for accretion onto the star. Whilst an idealised theoretical model
(critically missing any outflow), this work shows mechanisms exist that may allow
the formation of massive stars by an analogous method to low mass stars.
1.3.1 Possible Formation Mechanisms
Whilst it is still possible that a scaled up version of low mass star formation is
responsible for creating stars of mass ≥ 8M, there are a number of potential
alternate formation mechanisms proposed in the literature.
Higher accretion rates
A typical low mass star accretes matter at a rate of ∼ 10−5 − 10−6Myr−1, with
the accretion rate taking the form,
m˙∗ = 0.975
c3
G
(1.4)
where G is the gravitational constant and c is the isothermal sound speed (here
∼ 400ms−1) in the collapsing core (Banerjee & Pudritz, 2007; Shu et al., 1987).
This is clearly a sufficient accretion rate to create a ∼1M star in 105 years. Fazal
et al. (2007) and Tan & McKee. (2002) state that to create a massive star whilst
overcoming the radiation pressure these objects would have to have accretion
rates of ∼ 10−3Myr.
Banerjee & Pudritz (2007) modelled Bonner-Ebert spheres (cores which col-
lapse in to >1 star), showing that Equation 1.4 became of the form m˙∗ ∼ (20
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to 100)×c3/G for these objects, leading to accretion rates of ∼ 10−3Myr−1 at
early time during the collapse of stars. If multiple objects are being formed from
this collapse this result might also help explain the fact that massive stars tend
to exist in the more densely populated regions of stellar clusters. Hosokawa &
Omukai (2009) used accretion rates of these orders to model singular protostars
again showing that given these higher accretion rates system can indeed produce
stars of high mass. An interesting result of these models is the swelling of the pro-
tostar during its formation rapidly increasing its radius (see Fig 18 of Hosokawa &
Omukai, 2009), which should tend to reduce its luminosity reducing temporarily
the outward radiation pressure.
Observationally higher accretion rates have also been calculated. Fazal et al.
(2007) fitted spectral energy distributions of infrared data (from Spitzer GLIMPSE
and MIPSGAL surveys and MSX data), as well as their own mm and sub-mm
data. Over the 13 high mass protostellar objects they observed the average cal-
culated accretion rate was ∼ 10−2.5Myr−1. Whilst higher than theoretically
derived high accretion rates, the high value is likely due to SED fitting uncer-
tainties, this result can be used to argue observationally in favour of the reality
of higher accretion rates.
Competitive Accretion
The competitive accretion mode of massive star formation seeks to explain the
higher mass of stars in the central regions of stellar clusters as a side effect of
their initial position. Consider the effective gravitation potential of the entire
star forming region, this will be at its greatest at the centre of the region. So
matter will be more abundant in the centre of the region as it flows down the
potential (Bonnell & Bate, 2006). Given a radius of accretion whereby a forming
young star can effectively accrete during its formation, those stars at the centre
of the cluster will have access to more matter thus growing larger than those at
the edges. This would also increase its radius of accretion, allowing it to grow
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larger faster. This process is shown schematically in Figure 1.3.
(a) Initial conditions cores of equal mass
(b) Central protostar is larger with greater region of accretion
Figure 1.3: Schematic of competitive accretion, showing the gravitational poten-
tial: a) starting from the inital condition of gravitiationally collapsing cores of
equal mass (clusters total gravitational potential = light blue, combined cluster
+ protostar potential = dark green & offset), moving to b) a more evolved sys-
tem where the central object has accreted more matter increasing its radius of
potential accretion. Based on (Krumholz & Bonnell, 2007)
Models of this mode of creating massive stars (see e.g Andre´, 2002; Bonnell
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& Bate, 2006; Krumholz & Bonnell, 2007), have shown that it is possible to
make massive stars in such a manner. Andre´ (2002) found that accretion rates
are dependent on gas density, accretion radius and the velocity of the local gas,
which are all higher in the central region of a protocluster. As pointed out by
Zinnecker & Yorke (2007) the ideal position for forming a massive star is in the
centre of a protocluster and competitive accretion would tend to explain this.
Krumholz & Bonnell (2007) found through their modelling that the maximum
mass (Mmax) of a star in a cluster is related to the total mass of stars in the
cluster (Mcluster), as
Mmax ∝M2/3cluster (1.5)
which as the authors indicate is in agreement which previous observations and will
acts as a test of competitive accretion in future observations of stellar clusters.
Stellar Collision
The simplest mechanism to visualise by which a star may achieve masses above
the limit imposed by theory, is that initially the star was made up of two (or
more) protostars of e.g. ≥3Mwhich collided during their respective formation
processes. The fact that massive stars appear to exist predominantly in the centre
of star forming regions where stellar densities are higher would also appear to
support some fraction of stars forming in this way. Tan (2007) gives a collision
time of;
tcoll = 1.44× 1010
(
n∗
104pc−3
)−1(
σ
2kms−1
)(
r∗
10R
)−1(
m∗
M
)−1
years (1.6)
where r∗ is the stellar collision cross-section, σ is the 1D velocity dispersion, m∗
the mass of a star and n∗ cluster density. To achieve massive star formation in ∼
106 years stellar densities would have to be between 106 and 108pc−3 (Tan, 2007).
These values are somewhat higher than observed stellar densities of 105pc−3 in the
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star forming region ONC (Tan, 2007, and references therein). However the Tan
(2007) result is based on the collision of stars alone with no influencing radiative
or dynamical feedback taken into account.
Bonnell et al. (1998) approach the collision differently by considering the
gravitational potential of a young star cluster as a whole. This potential well
would attract forming low mass stars as well as the gas they are forming from
reducing the radius of the cluster system decreasing the collision time in the
processes. In this scenario stellar densities of & 104pc−3 (typically observed in
star clusters) are required.
An unresolved problem with the collisional formation of massive star forma-
tion exists in that massive stars like their low-mass counterparts, exhibit bipolar
outflows the collision of two stars would disrupt this feature (Beuther et al., 2007).
1.3.2 Observations of Massive Star Formation
Massive young stellar objects form in the central regions of GMCs and continue
accretion surrounded by an in-falling envelope of matter, even after their move-
ment on to the main sequence, limiting the types of observations that can be
performed. Dust around the protostellar object will obscure optical and UV ra-
diation, thus observations at longer wavelengths become key to studying these
objects. Particularly useful are infrared, millimetre (and sub-mm) and radio
wavelengths; as these wavelengths are characteristic of a number of tracers of
star formation and provide information on the environments the MYSOs are
forming in. Another contributing factor in our lack of understanding of the for-
mation mechanism of the most massive stars is that, typically, they form at much
greater distances, (∼ few kpc) than lower mass stars. A number of physical and
observational characteristics of massive star formation are available to act either
as signposts or tools to study the formation of massive stars, these are a described
below.
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1.3.3 Observational Characteristics
Outflows As mentioned during the description of low mass star formation, the
dissipation of angular momentum creates molecular outflows at the poles of an
accreting protostar. The review by Arce´ et al. (2006) illustrates the key difference
between outflows seen in low mass stars and those in massive stars, the most
prominent being the increased collimation angle in more massive objects. This
is a potential evolutionary trait with the outflow widening with age. Arce´ et al.
(2006) states that outflows from massive stars display mass outflow rates of 10−5
to a ∼few×10−3Myr−1, momentum rates of 10−4 to 10−2 Mkms−1yr−1 and
mechanical luminosities of 10−1 to 102 L, these are up to 1000 times higher than
those observed in low mass stars. Recent studies of outflows from massive stars
include those by Beuther & Walsh (2008), De Buizer et al. (2009) and Torrelles
et al. (2010).
Disks Whilst the central core of a forming star is heating up, matter continues
to accrete onto it. This process is well modelled for low mass stars and observa-
tionally the remnants of disks have been seen around main sequence stars (Lada,
1999; Larson, 2003). However the mechanism by which matter moves from the
disk onto the object remains not entirely understood (Zinnecker & Yorke, 2007).
The distance to regions of massive star formation mean that the observation
of disks is difficult, though as discussed in Cesaroni et al. (2006) it should not
be impossible with current instruments for stars between Earth and the Galactic
centre. The same authors illustrate the current “pragmatic” definition of a disk
used in observations, if a candidate massive young stellar object has an outflow,
observation of a velocity gradient across the protostar on smaller scales and per-
pendicular to the outflow would be indicative of a disk. This technique has been
put in to practice by various authors e.g. Cesaroni et al. (2005); Beuther & Walsh
(2008); Beuther et al. (2008); Furuya et al. (2008), and typical sizes resulting from
these studies find disks of typical sizes ∼ 1500 AU (Cesaroni et al., 2005; Beuther
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& Walsh, 2008).
The two tracers of massive star formation, methanol masers and UCHii, used
in this thesis are discussed in greater detail in the following chapters.
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Chapter 2
Masers and Star formation
2.1 Masers in general
Originally standing for Microwave Amplification by the Stimulated Emission
of Radiation the term maser now covers emission in both the microwave and
radio regimes of the electromagnetic spectrum. Maser emission describes coherent
emission at a particular frequency within these wavelength regimes, with the
emission amplified through a population inversion of the molecular energy levels.
2.2 Maser Emission
To explain the characteristic emission of astrophysical masers some concepts of
the emission and transfer of radiation through interstellar and intergalactic space
are introduced here.
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2.2.1 Radiative Transfer
The propagation of radiation through space is governed by the equation of radia-
tive transfer,
dIν
ds
= −κνIν + jν (2.1)
where Iν represents the specific intensity of photons at a given frequency ν, pass-
ing through area dA, with direction within solid angle dω, travelling along a
distance s. The specific intensity at any point along s is affected by the material
through which is passes. When passing through a volume dV equal to dAds, jν
gives the emission coefficient, i.e. the energy emitted by the volume element dV .
The factor κν represents the absorption of energy of specific intensity Iν passing
through volume element dV (Spitzer, 1978).
2.2.2 Optical depth
From Equation 2.1 the concept of optical depth as mentioned in §1.2.2 can be
defined. The optical depth τν is given by:
τν =
S∫
0
κν(s)ds (2.2)
where κν is the absorption coefficient at a given frequency ν, (Burke & Graham-
Smith, 2002). Optical depth increases backwards along the path s and τν = 0 at
the observer. For τν >> 1, a source is deemed optically thick implying that no
emission beyond that region is reaching the observer whereas τν ≤ 1 is termed
optically thin, with all emission reaching the observer. Substituting optical depth
into Equation 2.1, the solution over an entire region of optical depth, τνr,
Iν = I
0
νe
−τνr +
τνr∫
0
jν
κν
e−τνdτν (2.3)
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where I0ν is the original intensity of the radiation at the far side of the region from
the observer (Spitzer, 1978).
2.2.3 Emission and Absorption
Considering the atomic or molecular energy level structure of matter in interstellar
space, the emission and absorption of radiation can be characterised. Given an
atom with a lower energy level l and upper level u, the Einstein probability
coefficients Aul, Bul and Blu represent the spontaneous transitions from levels u
to l and the stimulated transition from u to l or l to u, respectively (Spitzer,
1968). These can be defined in terms of emission and absorption coefficients jν
and κν .
The amount of energy spontaneously emitted in a given frequency interval,
dν, for a volume element dV per unit solid angle per second, will be determined
by the number density of particles in the upper energy level nu and the Einstein
Aul coefficient, taking the form;
∫
jνdν =
hνlunuAul
4pi
(2.4)
(Spitzer, 1968). Here hνlu gives the energy of a single emitted photon due to a
transition from the upper and lower energy levels.
Similarly the amount of absorption of radiation in a given frequency interval
dν for a volume element dV per unit solid angle per second, is given by;
Iνjk
∫
κνdν =
hνlu(nlBlu − nuBul)Iνjk
c
. (2.5)
here Iνjk is the specific intensity of a transition between energy levels j and k
with its frequency dependance left as a component of κν . The absorption as the
atom moves from the lower energy level state to the upper is in competition with
the stimulated emission moving the atom from the upper to lower state.
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In thermodynamic equilibrium Iν is given by the Planck function,
Bν(T ) =
2hν3
c2
1
(e
hν
kT − 1) (2.6)
reducing Equation 2.1 to the form jν = κνBν(T ). Here the result of Equation 2.3
becomes,
Iν = I
0
νe
−τνr +Bν{1− e−τνr} . (2.7)
In this condition the relations between the Einstein coefficient can also be deduced
(Spitzer, 1968).
glBlu = guBul =
c3
8pihν3
guAul (2.8)
where gu and gl are the statistical weights for the number densities of atoms in
upper and lower energy levels given by a Boltzmann distribution,
nu
nl
=
gu
gl
e−hν/kT (2.9)
(Rohlfs & Wilson, 2006; Spitzer, 1978).
Finally, as molecules are not isolated in the interstellar medium they will col-
lide with other molecules (predominantly hydrogen), which will cause the tran-
sitions between energy levels. These collision rates are hereafter termed Clu and
Clu for the radiation free transition of molecules between energy levels (Burke &
Graham-Smith, 2002; Elitzur, 1982).
2.2.4 Population Inversion
Under certain conditions the populations nu and nl can become inverted, such
that a deviation from thermodynamic equilibrium nu/gu > nl/gl. Under this con-
dition it can be seen from Equation 2.5 that κν will become negative, meaning its
contribution to Equation 2.1 will become positive. This translates physically into
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the absorption term of the radiative transfer equation becoming an amplification
of emission at frequency νlu, leading to the creation of a maser.
The populations of each energy level causing a maser transition can be de-
scribed by considering a “three” energy level model, (see Figure 2.1), where level
“3” actually represents all levels above level 2.
Figure 2.1: Schematic of a simple “three” level model for maser emission (Reid
& Moran, 1988).
The values Pi represent the pumping from all other energy levels into the
maser levels and Γi losses out of the maser levels into any other energy. This
gives the level populations as;
dn2
dt
= P2 − Γ2n2 − A21n2 − I21(n2B21 − n1B12)− (n2C21 − n1C12) (2.10)
dn1
dt
= P1 − Γ1n1 + A21n2 − I21(n1B12 − n2B21)− (n1C12 − n2C21) (2.11)
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Under normal conditions the final three terms Equations in 2.10 and 2.11,
will not produce a population inversion. Meaning that either the pumping or loss
rates must be different creating the population inversion (Elitzur, 1982).
Collisional excitation To create a population inversion, collisions with other
species in the ISM must occur with different collision cross sections, such that
either the population of level 1 become depleted or transitions from level “3” into
level 2 occur preferentially over those to level 1 leading to an over population in
the upper maser energy level (Cohen, 1989; Reid & Moran, 1988). This form of
pumping can be limited by the collision rates, too high an amount of collision
would result in the thermalisation of the gas and stop the maser (Elitzur, 1982).
Radiative Pumping Again considering the energy level system shown in Fig-
ure 2.1, under normal conditions a population inversion due to radiation should
not be possible, i.e. the pumping radiation is behaving as a blackbody. However
if the radiation deviates from this distribution population inversion is possible
(Elitzur, 1982). One possibility is maser molecules mixed with optically thin
dust where the intensity is frequency dependent (from Equation 2.7), meaning
that the optical depths for particular transitions may be different, providing the
population inversion by which more level 1 molecules are promoted to level “3”
(Elitzur, 1982).
2.3 Astrophysical Masers
To date seven molecules have been observed masing in astrophysical environ-
ments, these are water (H2O), methanol (CH3OH), hydroxyl (OH), formaldehyde
(H2CO), ammonia (NH3), Silicon Monoxide (SiO) and acetaldehyde (CH3CHO)
(Fish, 2007), with each molecule potentially masing at a number of transitions.
Each maser species can act as both a tracer of the kind of environment it inhabits
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and as a diagnostic tool of the conditions in that environment, as a particular
species requires a specific set of conditions for a maser transition to occur. Masers
known to be collisionally excited (i.e H2O and Class I CH3OH), give information
on the shocks present in the region and thus some information on its geometrical
characteristics, e.g. outflow or disk orientation. Similarly those maser pumped
radiatively (i.e Class II CH3OH) allow an insight into the presence and relative
strength of the type of emission required to pump them.
Zeeman splitting of the bright spectral line emission from masers can be used
to measure the magnetic fields present in the maser location, as the spectral line
will be split and observable in a typical radio observation. To date OH, SiO,
H2O and CH3OH have been successfully used to measure magnetic fields (see
e.g. Caswell et al., 2009; Herpin et al., 2006; Vlemmings et al., 2005; Etoka et al.,
2004, respectively). Astrophysical masers as well as existing around forming stars
also appear around later type more evolved stars, with some species present at
both ages such as SiO, H2O and species of OH maser seen around Asymptotic
Giant Branch stars (Diamond, 2002).
2.4 Methanol Masers
The methanol molecule is an asymmetric top alcohol. The chemical structure is
shown in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Chemical structure of a methanol molecule
Methanol is seen to emit at a large range of wavelengths in the mm and microwave
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(Cragg et al., 2005), as well as exhibiting masers at many of these transitions.
These maser transitions are conventionally divided into two classes, class I being
collisionally pumped and class II radiatively. As such they occur under different
conditions.
2.4.1 Interstellar Methanol Formation
Methanol is formed on the surfaces of interstellar dust grains (van Dishoeck &
Blake, 1998). The hydrogenation of species is the typical characteristic of grain-
surface reactions owing to the high abundance of atomic hydrogen in GMCs (van
Dishoeck & Hogerheijde, 1999). The starting molecule for methanol formation
is CO, one of the dominant species accreted onto the interstellar grain surfaces.
The repeat hydrogenation of this molecule leads to methanol formation. Figure
2.3 gives a grain surface chemistry network for the formation of methanol (van
Dishoeck & Hogerheijde, 1999)
Figure 2.3: Grain-surface reactions responsible for the formation of methanol,
from van Dishoeck & Hogerheijde (1999) based on the work of Tielens & Hagen
(1982). Solid boxes show molecules observed in interstellar ices, whereas dash
boxes show those observed in the gas phase.
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Grain surface reactions occur as a result of four phases, accretion, diffusion, re-
action and ejection. The accretion phase sees atomic or molecular species accrete
onto the grains, the rate at which this occurs is dependent on the temperature of
both the gaseous species and the dust grains (creating a “Sticking” coeffiecient),
the collision cross section of grains and gas and the density of the environment
(Tielens, 2005). Diffusion occurs as a result of the molecular species moving on
the grain surface, over coming binding energy barriers to move to across the sur-
face. This stage is required for species to meet on the grain surface and have a
chance to react. Reaction occurs when species meet on the surface and overcome
the energy barriers required to form reaction products, in the case of methanol
the repeat hydrogenation of CO into more complex molecules. Eventually the
new molecular species will be of sufficient energy to evaporate from the grain
surface and return to the gaseous form (Tielens, 2005).
2.4.2 Class I CH3OH maser
Class I masing methanol transitions occur at a variety of frequencies with 9.9,
36, 44, 84.5, 95.2, 104.3, 146.6 and 156.8GHz transitions observed (Fish, 2007).
These masers are collisionally excited and occur when local continuum radiation
temperature is lower than the kinetic temperature of the gas (Cohen, 1995), with
the strongest emission predicted to be at 44GHz. Tentatively the class I maser is
thought to be associated with the outflows of protostars where they are created
at the interface of a protostellar molecular outflow and the parent cloud (and
references therein Ellingsen, 2006). In the work of Cyganowski et al. (2009) on
extended green objects (EGOs) sources which display extended emission at 4.5µm
class I methanol masers are seen at the edge or within the extended regions of
4.5µm. The 4.5µm emission is tracing shocked H2 from outflows within massive
star forming regions (Cyganowski et al., 2009, and references therein) confirming
this class I methanol maser and outflow region association.
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2.4.3 Class II CH3OH maser
Class II masers also exist at a number of frequencies including 6.7, 12.2, 85.5,
86.6 and 107.0 GHZ though modelling and observation both show the 6.7GHz
transition always has the highest brightness temperature (Sobolev et al., 2005).
The 6.7GHz transition was first observed by Menten (1991) and has since be the
focus of a studies (e.g. Caswell et al., 1995; Walsh et al., 1998; Minier et al., 2003;
Green et al., 2009; Caswell et al., 2010), where it has been used as a tracer of
star formation and a signpost for nearby Hii regions.
The two forms of methanol maser are seen to exist in the same regions as
one another; Ellingsen et al. (2005) observed the 95.1GHz transition toward the
known sites of class II CH3OH masers finding around a 50% association between
masers types. Here the associated masers display similar velocity ranges and flux
densities suggesting a common influence on both maser types. Class I CH3OH
masers are found in younger sources than their class II counterparts, so the si-
multaneous observations of these means the observation of a transitional period
between the two regimes (Fish, 2007).
As the maser of primary concern within this thesis the 6.7GHz transition will
be the only transition discussed hereafter in any further detail.
Pumping Mechanism
The 6.7GHz frequency emission occurs as a result of the 51 − 60A+ transition,
(written of the form JK in terms of labelling J the rotational quantum number, K
alignment of angular momentum to molecular axis quantum number and A one of
two species of methanol based on symmetry and + a parity quantum state). This
transition is pumped by the infrared emission from local warm dust of T > 150K
which acts to excite the first and second torsionally excited states of methanol
(Sobolev et al., 1997). The maser then decays from the second torsionally excited
state back to ground, favourably moving between states of differing K quantum
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number, causing the appearance of masers(Sobolev et al., 1997). Infrared emission
alone is insufficient to create a 6.7GHz methanol masers, also required are gas
densities of 3×103 < nH < 109cm−3 Cragg et al. (2005); Sobolev et al. (1997)
with methanol column densities > 2× 1015 cm−2(Sobolev et al., 1997).
High mass star formation tracer
As well as being the brightest methanol transition and one of the brightest of
all maser species (second only to H2O), the 6.7GHz class II transition is a tracer
uniquely observed in association to massive young stellar objects. Minier et al.
(2003) undertook a survey of low mass young stellar objects and pre stellar cores,
searching for the 6.7GHz transition. The motivation of this being previous detec-
tions of isolated masers which could indicate young high mass stars which have
not ionised a significant proportion of their environments. Compact regions of
ionized Hii being a standard tracer of high mass star formation (see Wood &
Churchwell, 1989a). Alternatively isolated methanol masers could results from
the presence of these masers in the vicinity of low mass (M.3M) or intermedi-
ate mass (M.8M) stars which are non or weakly-ionising . Minier et al. (2003)
surveyed over young low mass stars 175 object found 0 positive results for 6.7GHz
masers. Similarly Pandian et al. (2008) observed the 6.7GHz methanol line to-
ward hot corinos (corinos are class 0 low mass protostars with similar physical
conditions to MYSOs) resulting in no maser emission being detected within these
sources. The authors conclude that the regions around low mass protostars where
the radiation field would be sufficient to stimulate a 6.7GHz maser have densities
too great to allow their formation. Xu et al. (2008) in a methanol maser survey
toward H2O masers also report a nil detection of 6.7GHz masers toward low mass
stars.
The lifetime of a methanol maser region is thought be in the region 2.5 ×104 to
4.5 ×104 years (van der Walt, 2005), which is significant percentage of the forma-
tion time of massive stars (105years). Using this maser in conjunction with other
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traces of massive star formation it may be possible to construct an evolutionary
sequence of the environmental conditions during massive star formation.
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HII Regions
3.1 Ionised Hydrogen
Within the interstellar medium hydrogen typically exists in both molecular and
neutral atomic forms (H2 and Hi) but in the presence of UV photons, with energies
above 13.6eV, the hydrogen molecules will dissociate and the Hi ionize creating a
plasma of hydrogen referred to as a Hii region. UV photons of these energies are
emitted from forming young massive stars. As hydrogen is the dominant baryonic
matter in the Universe it is a powerful and well studied tool to investigate the
regions displaying any of its many radiation features.
3.1.1 Free-free emission
Bremßtrahlung or free-free emission arises as a result of the acceleration of a free
electron in the field of an ion (Burke & Graham-Smith, 2002). The electron emits
a photon as it is curved in its original path by the presence of the electromagnetic
potential of ions. The emissivity of a region with electron density, ne and ion
density ni (of ions with atomic number Z), is given by,
jν =
1
2pi
mc2σ
3/2
T
(
mc2
kT
)1/2
Z2nenie
−hν/kT g¯ff erg cm−3 ster−1 (3.1)
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with σT being the Thomson cross-section and g¯ff a velocity averaged Gaunt
factor (typically 4 to 5 at radio wavelengths) (Burke & Graham-Smith, 2002).
And under thermodynamic equilibrium the linear absorption coeffiecent becomes
κff =
jff (ν)c
2
2kTν2
erg cm−3 ster−1 . (3.2)
The resulting emission from free-free interactions has a broad bandwidth and
is present over a range of frequencies wherever ionized material occurs. Figure
3.1 shows the shape of the spectrum for free-free emission.
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Figure 3.1: Idealized spectrum of free-free emission at a given temperature T,
through typical radio wavelengths.
From Equations 3.1 and 3.2 it can be seen that the emission spectrum remains
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flat whilst the absorption will increase proportional to ν−2 (Burke & Graham-
Smith, 2002). This leads to Hii regions being optically thick at low frequencies;
here (as can be seen in Figure 3.1) the spectrum of emission from a Hii region will
follow a thermal spectrum up to the frequency at which the region is optically
thin where it will become approximately flat Burke & Graham-Smith (2002).
In a Hii region where Z=1 and ni = ne the specific intensity Iν will contain
a factor
∫ L
0
n2eds (from Equation 2.1), this is known as the emission measure
(Spitzer, 1978). This is a useful observational characteristic as it can be used to
calculate ne from the observed intensity.
3.2 Ultra Compact HII Regions
Ultra Compact Hii (UCHii) regions are created as a forming massive star begins
emitting photons with energy ≥ 13.6eV in sufficient enough abundance to begin
ionising the hydrogen in its surrounding natal cloud (Hoare et al., 2007). This
is an interesting time in the lifetime of a massive star as it traces the transition
from forming protostar through the leaving or disruption of its natal core and the
beginning of its main sequence lifetime (Churchwell, 2002). Owing to the fact that
only the most massive stars are capable of producing radiation up to the Lyman
limit, embedded Hii regions act as unique tracer of massive star formation(Hoare
et al., 2007).
Observationally a UCHii can be defined as having diameters ≤ 0.1pc, electron
densities ≥ 104cm−3 and emission measures ≥ 107 pc cm−6 (Wood & Church-
well, 1989a; Kurtz, 2002). As well as the radio emission occuring due to the
free-free emission of electrons in UCHii regions these sources are also associated
with high luminosity far infrared emission caused by the circumstellar dust of
the embedded massive star reemitting most of the stars luminosity at µm to mm
wavelengths (Wood & Churchwell, 1989a). A number of colour criteria have been
used to characterise UCHii regions at infrared wavelengths, Wood & Churchwell
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(1989a) defined IRAS colours S12µm and S25µm ≥ 10Jy log(S60µm/S12µm) ≥ 1.30
and log(S25µm/S12µm) ≥ 0.57 from comparison to radio observed UCHii. Whereas
Hughes & McLeod (1989) used optically observed Hiito define IRAS colour cuts
of log(S60µm/S25µm) ≥ 0.25, log(S25µm/S12µm) ≥ 0.40 and S100µm ≥ 80Jy. Such
colour-colour criteria become useful when trying to disambiguate objects in re-
gions of massive star formation i.e. RMS survey (Hoare et al., 2004).
UCHii regions, as well as acting as a signpost for the formation of massive
stars, can provide a greater understanding of the environment and physical char-
acteristics of the emerging massive star. As discussed by Churchwell (2002),
and Hoare et al. (2007) the small number of observed morphologies of UCHii
regions suggest a common set of evolutionary processes shared by all forming
massive stars. The morphologies of UCHii regions were categorised by Wood &
Churchwell (1989b) as cometary, core-halo, shell and irregular/multiple peaked
structure, (Figure 3.2), spherical sources for an additional category where the
source remains unresolved.
These morphologies are determined by interactions between the ionised and
the surrounding molecular gas and the density distribution of that molecular
gas (Churchwell, 2002). This interaction may also affect the life time of UCHii
regions keeping them in their compact state longer than would be expected by a
simply expanding region. Wood & Churchwell (1989b) estimated ∼ 4×104 years
to expand beyond the detection of their VLA observations (i.e move beyond the
ultra compact criteria), whereas the number of observed would suggest a longer
lifetime of order 105years. The figure of 105years is also used by Churchwell
(2002), though it has been criticised by a number of studies (see Hoare et al.,
2007).
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Figure 3.2: Radio Contour plots of UCHii morphologies. Top left: Shell. Top
right: Cometary. Bottom Left: Core/Halo. Bottowm Right: Bipolar Nebula.
Image: (Churchwell, 2002, and references therein)
3.3 Hyper Compact HII Regions
In recent years a more compact form of Hii region has been the focus of great
study. Hyper compact Hii (HCHii) regions are categorised as having size ≤
0.05pc, densities ≥ 106cm−3 and emission measures ≥ 1010cm6 pc−1. They
are also noted as having usually broad radio recombinations lines of FWHM
≥40kms−1 (Beuther et al., 2007), as opposed to UCHii with FWHM 30 - 40kms−1
(Hoare et al., 2007). After originally being considered extreme examples of UCHii
regions, HCHii are now considered a separate class of object.
Their formation is thought to occur prior to the start of UCHii as the accretion
disk begins to be photoionized (Zinnecker & Yorke, 2007; Keto & Wood, 2005).
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Alternatively Tan & McKee (2003) present a model comparison with radio source
“I” in the Orion Hot Core, suggesting the formation of Hii regions in the outflows
of a forming massive star. This occurs as the outflow cavities allow the escape of
ionising photons, which when incident on the cavity walls create a Hii region of
sizes comparable to the observational criteria of HCHii.
3.4 UCHII and 6.7GHz Methanol maser associ-
ation
As UCHii and the 6.7GHz methanol maser both trace the formation of massive
young stellar objects the length of time these two features coexist will give infor-
mation on the evolution time of massive stars and their environment during the
later stages of the formation process. In their paper Walsh et al. (1998) find 46 of
their observed 233 sites containing methanol maser emission also contain a com-
pact radio continuum (19.7%). A similar value (22%) was also found by Codella
& Moscadelli (2000) during a statistical survey toward a homogeneous sample
of 124 UCHii regions. They conclude that like the water masers also present in
their sample, CH3OH masers are disrupted with the onset of the UCHii region.
It is clear from the literature that the association of UCHii regions and the
class II methanol maser trace a key stage in the evolution of a young massive
star, existing towards the end of its pre-main sequence life. A number of studies
highlight this. Breen et al. (2010) used a statistical analysis of a sample of 113
6.7GHz masers to place constraints on the time at which particular maser species
and UCHii overlap during massive star formation. This timeline is shown in
Figure 3.3.
So for a sample of class II methanol masers those which do not exhibit any
continuum emission are likely the youngest. Longmore et al. (2007) undertook a
survey of hot molecular cores (observed in NH3) traced by the 6.7GHz methanol
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Figure 3.3: Evolutionary sequence for masers associated with MSF, the double
arrow indicated UCHii exist beyond the boundary of the plot. From Breen et al.
(2010) using data from references therein.
maser. They present their sample as breaking down into five groups, from least
evolved to most evolved. Group 1: contains NH3 with quiescent gas, Group 2:
NH3 + 6.7GHz masers, Group 3: NH3 + 6.7GHz masers + 24GHz continuum
emission, Group 4: NH3 + 24GHz continuum and finally Group 5: 8GHz +
24GHz continuum . Again the methanol maser ceases to exist with the onset of
a Hii region.
Another example of the evolutionary position of both 6.7GHz methanol masers
and UCHii is presented in the work by Hill et al. (2005). Here SIMBA obser-
vations at 1.2mm were used to identify groups of sources containing mm-only
emission, mm + maser, mm + maser + radio and mm + radio. Statistical com-
parisons of the parameters derived from these observations show that these are
not all the same type of object with particular tracers missing and the authors
suggest that their mm-only cores may be an early pre-maser period in the evolu-
tion of massive stars.
This evolutionary sequence seems to be supported in the physical parameters
of UCHii ,Walsh et al. (1998); van der Walt et al. (2003) and Ellingsen et al.
(2005) have seen that where class II masers are associated with UCHii regions on
scales ≤ 0.2pc, the UCHii regions is physically smaller than those with greater
separation or no maser association. From this it can be considered that the closely
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associated UCHii/masers are younger and smaller as they have had less time to
evolve.
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Interferometery
The primary data source for this thesis is the Methanol Multibeam Survey obser-
vations taken with the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) interferome-
ter. This chapter covers the key techniques of interferometery, synthesis imaging
and aperture synthesis with particular emphasis on their uses with respect to the
MMB-ATCA high resolution data.
4.1 Interferometer Basics
The construction of steerable single dish telescopes with diameters in excess of
∼100m is an impractical and expensive feat of engineering, meaning that such
instruments do not exist. To overcome the resolution limit imposed by this issue,
the technique of interferometery can be used. The signals from two or more
radio telescopes can be combined and the data output from such a system has
the resolution equivalent to a single dish of diameter equal to the maximum
separation of the smaller dishes in an interferometer system, i.e;
θ ≈ λ
D
(4.1)
As an example the ATCA at its maximum separation of 6km has a resolution
approximately one hundred times that of the 64m Parkes telescope.
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4.2 The Two Element Interferometer
To utilise the enhanced resolution presented by an interferometer it is necessary
to understand the combination of signals and how real physical quantities can
be derived from this. The simplest form of an interferometer to consider is one
made up from only two dishes. Figure 4.1 shows a system of two dishes separated
along vector b.
Figure 4.1: Schematic of a simple two dish interferometer. The angle between
s and vertical is denoted θ within the text. Based on (Burke & Graham-Smith,
2002)
A plane wave from a source along unit vector s will arrive at the right hand
dish a time τgeo before it arrives at the left hand dish. This time delay takes the
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form;
τgeo =
b · s
c
=
bs cos θ
c
(4.2)
The signal out of each of the two dishes take the forms x(t) = v1 cos 2piνt and
y(t) = v2 cos 2piν(t− τgeo), where v1 and v2 are the voltage of the signal (Burke &
Graham-Smith, 2002). These signals are then fed into the correlator resulting in
the cross-correlation, Rxy(τ), which is defined as the time-averaged product for
the two amplitudes with dimensions of power (Burke & Graham-Smith, 2002) .
In terms of physical characteristics of the observed source the power equivalent
of voltages v1 and v2 can be expressed in terms of I(s) the source brightness and
A(s) is the antenna area. Given the two received signals from solid angle dΩ,
within bandwidth ∆ν the cross-correlation becomes,
Rxy = ∆ν
∫
A(s)I(s) cos 2piντgeo dΩ = ∆ν
∫
A(s)I(s) cos 2pibλ · s dΩ (4.3)
where bλ = b/λ (Thompson, 1985). To create an image of the observed source
a phase tracking centre is used. This sets a vector where the centre of the syn-
thesised field of view is placed. Denoted as s0, the vector s from Equation 4.2 is
s = s0 + σ, where σ is the vector offset of s from s0 as in Figure 4.2 (Thompson,
1985).
In practice, to avoid bandwidth problems at large θ an instrumental time delay
(as seen in Figure 4.1) is added such that τgeo = 0 at s0, so that in the data time
delays are only attributable to offset vector σ (Burke & Graham-Smith, 2002).
Following the formalisation in Thompson (1985) Equation 4.3 becomes the
following;
Rxy = ∆ν cos(2pibλ · s0)
∫
A(σ)I(σ) cos 2pibλ · σ dΩ
−∆ν sin(2pibλ · s0)
∫
A(σ)I(σ) sin 2pibλ · σ dΩ
(4.4)
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Figure 4.2: Projection of vectors s, s0 and σ and the uv -plane onto the sky. Based
on (Burke & Graham-Smith, 2002)
From this the complex visibility can be defined as
V ≡ |V |eiφV =
∫
A(σ)I(σ)e−i2pibλ·σ dΩ (4.5)
where A(σ) is the normalized antenna reception, and is equivalent to A(σ)/A0 and
A0 is the beam centre antenna response (Thompson, 1985). Finally substitution of
the real and imaginary parts of Equation 4.5 into Equation 4.6 gives the correlator
output as,
Rxy = A0|V |∆ν cos(2piνbλ · s0 − φV ) . (4.6)
After proper calibration (see §4.5), measurement of the amplitude and phase
of the complex visibility can be made and as can been seen from Equation 4.5
the brightness distribution of the source is the Fourier transform of the complex
visibility.
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4.3 The uv-plane
For interferometric observations there is a useful coordinate system in which the
correlator output can be expressed. Given a w direction along vector s0 the
baseline vector bλ can be given in a plane perpendicular to this with a rectilinear
coordinate system, with u defining east-west positions and v north-south (Figure
4.2) (Burke & Graham-Smith, 2002).
The coordinates of the offset vector σ in Equation 4.5 are made easier to work
with in this coordinate system as σ is parallel to the uv-plane and can be given
uv coordinates. Making the complex visibility
V =
∫
A(l,m)I(l,m)e−i2pi(ul+vm)
dl dm√
1− l2 −m2 (4.7)
where (l,m) are the direction cosines of vector s, ergo the coordinates of σ and
dl dm√
1−l2−m2 is simply dΩ in the uv-plane. As discussed in Burke & Graham-Smith
(2002) l and m will be small and as such, using the small angle approximation,
can be replace with x and y the angular offsets. Meaning V (u, v) becomes the
Fourier transform of I(x, y). These x, y coordinates are then the actual celestial
coordinates of the source brightness I(x, y) and of practical use for astronomers.
4.4 Aperture Synthesis
Each measurement of V (u, v) gives only one Fourier component of an object’s
brightness distribution. The technique of aperture synthesis in modern inter-
ferometry uses multiple baselines from an array of telescopes to give multiple
measurements of V (u, v) for a given integration time. An array of N telescopes
generates N(N − 1)/2 visibilities for an individual integration. However for a
complex object there may not be sufficient uv coverage to adequately map the
source, i.e. there are insufficient Fourier components to describe the object. The
Earth’s rotation can be used to increase the uv coverage of an array; as the Earth
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moves the antennas relative position to the source changes and provides new uv
points thus increasing the number of visibilities. Figure 4.3 shows the uv-coverage
for an MMB-ATCA observation.
Figure 4.3: The uv coverage of a MMB-ATCA observation see Chapter 5.
It is impossible in practice to fully fill the uv plane, however maps can be
made with the limited filling and so long as the limitations of the observation are
known useful science can be achieved. For example the uv-coverage seen in Figure
4.3, whilst limited was used primarily for positioning maser sources, which are
compact and simple sources thus this small number of visibilities was sufficient.
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4.5 Calibration and Data Reduction
To correctly find the amplitude and phase of the complex visibility, calibration
of the system is required. The three key calibrations to be considered for inter-
ferometer observations are flux, phase and band-pass.
Flux Calibration To affectively set the scale by which the target source is
to be measured in terms of flux, observations of a source of well defined and
non-fluctuating flux are made and the data calibrated to this. For the Australia
Telescope Compact Array this source is 1934-638 and is monitored by the ATNF
to maintain a reliable flux standard for which observations can be calibrated to
J.Reynolds (1994).
Phase Calibration Regular measurement of a source of well known position
is required to calibrate the phase of the interferometer observations (Burke &
Graham-Smith, 2002). Changes in, for example, the atmosphere will introduce
phase errors into the observation so constant switching to a calibrator source and
correction for these will reduced the detrimental effects on the data.
Band-pass Calibration Whilst most instrumental effects which require cali-
bration are dealt with largely by the system itself, the interferometers response
across the observed bandwidth must be calibrated to compensate for any frequency-
channel to frequency-channel differences in the system. Here a bright source con-
tinuum is observed, so that the system response across the band can be seen and
compensated for.
Once properly calibrated the processing of interferometric data can be con-
ducted. The use of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) techniques are required to
efficiently convert the calibrated correlator output in to a map of the source. To
use FFT data must be uniformly spaced meaning the interpolation of uv data
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points and the use of arbitrary values for use with points missing uv data (Burke
& Graham-Smith, 2002). The FFT is then applied leading to a so called dirty
map, where the convolution of the fringe pattern with a single dish beam pro-
file leads to a sinc function, creating a image full of unwanted artefacts called
sidelobes. The dirty map has a point spread function (PSF) known as a dirty
beam (Rohlfs & Wilson, 2006). The effect of this poor PSF are corrected using
deconvolution, the most commonly used technique being CLEAN.
CLEAN Subtracting the dirty beam from the most prominent feature in the
dirty map (centred on its peak and scaled in flux) will remove the unwanted
artefacts created by the response of the dirty beam to the emission from this
point, uncovering any weaker emission at the other positions hidden by these.
Successive iterations of this subtraction can be made, the data reduction software
tracking the position of the subtraction and its scaled size. A map can then be
reconstructed using an idealized point spread function (clean beam) replacing the
subtracted dirty beams. Creating finally a map equivalent to that produced by a
single dish from an incomplete set of visibilities. Figure 4.4 shows dirty and clean
images of an MMB-ATCA maser observation.
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(a) Original Dirty image (b) Partially CLEANed image
Figure 4.4: Examples of Left: Dirty Image, Right: CLEAN Image after 100
CLEAN interations
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Methanol Multibeam Survey
The Methanol MultiBeam survey is an Anglo-Australian project to survey the
galactic plane for the 6.7GHz Methanol Maser. The currently complete survey
region covers l= -174◦ < l < 60◦ for |b| < 2◦ and was conducted at the Parkes
radio telescope, Parkes NSW (see Green et al., 2009). First observations were
conducted in January 2006 using a custom built seven beam receiver mounted
on the 64-m dish. The survey was conducted to cover the molecular clouds,
which are well traced by the CO emission (see Dame et al., 2001), in which the
6.7GHz maser exist, with instantaneous 150kms−1 velocity coverage. During the
times where the Galactic Plane was not visible from Parkes the Large and Small
Magellanic clouds were also surveyed, the results of which can be found in Green
et al. (2008).
5.1 Australia Telescope Compact Array obser-
vations (MMB-ATCA)
For all sources detected in the MMB Parkes survey which were new discoveries or
did not previously have high resolution positions, interferometeric observations of
the sources were conducted at the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA)
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near Narrabri NSW (Caswell et al., 2010). The Compact Array comprises six
22m dishes with maximum east-west separation of 6km and a 214m north-south
spur (ATNF, 2008).
So far there have been 24 observing blocks for MMB positioning observations
at ATCA which covered 454 sources. These observations were conducted in 2-
4 day runs in April and December 2006, February, May, July and November
2007 and January and August 2008. These dates were before the implementation
of the new Compact Array Broadband Backend (CABB) which came online in
March/April 2009. During the observations the Compact Array was in the 6(A-
D) baseline configurations with the exception of the May 2007 observations which
were in the H214 configuration, (see Table 5.1). Configuration H214 and H168
listed in Table 5.1 each have a ∼ 6km baseline but due to the compact nature
of the rest of the antennas in these configurations data from the antenna at 6km
is excluded from processing to provide a well filled area of the uv-plane. This
means H214 and H168 are in practice five antenna configurations rather than the
standard six.
The ATCA set-up allowed the simultaneous observation of continuum emission
at 8GHz. These simultaneous observations allowed regions of free-free emission
to be detected, most likely either UCHii or HCHii for regions of massive star
formation, giving more information about the regions themselves.
5.1.1 Observation Specifications
6.7GHz Observations MMB high resolution positioning observations were
made with correlator configured to a 4MHz bandwidth over 1024 channels of
3.9kHz (Green et al., 2009), equivalent to a 0.175kms−1 channel width. Each run
was split into observing sessions of∼10 hours per day, observing an average of∼20
sources per day with average on source time of 3× 5 minutes, plus observations
of calibrators for flux, phase and bandpass.
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Array Observation Minimum Maximum
Configuration Blocks Baseline Baselinea
[m] [m]
6A FEB2007, JAN2008 337 5939
6B DEC2006, AUG2008 214 5969
6C APR2006, JUL2007 153 6000
6D NOV2007 77 5878
H214 MAY2007, MAY 2010 82 247
H168 MAR2010 61 192
Table 5.1: ATCA base line configurations used to collect data presented in this
thesis. a Maximum Baseline represents the largest baseline used, rather than
present in the configuration, e.g data from H214 and H168 use only 5 of the 6
antennas (see note in text).
8.64GHz Observations The remaining 4MHz of the ATCA correlator was
used to observe continuum from free-free emission over 13 channels. These obser-
vations occurred simultaneously to the 6.7GHz observations and used the same
calibrators observed at the 8.64GHz rest frequency.
5.2 MMB-ATCA Data Processing
Data from the ATCA was provided in the RPFITS file format by the ATNF,
these data were then processed using the interferometer data reduction software
MIRIAD. MIRIAD contains a number of executable functions known as tasks
used to convert the raw RPFITS data into useful scientific observation data. In
the case of the MMB-ATCA observations the desired output is a CLEANed, (see
§4), data cube for the 6.7GHz data and CLEANed multi-frequency composite
image for the 8.64GHz data.
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As each source observed in a single observing block and to some extent over all
observing blocks, was run with the same antenna configuration and was subject to
the same receiver conditions the parameters required to process the data within
MIRIAD will remain largely constant throughout the data reduction process.
This enables a script to be created made up of the required MIRIAD tasks to be
run on a source by source basis. Using the ATNF MIRIAD tutorials (see Rayner,
2001; O’Brien, 2003), a functioning and successful reduction strategy was created
and implemented in a Perl script, for example ARMMbigspec3.pl (see Appendix
G).
5.2.1 Data reduction process
Set-up: The initial loading of the raw data is handled within MIRIAD but
outside of the Perl script, at this stage it is useful to remove any known bad data
from a particular data set.
Data is loaded from the raw RPFITS files using task ATLOD which converts
the data to a uv file format used within the rest of MIRIAD. Once the uv file for
an entire days observation has been created it is possible to select out the possible
bad data using task UVFLAG. This task can be used to flag data such that it is not
used further within the processing. Flagging can be applied to the signal from a
particular antenna over the whole observation, all antennas for particular block
of time or a combination of these with additional options available. The final
task used in the set-up of the data is UVSPLIT which creates a separate file for
each observed source at each frequency it was observed at. For the MMB-ATCA
data this gives two files per source one at 6.7GHz and another at 8.64GHz. The
data is now ready to be processed by running the script.
Source processing: Each source within a dataset is processed individually as
the script runs through the separate frequency source files created with UVSPLIT.
The processing occurs in three stages, calibrator data flagging, calibrator source
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calibration and target source calibration and imaging.
Figure 5.1 shows a schematic of the tasks used on each source in the scripted
processing of MMB-ATCA data.
Each source was effectively reduced twice, initially with a short number of
velocity channels and large image size (1024 × 1024 pixels) and then again with
a larger number of velocity channels and a smaller image size (256 × 256 pixels)
also with slightly different processing parameters to create spectra for the MMB
source database and to try to overcome discrepancies between the processing in
AIPS conducted by Dr. James Caswell, this is discussed in section §5.3. For
the large velocity range data cubes the smaller image size was used because
if 1024 × 1024 pixels images were created the cube files became so large that
further processing became impossible within the MIRIAD software and using the
computer hardware available. The short velocity range data cubes were centred
on the known maser velocities (from the Parkes Survey) to find positions for the
sources. The tasks or parameters in blue are for the large velocity range.
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Figure 5.1: Flow chart of MIRIAD data reduction process for MMB-ATCA data
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Calibrator Data Flagging: A number of the characteristic parameters used
in interferometric observations are viewed to assess the quality of the data for
each source, and any bad data is flagged out using a “point and click” function
within MIRIAD, the tasked used are:-
Task Description of use Standard Parameters
UVPLT Allows viewing of each data set on
a number of different axes to assess
the quality of the data
axis=time,amp
axis=time,phase
axis=re,im
BLFLAG Allows user to manually select the axis=time,amp
data points to be flagged axis=time,phase
axis=re,im
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Calibrator Calibration: Each observing block contains an observation of a
bandpass and flux calibrator source, these are typically bright point sources with
well known fluxes. Additionally a number of phase calibrators are also observed
(local to a number of the target sources) to track the phase throughout the
observations. The flux calibrator was typically the ATCA standard 1934-638
(J.Reynolds, 1994). The flux for 1934-638 is a known value within MIRIAD and
as such it can be used to “bootstrap” the observed 1934-638 flux to the MIRIAD
value and thus calibrate the flux of all other sources. To calibrate the phase and
bandpass calibrator sources the following tasks are applied:-
Task Description of use Standard Parameters
MFCAL Calibrates antenna gains for multi-
frequency observations
edge=100
interval=5
options=nopassol (for
phase calibrator only)
GPPLT Plots of bandpass for each calibra-
tor are plotted to check bandpass
solutions passed from MFCAL
yaxis=amp
options=bandpass
GPBOOT “Bootstraps” the gain tables of the
phase calibrators with the flux cal-
ibrator
vis=phase calibrator
cal=flux calibrator
Source Calibration and Imaging: Once the calibrators of a particular data
set have been properly processed the script then runs the following tasks on each
target source in turn, these calibrate the target source then create a data cube
for the 6.7GHz:-
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Task Description of use Standard Parameters
GPCOPY Gain, polarisation and bandpass
calibrations are copied onto a par-
ticular source
1. *Run with phase
calibrator as an input
with options=nopass
2. **Run with
bandpass calibrator
as an input with
options=nopol,nocal
UVLIST Creates a log file about the source
to find velocities for start and end
channels
in=Source.freq
options=full,spectral
log=templog.txt
PRTHD Creates a log file from source
Header to find centre of observa-
tion for image offset calculations
in=Source.freq
log=coordlog.txt
UVCAT and
UVAVER
Used to over come Doppler correc-
tion issues inherent in MIRIAD
see §5.3
INVERT Converts uv visibility data into an
image
sup=0
line=channel,X,Y/100
stokes=i
imsize=1024,1024/
256,256
options=double
cell=0.5
IMSTAT Creates log file to get the rms of
the source data
region=images(15,15)
log=statlog.txt
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CLEAN Cleans dirty map created in
INVERT with gaussians placed at
positions of peak emission.
See §4.5
mode=clark
cutoff=3 × rms
gain=0.1
region=boxes(88,88,
168,168)
RESTOR Convolves CLEANed image with a
model beam created at the INVERT
stage
Note: in the INVERT stage X was set to either 50 or 700 for the short and long
velocity range reduction respectively and Y was ∼25 channels below the channel
with V = Vpeak from the Parkes survey data.
Continuum Data Reduction The major differences occur between the methanol
spectral line data reduction and the 8.64GHz continuum, firstly no channel in-
formation is entered at the INVERT stage as the additional options=mfs creates a
multi-frequency composite image where velocity information is not required.
***
More details on the parameters and fuctions of each MIRIAD task can be
found in the MIRIAD user guide (Sault & Killeen, 2007).
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5.3 AIPS vs. MIRIAD: Flux Discrepancy In-
vestigation
The data for positioning from the MMB-ATCA data set was reduced by both
myself and Dr. James Caswell (ATNF Epping). I used the method described
above in §5.2 whereas Dr. Caswell used the NRAO AIPS data reduction software.
In comparing both sets of our results it became apparent that whilst our positions
for each maser were in agreement (compare the position in this thesis and those
presented in Caswell et al. (2010)), there was however a large discrepancy between
the flux densities calculated for each source. Note this occurs in both the long
and short velocity range MIRIAD reductions.
To investigate this a small sample of sources from the observations on January
22nd 2008 were reduced again in AIPS, using the same parameters as in the
MIRIAD reduction. In both sets of processing the flux calibration was set to be
equal to those used by Dr. Caswell. The reductions were then conducted as near
as possible to exactly the same between the two software packages. The only clear
difference noticed between the two packages is that AIPS uses a Cotton-Schwab
enhancement (NRAO, 2010) to the Clark clean algorithm used by MIRIAD. This
difference occurs at the CLEAN stage and so any resulting differences would
occur after this stage.
5.3.1 Findings
To investigate the difference throughout the data reduction process the RMS
noise from a dirty and clean map was recorded and the flux at peak pixel taken
for each source.
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Before CLEANing
The RMS values here come from the same “off source” channel in both software
programs, the images used being created by the tasks INVERT and IMAGR (the
latter with no cleaning applied) in MIRIAD and AIPS respectively.
Figure 5.2: AIPS vs. MIRIAD: Off source dirty map RMS values for sample
sources
Figure 5.2 clearly shows a distinct difference between MIRIAD and AIPS
values of ∼ 0.03 Jy for each source. The two sources MMBS G305.615-00.344 and
MMBS G305.646+01.589, middle of plot, show some difference from a constant
relation between the two data sets, this may be due to the fact that these are
the two strongest sources in the sample and thus more likely to have detectable
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weaker velocity structure in off source velocity planes which was effecting the
result.
5.3.2 After CLEANing
The RMS values here come from the same “off source” channels in each clean
map (Figure 5.3). The clean maps are from RESTOR in MIRIAD and IMAGR (this
time run with cleaning applied).
Figure 5.3: AIPS vs MIRIAD: Off source clean map RMS values for sample
sources.
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Again there is a clear difference between the AIPS and MIRIAD RMS values for
off source, with the difference between them of ∼ 0.02 Jy for each source.
5.3.3 “On Source” Results
Figures 5.4 and 5.5 represent the “on source” (i.e peak channel flux values) and
the signal to noise ratios (derived from the clean map RMS and peak flux), here
are the flux densities given by Dr. Caswell from his AIPS reduction.
Figure 5.4: AIPS vs MIRIAD: Source flux densities for each sample source.
As noted there is some relation between AIPS and MIRIAD “off source”
values of RMS in both clean and dirty maps, however this relation is lost in the
“on source” peak flux values. It can be seen that my own AIPS data reduction
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Figure 5.5: AIPS vs MIRIAD: Signal to noise ratios for each sample source.
matches Dr. Caswell’s closely, whereas this is not true for the MIRIAD reduction
with the AIPS/MIRIAD difference varying from a maximum of 2.12 Jy to 0.34
within the data set. Also apparent is that the greatest difference occurs with the
strongest masers in the sample.
Interestingly when the MIRIAD reduction flux is plotted against Dr.Caswell’s
AIPS flux, there is a well fitted linear relation, as shown in Figure 5.6, the relation
Fluxaips = 1.5054Fluxmiriad + 0.1684 (5.1)
gives a χ2 ∼1.84 showing the data is well fit. However masers with flux of the
order tens or even hundreds of Janksy are not represented in this small sample
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so the relation may not be robust over all sources.
Figure 5.6: AIPS and MIRIAD F6GHz comparison
Other Findings
Two smaller scale tests were also used to try to better understand the differing
results between software packages.
RMS cut offs: To see the affect of altering the cut off value used in both
CLEAN and IMAGR during CLEANing iterations. This is the rms noise level at
which CLEAN and IMAGR stop running CLEANing iterations on the data. A cut
off of 2σ was input for the source MMBS G307.133-00.477 (previously this value
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was left unset). The values of σ were the MIRIAD and AIPS clean RMS values
for processing in MIRIAD and AIPS respectively.
The effect of these added parameters was minimal, especially in AIPS. The
results can be seen in Table 5.5.
8GHz Results: Three 8GHz continuum sources in the January 23rd 2008 data
were also reduced in AIPS to compared to the original reduction in MIRIAD.
There is again a flux discrepancy (see Table 5.6). These data were reduced in
as close to the same way as is possible between the two programs (as with the
6.67GHz), with the same cell size, number of iterations etc.
Comment
Aside from the flux discrepancies the positional and velocity information gained
from reduction in either package is consistent. The velocities of the peak chan-
nels in my AIPS reduction appear lower than both other sets, this is due to fact
that rest frequency is entered in AIPS as a double accuracy number (REST-
FREQ(1)+RESTFREQ(2)), which I neglected to account for in my reduction.
The velocity differences are of the order ≤ 2kms−1 which would relate to a sixth
significant figure difference between the true rest frequency and where AIPS “cut
off” after RESTFREQ(1) reached the accuracy limit.
A partial solution was found by Dr. James Green (private comms.), (ATNF
Epping), in which MIRIAD should execute a CVEL function “on-the-fly” prior to
INVERT, which should correct the spectral data for sources observed over two days,
otherwise no spectral shift will be applied and a double peak will be produced,
lowering the overall flux. The CVEL function is initiated explicitly in AIPS. This
solution was applied to the long velocity range data cubes (shown in blue in §5.2).
However this is not a complete fix to the problem as comparison of long velocity
range data cubes and values in Caswell et al. (2010); Green et al. (2010) highlight.
Why the two software packages differ is not immediately apparent. The dif-
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ference may be algorithmic, somewhere between the INVERT and RESTOR stages in
MIRIAD or in IMAGR. If this is the case it seems more likely there are differences
in INVERT, to account for the differences in dirty map RMS, and possibly in CLEAN
or RESTOR, which would lead to the non-consistent flux differences. However the
latter is most likely caused by a cumulative effect in the cleaning loops of CLEAN
compounding the differences created earlier.
The impact of these differences in flux between reduction packages on the
MMB survey results are unimportant as in all MMB publications the published
fluxes are from single dish ‘MX’ observations made with the Parkes radio telescope
(Green et al., 2009). Scientifically a single measurements of maser fluxes are also
not of high use as these sources typically display variability between observations
and only multiple epoch observations will uncover this effect.
The flux value discrepancies of the 8GHz data are unresolved between AIPS
and MIRIAD processing, the results discussed in this thesis are from MIRIAD
processing as applied uniformly to all 8GHz data. The flux values of a sample of
MMB-8GHz data reduced in MIRIAD are compared to the same sources reported
by Walsh et al. (1998) who made observations at 8GHz also with ATCA. The
results (see Figure 5.7), show some scatter. Walsh et al. (1998) is not specific on
the ATCA array configuration used or the uv -coverage of the observations, both
of which could account for the deviation from a perfect correlation. As can be
seen the MMB-8GHz compare favourably with the Walsh et al. (1998) results.
It should be noted for completeness that the latest version of AIPS (31DEC08
with daily updates) and MIRIAD version 1.5, 2007/06/12 with all the latest
updates were used.
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Figure 5.7: MMB-8GHz flux value comparison to results of the same sources
presented by Walsh et al. (1998). Solid line gives y=x.
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Source Name ATCA ATCA Flux Velocity
MMBS RA Dec [Jy] [kms−1]
G303.868+00.194 12 59 35.84 -62 39 47.6 0.6 -36.720
G304.887+00.635 13 08 11.95 -62 10 21.9 0.65 -35.050
G305.475-00.096 13 13 45.75 -62 51 38.3 2.0 -39.090
G305.615-00.344 13 15 11.30 -63 05 29.5 3.6 -34.870
G305.634+01.645 13 13 49.43 -61 06 32.4 6.0 -54.810
G305.646+01.589 13 13 58.05 -61 09 51.7 3.3 -58.140
G305.822-00.115 13 16 48.71 -62 50 38.1 2.0 -42.160
G305.940-00.164 13 17 53.05 -62 52 50.6 0.7 -51.030
G307.133-00.477 13 28 38.29 -63 02 40.1 1.7 -38.650
Table 5.4: AIPS results processed by J.Caswell
Cut off Parameter Peak Flux
[Jy/Beam]
AIPS (No Cut off) 1.79
MIRIAD (No Cut off ) 0.99
AIPS (RMSAIPS) 1.73
AIPS (RMSMIRIAD) 1.70
MIRIAD (RMSMIRIAD) 0.88
Table 5.5: Integral flux as found by different cut off parameters
Source Name FluxAIPS FluxMIRIAD
MMBS [mJy/Beam] [mJy/Beam]
G012.112-00.126 4.63 3.46
G012.199-00.033 25.51 19.29
G013.657-00.599 2.55 1.45
Table 5.6: Comparison of peak fluxes of continuum sources
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5.4 MMB-ATCA Maser results
In total 414 methanol masers were detected in the 454 sources observed in the
MMB-ATCA 6.7GHz observations, there positions are presented in Table A.1
and a velocity spectrum is provided for each source in Appendix B1.
It should be noted that the peak flux density value presented in Table A.1 are
taken from the high positional accuracy data cubes (50 channels) where as the
spectra are created from the long velocity range data cubes (700 channels). The
differences in the two flux values and those in both Caswell et al. (2010); Green
et al. (2010) are discussed in §5.3.
As the MMB-ATCA observations were directed toward masers without high
accuracy positions prior to the MMB survey little comment can be made on the
galactic distribution of sources, as the observed sources are not uniformly placed
on the Galactic plane. This is being addressed currently in the literature with
the release of the MMB Survey catalogue papers (see Caswell et al., 2010; Green
et al., 2010). Figure 5.8 gives examples MMB-ATCA maser sources images and
their spectra. As almost the entirety of maser source detected are point sources
a map for each source was not created. The velocity structure of a sample of
sources were created as discussed in §5.5.
5.4.1 6.7GHz Detection Limit
For each maser source in the MMB-ATCA dataset the 6.7GHz luminosity was
calculated using formula L6.7GHz = 4piF6.7GHzd
2, where F6.7GHz is in [Jy/beam]
and values were calculated at both near and far distances. The RMS noise values
for all maser sources were taken in an “off-source” channel of the data cube. These
1The sources in Table A.1 are presented with “long” names, which are of the form MMBS
Glll.llll ± bb.bbbb unrounded at the fourth decimal place. Whereas they are named in “short”
in most other tables and figures in this thesis of the form MMBS Glll.lll ± bb.bbb rounded at
the 3 decimal.
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(a) MMBS G012.9042-00.0310 Map
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(b) MMBS G012.9042-00.0310 Spectrum
(c) MMBS G014.9908-00.1214 Map
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(d) MMBS G014.9908-00.1214 Spectrum
(e) MMBS G312.3072+00.6609 Map
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(f) MMBS G312.3072+00.6609 Spectrum
Figure 5.8: Example Images of MMB Maser Sources. Spectra for all masers are
provided in Appendix B.
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values were used to calculate an average RMS over the complete data set. This
RMS value was used to create a distance dependant LRMS−6.7GHz value to provide
a detection limit for masers within the data. Figure 5.9 provides a histogram of
the RMS values in the MMB-ATCA dataset.
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Figure 5.9: Distribution of MMB-ATCA maser data RMS noise
It can be seen that the RMS distribution is centred at an RMS value of
∼0.1 Jy/beam with the 97% of the distribution between FRMS 0.045 and 0.316
Jy/beam, the sources with higher RMS values are largely part of the MAY2007
data set which was conducted in the H214 array configuration.
Figure 5.10 shows the data L6.7GHz plotted as a function of distance, the solid
line is the LRMS−6.7GHz for 2 × RMSmean, the RMS average value for this data
set is 0.15 Jy/beam. 95% of the maser sources appear above this detection limit,
those which appear below are from sources which had lower data cube RMS
values most likely caused by superior weather conditions or longer integration
times during the observations. The dashed line represents LRMS−6.7GHz for 1 ×
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Figure 5.10: Detection limit of 6.7GHz data. The solid line represents the lumi-
nosity limit created at 2× the average 6.7GHz dataset RMS noise, the dashed
line is the luminosity limit at the average RMS noise. Blue squares and black
‘×’s are L8GHz at near and far distance respectively
RMSmean, here 100% of sources appear above this line, setting within the dataset
a minimum possible detection F6.7GHz of 0.152 Jy/beam in the best possible
observing conditions.
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5.4.2 Positional Accuracy
As the MMB-ATCA observations were follow up observations to the MMB survey
observations with the Parkes radio telescope the integration, times for each maser
source were set based on the maser flux observed at Parkes. Sources with large
flux densities were observed for shorter times whilst faint sources had longer
integration times to ensure a detection. Following the work of Norris et al. (1993)
the positional accuracy of an observation with the ATCA, assuming the maser
source is smaller than the synthesised beam, is given by the formula B(S/N)−1,
where B is the beam size and S/N is the signal-to-noise ratio. This value was
calculated for each maser source and Figure 5.11 shows the distribution of these
positional accuracies.
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Figure 5.11: Distribution of MMB-ATCA maser data positional accuracies.
For these data the nominal positional accuracy is dependent on source flux
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and beam size, the majority however have positional errors of ∼0.5 arcsec. The
data from the APR2006 observations the first MMB-ATCA run are responsible
for the poor positional accuracy measures above 10 arcsec as they are the most
northerly sources in the survey and as such the synthesised beam is elongated
severely in Declination. This positional accuracy is high enough for comparison
with other datasets e.g. infrared sources but is not high enough to directly image
maser morphology, for this a velocity structure investigation was conducted.
5.5 Maser Velocity Structure
Higher resolution images of methanol masers from European VLBI Network
(EVN) observations at resolutions of ∼10 milli-arcseconds (mas) have shown that
the single point source maser like those seen in the MMB-ATCA dataset resolve
into smaller maser spots with interesting velocity structures. For example the
source G23.657-0.127 observed by Bartkiewicz et al. (2005) showing a ring of
masers which appears centred on the known YSO in this region, similar ring like
objects are seen along with linear and unordered velocity structures in further
EVN observations by Bartkiewicz et al. (2009). An investigation was conducted
to assess whether any spatial and velocity information could be derived from
these sources and provide information of the morphologies similar to those seen
in these EVN studies and the work at lower resolution by Walsh et al. (1998).
The majority of MMB-ATCA maser source spectra show narrow velocity pro-
files with maser emission present in only a small number of adjacent velocity
channels, however a number exhibit more extended velocity ranges for example
MMBS G326.448-00.748 and MMBS G016.583-00.051, (Appendix B). The inves-
tigation into the spatial distribution of the peak positions of the maser throughout
their velocity profile was conducted by finding the position of the maser peak flux
in each channel over its velocity range. The position in each channel was then
plotted as a function of velocity, with colour used to denote velocity. For this
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exploratory investigation 39 sources (9.4% of the complete dataset) were tested
in this manner, the tested sources were chosen to include all the 35 sources dis-
playing emission over velocity ranges ≥ 10 kms−1. To this was added 4 sources
with simple small scale velocity profiles for comparison.
5.5.1 Velocity Distribution Models
To visualise the effect of source morphology on the velocity structure of maser
peak positions schematic diagrams were created (Figure 5.12) and compared with.
The effect of ordered outflows and rotating disks at various inclination angles were
considered.
Unfortunately sources which seem to lay on a disk edge (e.g Bartkiewicz et al.,
2005, 2009) may not infact be rotating with a disk but moving radially toward
the central protostellar source (Bartkiewicz et al., 2009; Vlemmings et al., 2010).
To further the MMB-ATCA velocity distribution investigation the use of position
velocity diagrams were use to attempt to disambiguate the morphologies.
As shown in Figure 5.12 position velocity (P-V) diagrams clearly separate
what could be confusing linear spatial distributions between outflows and edge
on disks. Interpretation of disk type sources from methanol maser sources can be
seen in the work of Walsh et al. (1998) who provide position velocity diagrams
for their peak maser positions. These authors interpret the maser P-V diagrams
based on whether peak positions are a) spread along a line, which they describe
as the maser being confined to the edge of a thin annulus or b) distributed in two
opposing quadrants of the P-V diagram which can be interpreted as the emission
from an inclined disk.
Cabrit & Bertout (1986) present velocity profile and position-velocity exam-
ples of CO lines in accelerated bipolar outflows, as viewed at a variety of incli-
nation angles. These diagrams present a useful basis for comparison though the
position velocity diagrams of Cabrit & Bertout (1986) show contours of CO tem-
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Figure 5.12: Schematic of possible source morphologies causing the observed maser velocity
distributions. Square represent maser peak positions and the circle the centre of the object.
perature, a value for which there is not a comparable measure in maser studies.
For each of the 39 tested sources P-V diagrams were created with the posi-
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tional offset calculated from an appropriate central line along the major axis of
the velocity structure as used by Walsh et al. (1998) and Goodman et al. (1993).
The positional offset is then calculated along the central line from its centre point.
The P-V diagram display this offset along the x-axis as a function of velocity on
the y-axis.
5.5.2 Velocity Structure findings
Sources displaying the velocity structures and P-V diagram distributions similar
to those shown schematically in Figure 5.12 were found to be present in the
data. The best interpretation of the data is, as expected, given by the P-V
diagrams of each source as the spatial velocity distributions can ambiguous. The
sources can be categorised based on their P-V distributions, with three distinct
distributions, two quadrant, arc-like and gradients. Example sources for each of
these categories are provided here, with their velocity structure diagram, P-V
diagram and an individual source comment.
Two quadrant distributions
As described by Walsh et al. (1998) a two quadrant distribution represents maser
emission distributed (with no fixed radii) throughout an inclined disk. Example
sources displaying this distribution within the MMB-ATCA data are:
MMBS G354.615+00.472 : Multiple peaked velocity profile. The emission of
this maser is split into three separate regions. The lowest velocity emission (-27
to -22 kms−1) in located to the north in a small cluster, the emission between
-22 and -19 kms−1 is spatially elongated southward from below the low velocity
cluster. Finally emission from -18 to -14 kms−1 inhabits a separate region to the
south east of the low velocity cluster and to the east of the elongated region.
Morphologically this suggests the maser is seen at the extremes of an edge on
disk, with the elongated emission potentially tracing a section of an associated
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(b) MMBS G354.615+00.472
outlow (as it is elongated orthogonal to a line between the high and low veloc-
ity clustered regions). The P-V diagram has a clear two quadrant distribution
furthering the idea of a masers inhabiting a circumstellar disk (Walsh et al., 1998).
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(b) MMBS G326.448-00.748
MMBS G326.448-00.748 : Multiple peak velocity distribution, with its veloc-
ity profile displaying two velocity ranges in which maser emission exists, ∼-57 to
-62kms−1 and, ∼-67 to -73kms−1. The spatial distribution of these two velocity
regions of emission is striking in its near elliptical shape, with emission in the
∼-57 to -62kms−1 region tracing a definite arc at the more southerly part of the
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spatial distribution plot. This region of emission seems to show a slight west-east
velocity gradient. The emission in the ∼-67 to -73kms−1 velocity region trac-
ing a more diffuse region though still with an arced character to the north, here
there appears to be a slight east-west velocity gradient. This source resembles
strongly a highly inclined disk in it velocity distribution. The P-V diagram is
unclear as a two quadrant type distribution would be expected though with a
highly inclined disk the quadrants would be seen to be close in offset angular
offset. This source is associated with RMS survey (Hoare et al., 2004) source
G326.4477-00.7485A, though from their data its morphology is unclear. Further
observations at greater spatial resolution with increased uv -coverage should be
conducted toward this source to investigate it more fully.
Arc-like distributions
The arc-like P-V distribution of maser emission coming from a narrow ring of
fixed radius in the disk around a central object gives an arc-like shape as seen in
the upper row of Figure 5.12. A complete arc as shown in this figure may not be
easily found within the data but some sources do display partial arcs, e.g:
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(b) MMBS G317.466-00.403
MMBS G317.466-00.403 : Multiple peaked velocity profile, with three promi-
nent peaks (∼-37 to -43kms−1) and three smaller peaks (∼-47 to -51kms−1). The
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promienent peaks are located in the over a single region of the spatial distribution
plot, with no apparent velocity gradient. The smaller peaks also emit in this re-
gion though at a more southerly position that peak positions from the promienent
emission peaks. The P-V diagram for this source reveals an offset distribution
indicative of disk emission from a ring of masers point within a disk (e.g Figure
5.12), however the source is also associated with EGO G317.46-0.40(b) (and EGO
G317.46-0.40(a) at less than 10”) (Cyganowski et al., 2008) which would tend to
contradict this disk assumption.
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(b) MMBS G312.071+00.817
MMBS G312.071+00.817 : Elongated emission velocity distribution. This
source shows a east-west velocity gradient over its stretched RA spatial distribu-
tion. The source is narrow in Declination due to the beam of the original data.
The P-V diagram shows a gradient of decreasing angular offset between -33 and
-31 kms−1, though this is lost at velocities below -33kms−1. This source could
represent emission from a part of a disk as it seems to trace part of a sinusoid
shape as seen in Figure 5.12.
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Gradient distributions
As interpreted in Figure 5.12, P-V distributions showing a linear gradient could
describe maser emission associated with an outflow. However Walsh et al. (1998)
interpret this P-V structure as emission from a thin annulus in opposition to
the outflow interpretation. The two example sources displaying this gradient
type P-V distributions are associated with EGOs from Cyganowski et al. (2008),
favouring the outflow interpretation, but disk and outflow morphologies are likely
to exist in the same sources so either interpretation can not be fully excluded.
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(b) MMBS G016.585-00.051
MMBS G016.585-00.051 : Multiple peaked velocity distribution, the source
is narrow in Declination but elongated in RA (due to the beam shape). Across
the beam there is a clear east -west velocity gradient, there are a few points of
lower velocity emission scattered across this gradient. The emission at highest
velocity appears more elongated in declination than the lower velocity end of the
gradient. Considering this widening and outflowing region is a candidate for this
source, though an edge on disk is also capable of producing this gradient if the
declination elongation is ignored. Additionally the P-V diagram for this source
shows the data tend to follow a line of increasing offset to decreasing velocity.
Walsh et al. (1998) would interpret this as the existence of a maser within a thin
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annular region, though this source appears in Cyganowski et al. (2008) as EGO
G016.59-0.05 making this it an outflow candidate.
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(b) MMBS G022.038+00.222
MMBS G022.038+00.222 : Multiple peaked profile. The source appears to
have emission from the two most prominent peaks exsiting in the same region,
though with a gradient across this region. Higher velocity emission dominates
in the more westerly part of the region and the emission from the lower velocity
peak is more easterly. This emission from the lower velocity peak has greater spa-
tial distribution and appears sparser than the emission from the higher velocity.
There is some net linear trend in the P-V diagram, with increasing offset with
increasing velocity possibly indicating an outflow source. This proposed mor-
phology is backed-up by the source being associated with EGO G022.04+0.22 an
outflow candidate Cyganowski et al. (2008).
The remaining velocity structure diagrams, P-V diagrams and a description
of each for the 39 tested sources are found in Appendix C; where an apparent
morphology is seen in either the velocity structure or P-V diagrams this is sug-
gested in the text, though further observations and model comparisons would be
required to confirm these assumed morphologies. A literature search for objects
at these positions was also conducted, any relevant information is also noted in
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the individual source comment.
5.5.3 Velocity Structure Investigation Summary
An exploratory investigation into the velocity structure of the MMB-ATCA methanol
masers was conducted. This has shown that within the datacubes maser velocity
structure can be seen and shows position-velocity distributions suggesting masers
are present in both outflow and disk-like structures. Whilst the simple sources in
the sample showed compact spatial distributions on the order of the positional
accuracy of the data, the remaining sources all show some degree of maser peak
spatial distribution with some interesting morphological information present in
the P-V diagrams.
Using the three categories for P-V distributions described above the 39 sources
tested show 12 two quadrant, 5 arc-like and 6 gradient distributions, with the
remaining 16 having unclear morphologies from either the P-V diagrams or the
spatial distribution diagrams. Three of the sources (50% of this grouping) seen as
gradient slopes in their P-V diagrams are associated with extended green objects
(EGOs)(Cyganowski et al., 2009). These EGOs are outflow candidates seen from
their extended morphology in the 4.5µm band of GLIMPSE onboard the Spitzer
Space telescope. For the MMB-ATCA masers showing this type of structure it is
possible that either the annular region of (Walsh et al., 1998) is a misinterpreta-
tion of the data and these sources are existing within protostellar outflows or that
the masers exist in the inner regions of the forming protostars environment and
are tracing a disk with the outflows existing in a larger scale. These sources make
intriguing candidates for further investigation both at higher resolution and at
different wavelengths to create a complete image of the protostellar environment.
Ring structures of methanol masers have been observed using high resolution
EVN observations (e.g. Bartkiewicz et al. (2009)) and the 17 sources (two quad-
rant and arc-like distributions) in the MMB sample showing this type of velocity
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structure would make good candidates for similar high resolution observations,
using for example the ATNF Australian Long Baseline Array, to confirm these
inferred morphologies.
To improve the interpretation of both the P-V diagrams and velocity peak
spatial distributions a series of idealised models in the sky plane could be created
and convolved with the synthesised beam of a particular observation to compare
the resulting model P-V diagram and spatial distribution with the data. Ap-
plication of the velocity structure processing to the entire MMB-ATCA maser
dataset would also provide a sample from which statistical analysis of inferred
morphologies could also be conducted.
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5.6 MMB-ATCA 8GHz results
Of the 414 6.7GHz masers found in the MMB-ATCA dataset, 107 8GHz con-
tinuum sources were found within the same data 2 (∼ 27% (107/390)) with a
maximum maser/continuum separation of ∼10 arcmin. Figure 5.13 gives the dis-
tribution of the observed separation between maser and continuum sources, and
Table 5.7 shows the number of sources within separation defined groups.
There are two key features in Figure 5.13, the peak between 1 and 10 arcsec-
onds, showing a number of 8GHz sources likely to be associated with the target
maser, and the second (larger) peak between 100 and 1000 arcseconds where the
8GHz source is at such a large offset from the maser that these sources are likely
chance observations of continuum sources in the same field as a target maser.
However, if the maser and continuum sources both are at a typical distance of
a massive star formation region e.g 5kpc, this group of sources would be within
∼2.42 to ∼24.2 parsecs of the maser source and therefore given the size scale of
GMCs (Larson, 2003; Beuther et al., 2007) potentially in the same giant molecu-
lar cloud. The likelihood of association between sources is tested statistically in
§6.6.1, using infrared data to assess differences in maser and continuum source
environment.
Maser/8GHz Separation No.of sources
[arcsec]
≤ 1′′ 13
≤10′′ 21
10′′ < x ≤ 10′ 73
Table 5.7: Maser-Continuum Separation distribution.
2Data taken in MAY2007 did not observe at 8GHz, thus 24 target masers are missing this
data.
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Figure 5.13: Distribution of 6.67GHz maser and 8GHz continuum source separa-
tion.
This 27% detection rate is comparable to the 22% reported by Codella &
Moscadelli (2000) using the 32m radio telescope in Medicina, Italy. The primary
beam of these observations was 5′.6 whereas the MMB-ATCA observations were
7′.2 and 5′.5 for 6.7GHz and 8.64GHz respectively possibly accounting for the
lower detection value in the Codella & Moscadelli (2000) result.
The percentage of masers/continuum associations in the Walsh et al. (1998)
paper of 19.7% is based on source separation of 0.2pc for association. The equiv-
alent comparison in the MMB-ATCA data would be those sources separated by
≤10′′ which assuming a typical distance to these maser sources of 5kpc gives a
separation of 0.24pc, which can be seen in Table 5.7 gives 34 sources and there-
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fore 8.7% of the sample. From an inspection of the Walsh et al. (1998) data
approximately 7% of their UCHii regions are within 10′′ of a maser source, a
comparable value to the MMB value. Using a 0.2pc separation for the com-
parison with Walsh et al. (1998) the difference is 11% between the two samples
and could be accounted for in a number of ways. Firstly the MMB survey was
an unbiased survey for 6.7GHz masers whereas the Walsh et al. (1998) paper
used IRAS point source catalogue sources with the Wood & Churchwell (1989a)
UCHii selection criteria biasing their survey favourable towards UCHii sources.
Secondly the comparison of projected separations again angular separations is
not entirely reliable as the former is distance dependant and the latter is not.
For example maser/continuum sources in the MMB-ATCA sample which would
have a projected separations of 0.2pc maybe nearby sources which display angular
separations of >10′′ thus reducing the number of sources in the group.
5.6.1 8GHz Detection Limit
To assess the completeness of detections in the 8GHz data an 8GHz pseudo-
luminosity (L8GHz = 4piF8GHzd
2) using F8GHz in Jy/beam at both near and far
distances were calculated. These values were compared to a L8GHz derived from
the average RMS noise level of the 8GHz dataset (Figure 5.14).
These values show that at a level of three times the typical 8GHz RMS noise
all the continuum sources within the MMB-ATCA dataset should have been de-
tected, on scales which are resolvable in the ATCA array configuration used for
these observations. The typical RMS noise for these data is 0.35mJy with a range
between 0.16 and 2.00mJy.
5.6.2 Parameter Fitting
Each 8GHz source was inspected using the ATNF kvis data visualisation package
(Gooch, 1996). For each source the kvis function “Radial + Fit” was used to fit
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Figure 5.14: Luminosity detection limit of 8GHz data. The solid line represents
the limit created at 3× the average 8GHz dataset RMS noise value. Blue squares
and black ‘X’s are L8GHz at near and far distance respectively.
a gaussian to the average value of data within a circular aperture as a function
of radius. The peak flux values and FWHM of this gaussian were then used
as initial estimates in the MIRIAD task IMFIT. The IMFIT task fits geometric
models to a given data set, in the case of the MMB-8GHz data the chosen model
was a 2D gaussian. Whilst this same procedure was applied to all 107 sources
clearly it is appropriate only to point-like or compact sources with some level of
symmetry. Table A.2 gives the results of the gaussian fitting to each source with
a note specifying whether the source failed to be fitted.
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(a) MMBS G312.547-00.049 (b) MMBS G001.008-00.237
Figure 5.15: Example contour plots for MMB 8GHz sources. Left:Well fitted
source (note ‘+’ denotes maser position). Right: Poorly fitted source
Figure 5.15, shows a the contour plot for a well fitted source and a source
which is less well fitted. Contour plots for all 8GHz radio sources can be found in
Appendix D. The contour plots were created uniformly following the processing
described in §5.2.
5.6.3 8GHz Flux Distributions
Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17 show the distribution of peak and integrated flux for
the sample of well fitted 8GHz continuum sources. The majority of sources have
integrated fluxes below a Jansky, with the peak in the distribution at ∼0.1Jy.
With far fewer sources of integrated ≤0.01Jy than the equivalent in Jy/beam.
As discussed in Ellingsen et al. (2005), the amount by which a sources inte-
grated flux (in Jy) exceeds its peak flux (Jy/beam), is a measure of the amount
of emission extended beyond the synthesised beam. An integrated flux to peak
flux ratio of unity would therefore be a point source and values above this would
give a percentage over the beam size that contains emission.
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Figure 5.16: 8GHz peak flux distribution from the CLEAN data images.
Figure 5.18, gives the distribution of integrated flux to peak flux ratio for
the 83 well fitted continuum sources over the range 1 to 10 with all remaining
sources (26/83) having ratios greater than 10. Twenty five sources in the sample
have point source like ratios in the region between 1 and 1.5, but the majority
of sources in the MMB sample display integrated to peak flux ratios consistent
with more extended regions of emission. A feature which is also apparent in the
contour plots in Appendix D. Note that there are in the data set some values
which give integrated flux to peak flux ratio values of the order 103, this is likely
due to poor fitting in the gaussian fitting process.
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Figure 5.17: Distribution of 8GHz continuum source integrated flux from IMFIT
fitting.
5.6.4 8GHz Size Distribution
Figures 5.19 and 5.20 show the distribution of Hii region diameters calculated
from the fitted deconvolved major axis, at both the near and far distances cal-
culated for the maser sources (Green, 2008). Both at near and far distance the
distributions peak at ∼ 0.1 parsec, the size scale upper limit for UCHii regions.
A comparison with published Hii region typical sizes of the calculated Hii
region diameters was used to reduce the ambiguity of source type between near
and far distance. Any source exhibiting, for example, a UCHii diameter at both
near and far distance will obviously display a UCHii diameter at all distances
in between. The sample was then categorised using the size scale as follows:
≤ 0.05pc for HCHii, 0.05 < l ≤ 0.1pc for UCHii and all sources above 0.1pc
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Figure 5.18: Distribution of 8GHz integrated to peak flux ratio distribution, for
sources of ratio values less than 10 to highlight the distinct group of point like
sources
were classed as Hii. From this analysis 6 sources are HCHii sized, 6 give UCHii
diameters and 47 give diameters > 0.1pc at both distances. The remaining 48
sources display diameters of different source types at each distance. Of these
sources 25 are HCHii(near)/UCHii(far), 13 are UCHii(near)/Hii(far) and 10
HCHii(near)/Hii(far).
As the size boundaries for each type of Hii region are approximate values,
allowing a ±20% deviation above or below the boundary values given moves 5
sources into HCHii region at both distances, 10 into UCHii reducing the confused
source number to 33. This analysis relies on the distances from (Green, 2008)
being accepted as near and far distance boundaries. There is the possibility these
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Figure 5.19: Distributions of 8GHz source diameters at near distance
sources exist at smaller or greater distances, especially for sources which maybe
chance alignment of continuum in the same field as a maser source.
A secondary size test is used to assess the emission measure for each object
at near and far distance. A simple calculation of the emission measure can be
made by assuming a spherical Hii region of diameter l (here equal to near or far
distance diameter) and assuming a constant ne giving EM = ln
2
e (see §3.1.1).
Using the lower limit values of ne from (Kurtz, 2002) for HCHii, UCHii and Hii
( & 106, & 104 and & 5 × 103 cm−3 respectively) an emission measure for each
source type at each distance can be calculated to further disambiguate source
type and distance. Figure 5.21 presents EM as a function of diameter, the solid
horizontal lines represent the EM lower limits for each source type from Kurtz
(2002) and the solid vertical lines separate source type based on size, the MMB
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Figure 5.20: Distributions of 8GHz source diameters at far distance
sources are then plotted as points. Any point above the solid line is displaying
characteristic EM for that source type at that diameter. The clear discontinuities
in the horizontal EM minima between Hii region type and the linear nature of
the plotted data highlights that this diagnostic is fairly simplistic, but is a useful
primary test of source type.
Interestingly in this plot no sources appear to exhibit emission measures
greater than the UCHii cut off, though this is likely attributable to a) assuming
a depth of the 8GHz to be equal to the observed diameter and b) assuming no
emission or absorption is occurring along the line of sight.
This analysis does allow the rejection of the near distances for two sources
(MMBS G312.307+00.661 and MMBS G345.198-00.030) in the HCHii regime
which fall below the 109 pc cm−6 limit due to their extreme small sizes of 8×10−4
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Figure 5.21: Simple emission measure as a function of source diameter at near
and far distance. Sources below the horizontal line in each region do no fulfil the
minimum EM for that object type.
and 3×10−4 pc. This rejection of the near distance for these two sources is
also apparent in the uncertainties of the near and far distance present in Green
(2008), with both sources having a < 10% error on far distance and a >100%
error on the near distance. Indeed in each case the near distance is unrealistically
small, MMBS G312.307+00.661 having a near distance of 0.27kpc and MMBS
G345.198-00.030 a near distance of 0.07kpc both much smaller than the distance
to the nearest known massive star formation regions.
To attempt to further confirm the far distances for these two sources asso-
ciated objects from within the literature were sought. MMBS G312.307+00.661
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is associated (at < 1′′) with [MHL2007] G312.3070+00.6613 (Mottram et al.,
2007) a young stellar object candidate observed at infrared wavelengths. The
[MHL2007] source also has comparable velocity to the MMB maser source at
v = −10.2kms−1 (MMB maser vpeak = −12.05kms−1). Unfortunately no distance
is provided for this object or the next nearest objects found.
MMBS G345.198-00.030 is within 30′′ of IRAS 17015-4108 and 42′′ the infrared
dark cloud SDC G345.206-0.022 (Peretto & Fuller, 2009). Again no distances are
provided for these objects within the literature so confirming the source distance
by comparison to these objects is not possible.
The use of emission measure also highlights that those sources which fall into
the size classification HCHii/Hii(near/far), have an emission measure above 109
pc cm−6 when using the near distance diameter, but emission measures well below
the EM = 107 pc cm−6 for Hii regions when using the far distance sizes allowing
the far distances for these source to be rejected.
5.6.5 Continuum source sizes when associated with masers
In their papers Walsh et al. (1998) and Ellingsen et al. (2005) show that the
projected size of continuum sources with overlaid methanol masers tended to
be smaller than those with no overlaid maser. Figures 5.22 and 5.23 shows the
distribution of MMB continuum source diameter at near and far distance, the
top histogram representing the sources with maser-continuum separation of ≤0.2
parsec and the bottom those sources with separation of > 0.2 parsec, to best
highlight the distributions the inner 90% of the sources in each group are shown.
This size cut off is somewhat larger (i.e not entirely made up of overlaid sources)
than that used by Walsh et al. (1998) to give a reasonable number of sources in
the smaller group for comparison.
Like the result presented by Walsh et al. (1998) and Ellingsen et al. (2005),
it appears from our data set that the more closely associated the maser and con-
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Figure 5.22: Distribution of continuum source diameters at near distance. top:
Sources with maser/continuum separation ≤ 0.2pc, bottom: Sources with
maser/continuum separation >0.2pc. The inner region of both distributions are
only shown here.
tinuum source typically the smaller the size of the continuum source, e.g there
is a greater spread of size in the larger separation data set, whereas there are
only 4(near)/7(far) sources in the ≤ 0.2 parsec group which display diameters
above 0.24 parsecs. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov (further explained in §6.6.1) statis-
tical comparison of these two groups at both distances was also conducted to
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Figure 5.23: Distribution of continuum source diameters at far distance. top:
Sources with maser/continuum separation ≤ 0.2pc, bottom: Sources with
maser/continuum separation >0.2pc
compare the results of 0.7% likelihood of the overlaid sources being drawn from
the same distribution than the non-overlaid sources stated by Walsh et al. (1998).
The MMB data give a 20% and 6.6% likelihood, at near and far distance respec-
tively, that the two samples are drawn from the same group. Whilst under K-S
test statistics these are not a statistically entirely different size distribution they
do show a low enough significance, particularly the far distance comparison, to
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suggest there is some difference between them.
The lower significance level of different size distributions between the MMB
data and the Walsh et al. (1998) data set is probably ascribable to the larger size
cut off between the two groups size used in the MMB data test.
As discussed by Walsh et al. (1998) and van der Walt et al. (2003) the trend
that at sites where maser and continuum sources are within 0.2 parsec, the con-
tinuum sources tend to have smaller projected size suggests that these sources
are younger developing Hii regions. The continuum sources at greater separa-
tion (and therefore likely not associated with the nearby maser) are then older
and more developed, where any potential methanol maser would have been dis-
rupted. This would support the idea, of e.g. Ellingsen et al. (2007), that methanol
masers are associated with earlier stages of massive star formation than UCHii.
The abundance of isolated masers in the MMB sample would also support this,
with these isolated masers existing prior to the protostellar objects being capable
of ionizing their surroundings and therefore before a Hii region exists.
5.6.6 MMB-8GHz Results Summary
Within the MMB-ATCA dataset 107 Hii regions were found at 8GHz in the
same fields as a 6.67GHz methanol maser. The percentage of the MMB-ATCA
dataset with both maser and continuum emission (27%) is comparable to previous
studies of massive star formation regions traced by methanol masers (see Codella
& Moscadelli (2000) and Walsh et al. (1998)).
The continuum sources in the MMB-ATCA data sample were fitted using a
2D gaussian fitting routine, the outcome of these fits were used to characterise
the continuum sources as either HCHii, UCHii or Hii based on their diameters at
near and far distance. Due to distance ambiguities between near and far distance
33 sources remained non-categorised as a particular type of source. To attempt
to overcome this a technique to disambiguate the distance of continuum sources
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based on their emission measure was then used and shown to allow the selection
of a preferred distance due to low EM at short near distance or large far distance.
From this the sample was found to have 11 HCHii, 16 UCHii and 47 Hii. Of
the 47 Hii the majority are within half an order of magnitude of the UCHii size
criterion. The 11 HCHii give a new set of these objects for further study of this
recently discovered and poorly studied object.
The coincidence of maser and continuum emission can be used as an indicator
of the relative ages of the associated forming protostars. For example protostars
with continuum and maser emission present are the more evolved sources than
those with isolated masers (Breen et al., 2010). The physical characteristics from
the gaussian fits were used to show that Hii regions at smaller separations from
the associated maser sources appear statistically to have smaller diameters that
those at greater separations. These KS-test were conducted using both near and
far distance measurements to the continuum sources and “close association” was
selected to be 0.2pc. Whilst neither distance set had a confidence level of 5% for
the two samples being drawn from different distributions (the KS-test criteria for
null hypothesis rejection) the values are at near distance (20%) and far distance
(6.6%). These are sufficiently low to indicate that Hii region diameters are smaller
when they are more closely associated with methanol masers, the lower confidence
levels may arise due to sources with wrongly assigned distance when the test was
applied for both distance sets.
This trend of smaller sizes at close association to masers, seen also in other
works e.g Walsh et al. (1998), gives another characteristic on which to place the
MMB maser sample on an evolutionary sequence for massive stars. Smaller Hii
regions indicate younger less evolved sources with larger sizes indicating more
evolved sources. The size of the Hii region should then increase until methanol
masers are disrupted by the radiation field of the protostar. To continue the
evolutionary sequence beyond the existence of methanol masers a survey of UCHii
regions would have to be conducted, unbiased by targeting masers. The 11 HCHii
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sources found in the MMB-ATCA data would be ideal candidates for this type
of investigation.
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Chapter 6
Infrared Data
6.1 Infrared Environments
Due to the embedded nature of massive young stellar objects, the dust surround-
ing them during their formation prevents observations of the earliest stages of
development at optical wavelengths. Fortunately this same dust re-radiates the
energy from the optical and UV emission at micron scale wavelengths (Tielens,
2005) allowing observation of the regions surrounding the young stellar objects.
A key property of this dust emission is that the infrared intensity takes the
form of a modified blackbody (Tielens, 2005) and as such its peak will tend toward
shorter wavelengths as the massive young stellar object heats up. Therefore
objects dominated by shorter wavelength infrared emission can be thought of
as the more evolved “older” objects compared with those with spectral energy
distributions dominated by longer wavelength emission. This is a key observing
feature of both high and low-mass stars and is well represented in the low-mass
star classification of Lada (1999) (Figure 6.1).
The infrared data used within this thesis primarily concerns the 24 and 70µm
wavelength data which were collected using the Multiband Imaging Photometer
for Spitzer on the NASA Spitzer Space Telescope, with additional data from the
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Figure 6.1: The classification system used to define the stages of low mass pro-
tostellar evolution from observable infrared characterisitcs (Lada, 1999).
IRAC instrument also onboard Spitzer and data from the PACS instrument on
the Herschel telescope.
6.2 Spitzer Space Telescope
The Spitzer Space Telescope was launched in August 2003 containing three cryo-
genically cooled instruments to be used with the 85cm cooled telescope. The
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Infrared Array Camera (IRAC) and Multiband Imaging Photometer for Spitzer
(MIPS) covered the wavelength range 3.6 to 160 µm (IRAC: 3.6, 4.5, 5.8 and
8.0µm plus MIPS: 24, 70 and 160µm). The third instrument was the InfraRed
Spectrograph (IRS) centred at 15 µm and capable of covering wavelength ranges
of ∼ 5 to 40 µm (Spitzer Science Centre, 2007b)
Spitzer trails Earth in heliocentric orbit at a distance which is increasing by
∼0.12AU per year (Spitzer Science Centre, 2007b). The cryogenic coolant ran
out in May 2009, but the telescope continues to operate under “warm mission”
constraints.
The Spitzer data used in this thesis are the data at 24 and 70 µm from
the MIPS instrument of regions containing methanol masers or 8GHz continuum
sources discovered in the MMB ATCA data set.
6.2.1 Multiband Imaging Photometer for Spitzer
The MIPS instrument is a system comprising of three detectors centred at 24, 70
and 160 µm and a very low resolution spectral energy distribution spectrograph
of range 52 to 100 µm (Rieke et al., 2004). As only the 24 and 70 µm detectors
were used in this thesis, discussion of the technology of only these systems has
been included.
24µm detector The 24µm detector is a 128 × 128 pixel Silicon Arsenic (Si:As)
blocked impurity band (BIB) device constructed by Boeing. The detector gives
a field of view of 5.4 × 5.4 arc minutes and is centred at a wavelength of 23.7µm
with bandpass of 20.8 to 26.1µm (Spitzer Science Centre, 2007b). The resolution
for all bands in the MIPS instrument is telescope limited and in the case of the
24µm this gives a resolution of 6 arcseconds (Rieke et al., 2004).
70µm detector The MIPS 70µm detector is a gallium doped germanium (Ge:Ga)
photodetector of 32×32 pixels. Pre-launch the detector was intended to have a
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field of view of 5.2 × 5.2 arc minutes but a cabling problem has disabled the read
out from one half of the detector leading to a 5.2×2.5 arcminute field (Spitzer
Science Centre, 2007b). The angular resolution of the 70µm detector is 18 arc-
seconds.
6.3 MIPS Data
The way in which Spitzer makes an observation is by following a set of instructions
in an Astronomical Observation Request (AOR). The observation is then made
up of single frame data collection events (DCEs)(Spitzer Science Centre, 2007a).
DCEs make up the raw data from the telescope. From there the processing of
the data is done using one of a number of pipelines as described below, the MIPS
data (both 24 and 70 µm) used within this thesis are from the MIPSGAL project
(Carey et al., 2009).
6.3.1 24µm Images
The 24µm data collected by the MIPS instrument on board Spitzer was released
in 2007/2008 through the NASA/IPAC Infrared Science Archive (NASA/IPAC
Infrared Science Archive, 2009). These data were processed by the MIPSGAL
team as part of the MIPSGAL and MIPSGAL II projects (Carey et al., 2009).
The data were calibrated using Spitzer pipelines to created basic calibrated data
(BCDs) and then mosaic images made using the Spitzer Pride software MOPEX.
The full pipeline and mosaicing processing stages are described in detail in Carey
et al. (2008) so the main steps only will be described here from the aforementioned
document.
Initial processing converted raw DCEs to BCDs removing instrumental sources
of error e.g. bias subtraction, correcting droops (where a single pixel output signal
is the signal from that pixel plus a signal proportional to the average signal over
the entire array (Spitzer Science Centre, 2007b)), removing bright latents and
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handling saturated pixels (see also Mizuno et al., 2008). The BCDs were then
regridded and coadded, ultimately creating a mosaicked image using the Spitzer
MOPEX package.
6.3.2 70µm Images
The 70µm data collected on board Spitzer has been released as BCD and FBCD
(Filtered basic calibrated data) files after having been initially run through Spitzer
Science Center (SSC) pipelines as described by Gordon et al. (2005) and Spitzer
Science Centre (2007a). The released data were then retrieved using the SSC
software Leopard; a tool used to search the SSC Science archive in a number of
ways, most usefully by position.
Leopard retrieves all the individual BCD or FBCD images of a particular
AOR based on the search parameters requested by the user. These can then be
processed and mosaicked by the user using the Spitzer MOPEX package. FBCD
data differ from BCD in that a “median of surrounding DCEs is subtracted off as
a function of time per pixel” (Spitzer Science Centre, 2007a) this has the effect
of removing the background from the data, i.e. background level data is lost.
The aim of FBCD was to improve images of point sources by eliminating adverse
effects from stimflash latents and background latents (Spitzer Science Centre,
2007a) for non-point sources however these data are unreliable.
FBCD Processing
Primarily the MIPS 70µm data used within this thesis was the FBCD data as
it was assumed that all objects would be associated with a point source at IR
frequencies. Table 6.1 briefly highlights additional processing steps were taken
combining the individual FBCDs into a mosaic within the MOPEX, (for more
information in these steps see Spitzer Science Centre (2008)).
The resultant mosaic was the used in photometric studies of the maser and
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Task Description of use
Fiducial Image Frame (FIF) Creates and defines a unified coordinate grid and spatial
boundaries for all FBCDs.
Mosaic Interpolate Projects the input images onto 2D plane defined in the
FIF.
Mosaic Converge Creates a coverage map covering the FIF
Mosaic Outlier Computes the mean and sigma values at each pixel on
the sky. Pixels outside the sigma envelope are flagged
as outliers.
Mosaic RMask Combines the output of Mosaic Outlier to create a
RMask for rejection of values flagged as Outliers
Mosaic Reinterpolate Reruns Mosaic Interpolate using only pixels which are
not flagged as Outliers by RMask
Mosaic CoAdder The interpolated images are co-added to create a single
mosaic image, where pixel values are the average from
the reinterpolated images
Mosaic Combine The final mosaic image is created from the co-added
image.
Table 6.1: Processing steps used in converting single FBCDs images into a com-
plete mosaicked image (Spitzer Science Centre, 2008)
continuum positions.
CORNISH data
Whilst the FBCD data are superior to BCD when dealing with point sources,
the filter applied could create regions of apparent negative flux in the data where
sparse diffuse emission existed. This became a problem for a number of sources
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when taking photometric values in the case that the source is not associated with
a point source within MIPS data. To overcome this mosaics made in a similar
fashion to the FBCD mosaics but using BCD 70µm made by the CORNISH
collaboration were used. For a discussion on the CORNISH collaboration see
Purcell et al. (2008). A list of sources where the FBCD data was replaced by
data from the CORNISH BCD images is given in Table 6.2.
Source Type
MMBS G004.594-00.076 Maser
MMBS G021.406-00.255 Continuum
MMBS G023.371-00.274 Maser
MMBS G030.420-00.232 Continuum
MMBS G032.398-00.545 Maser
MMBS G033.482+00.038 Maser
MMBS G311.729-00.735 Continuum
MMBS G320.244-00.561 Continuum
MMBS G327.863+00.097 Maser
MMBS G328.417+00.167 Maser
MMBS G328.453-00.222 Maser
MMBS G329.610+00.114 Continuum
MMBS G331.437-00.304 Continuum
MMBS G336.825+00.139 Maser
MMBS G338.160-00.064 Maser
MMBS G338.392-00.403 Maser
MMBS G339.204-00.018 Maser
MMBS G342.455-00.027 Maser
MMBS G345.562-00.222 Continuum
MMBS G345.855-00.051 Maser
MMBS G350.380-00.094 Maser
MMBS G350.786+00.124 Maser
MMBS G352.604-00.225 Maser
MMBS G358.809-00.085 Maser
Table 6.2: List of sources which FBCD data was replaced with CORNISH pro-
cessed BCD data.
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6.3.3 Saturation Problems in Spitzer data
Due to instrumental sensitivity of all MIPS bands the likelihood of saturation of
galactic point source objects is quite high. Saturation is undesirable as it both
produces useless data and compromises the arrays for subsequent observation. To
overcome this, in a single DCE a short exposure is taken to assess the possibility
for saturation in a longer exposure. Flux data can usually be recovered from the
short exposure in the event that a long exposure is not possible. However, should
a source be bright enough to saturate the image in less than the short exposure
time the flux data retrieved from this source will be unusable (Spitzer Science
Centre, 2007b). The most that can be recovered from such sources is a lower
limit to the flux, as clearly there is a minimum flux capable of saturating each
instrument in the less than the short exposure time.
Short exposure times from both the 24 and 70µm arrays are 1 second and
the point source flux values of saturation are 4.1 and 23 Jy (for 24 and 70µm
respectively).
6.4 Infrared Photometry
6.4.1 Photometric method
To obtain photometeric fluxes, 10 pixel radius apertures were placed at source
positions for all sources (i.e. at both maser and 8GHz continuum positions). A
circular annular sky aperture of 30 to 50 pixel radii was used to measure the sky
counts to be subtracted from the source count, (Figure 6.2). Photometric results
were recorded in data counts from the BCD/FBCD images and converted to a
flux value. The data counts are in the instrumental units and can be converted
to MJy/sr using conversion factors specified in the image header files. Nominally
these factors are 0.0447 ±4% for the 24µm images and 702 ±7% for 70µm im-
ages. As these conversions are dealt with in the photometry process when using
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photom, (as part of starlink’s gaia), the only conversion required post pho-
tometry is counts to Janskys, which is using a pixel size to steradian conversion.
These factors are 1.158 ×10−8 for the 24µm data and 1.175 ×10−7 70µm data.
(a) 24µm example aperture radii 12.5” (b) 70µm example aperture radii 40”
Figure 6.2: MIPS data photometric aperture size examples. The green circle
is the 10 pixel radius aperture, the two blue circles define the inner and outer
(smaller and larger blue circles respectively) edges of the annulus used to calculate
the sky flux value. Both images of MMBS G030.420-00.232
6.4.2 Automated Photometry
Due to the number of sources to be measured the starlink package autopho-
tom, an automated photometery command capable of handling numerous sources
within a single data image, was used. A script kappascript.pl was used to fur-
ther automate the data processing, kappascript.pl requires only source positions
from which a source list is generated and then autophotom run on this list,
with the output formatted ready to be fed into other programs (e.g spread-
sheets/MATLAB). For a copy of kappascript.pl see Appendix G. Appendices F
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and E present 70 and 24 µm MIPS images for both maser and continuum sources.
An inspection of the proximity of maser and continuum sources to the closest
IR point source was conducted, using the MIPS 24µmdata due to its higher
resolution. The distance of separation was calculated from the position of the
maser/continuum peak and the centre of the IR source. Given the resolution
of the Spitzer telescope at 24µm is 5′′.8 a 6′′ cut was used as the criteria for a
maser/continuum source being coincident with the IR source. It was found that
80.0% of maser source lay within 6′′ whilst only 51.6% of continuum sources exist
within the same distance. Expanding the cut off to 10′′ the values increase to
85.6% and 59.0% for masers and continuum sources respectively. These values
would again increase if the distance from maser/continuum peak to the outer edge
of an IR source were used rather than its centre as can be seen from inspection
of the images in Appendix E.
The high percentage coincidence for maser sources is expected as they are
thought form in the inner regions of sites of star formation, whereas Hii regions
exist at greater distance and the separation between the protostar and the Hii
region should increase as the protostars radiation field begins to disrupt its natal
environment.
6.5 MIPS Results
The 24 and 70µm flux values are listed in columns 4 and 5 in Tables A.5 to A.9.
Columns 8 and 9 in these tables give the saturation flags used in processing, 0 =
good photometery, 1 = at least one saturated pixel in source. As can be seen from
the saturation flags in these tables the MIPS 70µm data is regularly saturated
in MMB sources, both maser and continuum, and is saturated to a much greater
extent than the 24µm data. From the entire data set, (447 objects), 305 sources
are saturated at 70µm with only 186 at 24µm. Of these 186, 172 (92.5%) occur
in the same objects as 70µm saturation leaving only 14 source which are uniquely
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saturated at 24µm. The 172 objects saturated at both wavelengths represent
either the most luminous or closest source in the survey data. However, these
source are not useful for further scientific use, so are not included in Tables A.5
and A.9.
Using the two flux values it is possible to begin to explore some of the char-
acteristics of the maser/continuum environments in the infrared.
6.5.1 Magnitude-Colour plots
Figures 6.3 and 6.4 give the magnitude-colours plots for the MIPS data. These
data show that the most closely associated objects in the data (those with maser-
continuum separations of less than 10′′) exhibit higher flux densities at both
wavelengths, and a much smaller range of colours than the remainder of the
sources. However these sources do not inhabit a unique position in the plots, with
some potentially associated (i.e. same field sources) and isolated masers in similar
regions of the plot suggesting some similarity in their infrared environments. This
is further tested statistically in §6.6.3.
Figure 6.3 gives the log(F70) against log(F70/F24), it can be seen there is a
large range of values covered in colour from ∼0.4 to ≤4.2. All but one of the
sources exist above the lower colour limit of log(F70/F24) ∼ 0.4 (marked by the
solid line) which compares well with the log(F60/F25) ≥ 0.25 defined by Hughes
& McLeod (1989). Additionally the majority of sources lie above the dashed
line which represents the line traced at the 24µm saturation limit for a 30 second
exposure (the typical value from the MIPS 24µm dataset)(Spitzer Science Centre,
2010) sources below this line could be saturated at 24µm. The arrows indicate the
direction of movement the associate point would move if the source did not have
at least one saturated pixels at one wavelength, i.e. up and right for a saturated
70µm value and left for a 24µm one. This would tend to move those few sources
below the saturation back onto or above it.
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Similarly the dashed line in Figure 6.4 represents the line traced by the sat-
uration limit for 70µm observations, though it is noted in the MIPS instrument
handbook (Spitzer Science Centre, 2010) that sources above this limit can be
observed though it does have a detrimental effect on sources observed after these.
This could explain the 3 sources which appear above this line.
This symbols for Figures 6.3 and 6.4 are shown in Table 6.3.
Figure 6.3: 70µm colour magnitude diagram of MMB sources. Symbols are de-
scribed in legend (repeated in Table 6.3 for clarity). The arrows indicate the
direction in which the points would move dependent on which wavelength is sat-
urated. The dashed line indicates the line traced by the saturation limit for 24µm
observations.
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Figure 6.4: 24µm colour magnitude diagram of MMB sources. Symbols are de-
scribed in legend (repeated in Table 6.3 for clarity). The arrows indicate the
direction in which the points would move dependent on which wavelength is sat-
urated. The dashed line indicates the line traced by the saturation limit for 70µm
observations.
An obvious feature of both MIPS colour magnitude plots (though particularly
Figure 6.4), is the less scattered nature of the masers in colour compared to con-
tinuum sources, however this maybe affected by saturation problems in the data.
This clustering in manifest in the region of Figure 6.4 enclosed by ∼F24 =0.16
and F24 =31Jy (log(F24)=-0.78 and 1.5 respectively). This may be an attribute
of source position in the galactic plane, as the MMB-ATCA data does not have
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Symbol Source Type Maser/Continuum Separation
• Maser ≤1′′
 Cont. ≤1′′
• Maser 1′′ < x ≤10′′
 Cont. 1′′ < x ≤10′′
• Maser 10′′ < x ≤10′
 Cont. 10′′ < x ≤10′
• Isolated Masers -
Table 6.3: Legend for Colour-Magnitude Plots, Figures 6.3 and 6.4
complete coverage of the plane, a continuum of distances to star forming regions
in not present in the data set. This clustering could therefore be caused by the
numerous massive star forming regions in the Galactic Molecular Ring.
In terms of flux densities 95.6% of maser sources in the sample display F70
above 3Jy, as do 84% of the continuum sources. Again this effect may simply be an
attribute of distance, the sources at lower than 3Jy being at the farthest distance,
but in this case one would expect a continuous distribution from lowest flux to
highest. The incomplete coverage of the galactic plane within the MMB-ATCA
data could be responsible for the discontinuity. Statistical testing of these data
in §6.6.3 aims to overcome distance ambiguity and confirm maser and continuum
source differences.
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6.6 Statistical Tests on the MIPS Data
6.6.1 The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test
Using a two distribution Kolmogorov-Smirnov test comparisons of the distribu-
tions of MIPS flux ratio (F70/F24) between groups of sources were made. The
KS-test uses the maximum vertical separation of two empirical distribution func-
tions (EDF) to assess the likelihood that the data points are tracing different
distributions, e.g Figure 6.5
Figure 6.5: Example empirical cumulative distribution function, T is the maxi-
mum vertical distance used in the KS-test.
Like all statistical hypothesis testing the KS-test tests the null hypothesis.
The null hypothesis states, in this case, that both data sets in fact follow the
same distribution. In the result that the null hypothesis is rejected it can be
stated that the two data sets are drawn from different distributions. In the
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opposite case, where the null hypothesis is not rejected, it is not simply that the
data sets are from the same distribution but that the data has failed to reject
the null hypothesis at a 5% significance level (Conover, 1999). This 5%, denoted
α = 0.05, is the maximum probability of rejecting a true null hypothesis.
A useful output of the KS-test is the p-value which is the smallest significance
level at which the null hypothesis would be rejected, so in the situation where the
null hypothesis is not rejected the p-value can be used as a gauge of how likely
there is some significant difference in the two distributions, though not significant
enough to disprove the null hypothesis. A final point on the use of the KS-test
is the accuracy which is dependent on the number of data points in each sample.
The KS-test for two data sets is said to be reasonably accurate for samples with
numbers of data points n1 and n2 where,
n1n2
n1 + n2
≥ 4. (6.1)
6.6.2 Testing by Source Type
The initial stage of testing was to compare the MIPS flux ratios between maser
sources and continuum sources. First by comparing the maser/continuum distri-
butions in the groups given in Table 6.4. It should be noted that due to sources
where both MIPS wavelengths data had a “bad” pixel the numbers of sources in
each grouping are reduced, making some test impossible i.e. group I.
The p-value results of these tests are given in Table 6.5. Column 3 gives the
“accuracy measure”, (AM), as given by Equation 6.1. The test made for group
IV (isolated masers) was a comparison with the 43 continuum sources in groups
I to III.
Clearly with the low data numbers in group I and II it is not possible to
conduct (or conduct reliably) a comparison between the IR environments of maser
and continuum sources which have low (≤ 10” separation). The low p-value for
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Group No. Maser/8GHz Separation No. of sources No. of testable sources
(Data Sample) (Maser/Continuum)
I x ≤ 1′′ 13 1/3
II x ≤10′′ 21 2/5
III 10′′ ≤ x ≤ 10′ 68 46/38
IV Isolated Masera 242 176
Table 6.4: Sample Source grouping based on Maser-Continuum Separation. a,
Isolated here means no continuum emission was seen within the same field image.
Group No. p-value AM
I Insufficient - Data
II 0.477979 1.4
III 0.123286 18.6
IV 0.001725 33.9
Table 6.5: KS-test results for Maser/Continuum comparison by group.
group III, whilst not rejecting the null hypothesis, is sufficiently low to suggest
that the group III maser and continuum sources may be inhabiting significantly
different IR environments.
The group IV result is the only rejection of the null hypothesis from this
set of testing, the isolated masers from the complete data set are inhabiting
significantly different IR environments to the continuum sources in the rest of
the sample. Figure 6.6 shows the flux ratio distributions between to two source
types in this test, it can be seen there is a definite difference between the two.
This result may also explain the low result in the group III sample comparison.
It is possible that a number of sources in group III are isolated maser sources
with purely chance observations of continuum in the same field of view.
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Figure 6.6: MIPS Flux ratio distributions of Isolated masers and 8GHz continuum
sources. The unfilled histogram gives the distribution of Isolated masers and the
filled histogram the 8GHz continuum sources.
This result leads onto testing the difference between isolated masers and as-
sociated sources.
6.6.3 Testing Associated Sources and Isolated Masers
Three sets of tests were conducted to test the distributions of MIPS flux ratio for
associated sources and isolated masers.
Associated Masers vs. Isolated Masers: Initially masers from group I
to III were compared against group IV masers giving the resultant p-value of
0.001503 (AM=33.893054). This p-value is less than the α value, meaning the
null hypothesis is rejected thus associated masers appear to be inhabiting different
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IR environments to isolated ones.
The question of whether group III maser and continuum sources are actually
associated with one another is unresolved however there are insufficient maser
sources in group II to perform a KS-test with reliable results against group IV
masers (or indeed group III masers). To try to overcome this, a comparison of
group I and II continuum sources (likely truly associated sources) with group III
sources was conducted. This resulted in a p-value of 0.746299 (AM=6.511628).
This result does not reject the null hypothesis suggesting the continuum sources
are likely existing within similar IR environments.
The only test remaining to assess the nature of group III masers is to com-
pare them solely with group IV masers, (ie the inverse of comparing truly asso-
ciated masers with truly isolated masers). This resulted in a p-value of 0.000215
(AM=32.000000) this is a rejection of the null hypothesis (at the ∼ 99.9% con-
fidence level). It is clear that group III masers do not have the same MIPS flux
ratio as isolated sources.
Inspection of the maser/continuum angular separation distribution of group
III sources, see Figure 6.7, shows the large proportion of sources in the sample are
at separations close to the cut off of >10” (89% are in the region 10”< x <5’). As
this cut off was arbitrarily chosen it maybe that the majority of group III sources
are indeed associations of sources in the same star forming region, if not the
protostellar core, which could account for the results showing differences between
associated and isolate sources.
The number of group III sources at large separation are insufficient to sep-
arate and conduct further tests to see if these sources compare favourably with
associated or isolated maser.
Associated Masers vs. Continuum Sources: Here the masers from groups
I to III were compared to the continuum sources from all groups. This resulted
in the p-value of 0.100452 (AM=21.50000). This result is low, though not a null
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(a) Maser/continuum separation of group III sources
(b) Maser/continuum separation of group III sources (inner 42 sources)
Figure 6.7: Group III maser/continuum separation distribution
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hypothesis rejection at the 5% confidence level, there is clearly some difference
between maser and continuum source values (particularly at the high flux ratio
end) meaning masers typically have greater 70µm flux than 24µm. This could
be accounted for by the relative ages of the maser and continuum sources with
the masers being younger than UCHii sources. This scenario is applicable as the
separations of group III sources (the dominant group in this test) are large enough
that the maser and UCHii sources are not inhabiting regions around the same
protostellar object rather the same star formation region. Allowing the maser to
be highlighting a younger protostellar object than the UCHii seen in the same
observation.
6.6.4 Longitude Range tests
A number of tests were conducted comparing the IR environment of masers in
different longitude ranges of the Galactic Plane. Continuum sources were also
tested but for the majority of test the number of sources in each sample was too
low to give a reliable result. For this set of testing, masers from all groups in
Table 6.4 were combined and then divided into groups of 10◦ in galactic longitude.
The MMB ATCA data covers l range of 0◦ ≤ l ≤ 40◦ and 290◦ ≤ l ≤ 360◦ giving
eleven groups. These groups were then tested against each other.
In testing these datasets high p-value would indicate a uniform distribution
of maser “type” (i.e. group I - IV), whereas low p-value would indicate a bias
toward one particular grouping. As this set of testing consisted of 66 individual
tests, results for each test are not represented here. Figure 6.8 is a contour plot
representing the p-value for each test.
Whilst it seems that largely there is a homogenous range of IR environments
along the Galactic Plane, traced by sources from each grouping evenly, the only
longitude range giving truly notable p-value results in these tests are the sample
within the 30◦ ≤ l ≤ 40◦ range. Table 6.6 gives the individual p-values for
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Figure 6.8: Visual representation of the p-value results of KS-tests as a function
of Galactic Longitude.
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Comparison Range p-value AM
x◦ → y ◦
0 → 10 0.223862 6.55
10 → 20 0.101794 7.56
20 → 30 0.293939 5.65
30 → 40 1.000000 5.00
290 → 300 0.230756 4.12
300 → 310 0.022705 5.24
310 → 320 0.312853 5.00
320 → 330 0.046270 6.67
330 → 340 0.042538 8.04
340 → 350 0.259568 7.06
350 → 360 0.143367 6.30
Table 6.6: KS-test results comparing 30◦ ≤ l ≤ 40◦ against the rest of the Galaxy
each longitude range sample compared with this sample. From this table it can
be seen that a number of significantly small p-values were found meaning that
the longitude ranges are exhibiting significantly different MIPS flux distributions
(p-values ≤ α), these have been highlighted red.
It is possible in these cases to inspect the different maser groups, (see Table
6.4), which make up the sources in each sample. The 30◦ ≤ l ≤ 40◦ sample is
made up of group III (7) and group IV (3) sources whereas the above highlighted
groups have the following make-ups (bracketed values give the number of each
type).
• 300◦ → 310◦, group IV (11).
• 320◦ → 330◦, group III (5) and group IV (15).
• 330◦ → 340◦, group III (10) and group IV (32).
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The group III masers would appear to dominate the EDF in the 30◦ → 40◦
region, whereas in the highlighted comparison regions group IV provides the
largest number of sources to their sample. A number of possibilities may explain
the differences in the region 30◦ → 40◦ compared to those with high numbers of
group IV sources.
• The region 30◦ →40◦ could contain a more evolved massive star formation
region, thus the increase in observed radio continuum sources in the region.
This would also lead to an enhancement in 24µm emission as the dust was
heated by young stars. Leading to reduced MIPS flux ratios comparative
to less evolved MYSOs with smaller 24µm flux therefore greater MIPS flux
ratios. Here less evolved MYSOs are those yet to be capable of ionizing
their natal core sufficiently to produced a UCHii i.e. highlighted as isolated
masers. The massive star formation region W43 lies within this longitude
range, at G030.8050 -00.1150 and is seen to contain both young and more
evolved massive stars including a giant Hii region Motte et al. (2003). The
longitude range also contains the Scutum tangent point which means there
may be excess emission toward the MMB sources from star formation re-
gions behind their position on this tangent effecting the results.
• Distance to the sources may play a part in this. There is the potential
that group IV sources may be associated with continuum but are at such a
distance that the continuum was not detected due to not being sufficiently
strong. However, inspection of the distances assumed for these sources
show the distributions to be similar with both group III and IV having
the majority of sources at d < 8kpc, with similar small numbers at greater
distances.
• The regions 300◦ → 310◦ and 320◦ → 330◦ contain within them the Cen-
taurus and Norma spiral arm tangent points (Dame et al., 2001); as spiral
arms contain many regions of massive star formation infrared observations
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of sources along these tangents could be contaminated by the emission from
star forming regions overlaid on the region the source is inhabiting.
6.6.5 Testing by 6.7GHz Luminosity
Figure 6.9 shows the distribution of 6.7GHz CH3OH maser flux. Within the
literature the possibility that the luminosity of a maser maybe associated with
its age is often discussed. Breen et al. (2010) find that higher luminosity masers
are associated with less dense 1.2mm dust clumps, suggesting this indicated an
older age for the high luminosity masers. Wu et al. (2010) conducted NH3 and
CO observations toward a small sample of low and high luminosity masers (9 and
8 respectively) finding NH3 excitation temperatures are lower in high luminosity
maser sources than low luminosity whilst NH3 column densities are higher in
high luminosity maser sources. These evolutionary environmental effects could
manifest themselves in the MIPS flux ratio, with younger sources having higher
flux ratios (as they are cooler, emitting more at longer wavelength) and older
sources with smaller ratios. KS-tests were therefore carried out on the MIPS flux
ratio of the masers given a 6.7GHz luminosity value cut off.
The distribution of 6.7GHz luminosity in Figure 6.9 may be useful in highlight-
ing possible distance ambiguities in the data. The eight orders of magnitude cov-
ered by this distribution suggest that at least some incorrect distances have been
applied. The luminosities here were derived using only the near maser distance
values (Green, 2008). The bulk of the distribution (Lmaser = 5× 1015 ∼ 4× 1017
W) was therefore used as the testing region as this smaller range contained both
likely L values and sufficient numbers of sources to obtain accurate KS-test re-
sults.
The results from this set of testing are given in Table 6.7 and are plotted in
Figure 6.10.
As the null hypothesis has not been rejected in any case, and with such high
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Figure 6.9: 6.7GHz Luminosity distribution of masers from the MMB-ATCA
data set for sources displaying one or no saturated data in the MIPS 24 and
70µm bands.
p-values, it is unclear from these results as to whether the masers in these samples
confirm the idea that age has any affect on the strength of a maser. There is no
correlation between p-values when with increasing luminosity cut off to suggest
any possible trend in the data either.
The physical characteristics of a maser are such that they are directional
and beamed, thus the orientation of a maser to our observations will affect the
observed luminosity of the source (see §2.1). Therefore gaining a coherent age-
luminosity correlation would require an extremely large sample size or knowledge
of the orientation of the beaming of the masers to recover the true source lumi-
nosity. Coupled to this, the near/far distance ambiguity of sources means that
obtaining a true luminosity distribution is highly problematic.
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Figure 6.10: KS-test results comparing maser samples above and below a 6.7GHz
Luminosity cut off
6.6.6 KS-Test Summary
• Group IV (isolated maser) sources are inhabiting a significantly different IR
environment from both 8GHz continuum sources and masers from groups
I, II and III (with group III thought to be largely comprised of associated
maser/continuum pairings). This would fit well into star formation tracer
sequences (see Ellingsen et al., 2007; Breen et al., 2010), where isolated
masers have higher MIPS flux ratios, meaning more emission at 70µm ergo
a cooler less evolved source, prior to the creation of a Hii region thus the
non detection of 8GHz emission in these sources.
• Although the null hypothesis was not rejected during the comparison of the
associated masers and their continuum sources, the result was low (∼ 2α)
indicating there may be some difference between the two types of source
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Lmaser p-value AM
(W)
5.00×1015 0.702680 30.89
6.00×1015 0.780201 33.89
7.00×1015 0.750953 36.12
8.00×1015 0.645273 37.68
9.00×1015 0.425736 40.10
1.00×1016 0.450920 42.27
2.00×1016 0.537453 50.47
3.00×1016 0.374954 50.69
4.00×1016 0.772770 48.88
5.00×1016 0.933325 46.17
6.00×1016 0.875731 44.89
7.00×1016 0.662903 42.27
8.00×1016 0.856726 40.10
9.00×1016 0.781761 39.12
1.00×1017 0.505905 36.12
2.00×1017 0.505905 21.16
3.00×1017 0.841216 13.03
4.00×1017 0.602656 8.60
Table 6.7: KS-test results comparing maser samples above and below a 6.7GHz
Luminosity cut off.
even on these smaller spatial scales. As noted this may be due to the
relative positions of maser and continuum source with respect to the central
protostellar object
• Comparing 10◦ longitude regions of the Galactic Plane against one another,
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in general the KS-tests give results which display an even distribution of IR
environment . The region 30◦ ≤ l ≤ 40◦, however, exhibits a significantly
different environment to a number of other regions. This maybe due to
the high number of group III sources in this region compared to those with
KS-tests where the null hypothesis is rejected.
• It is unclear from these data that there is any difference between maser
IR environments based on their maser luminosity. There are no statistical
differences between the samples of brighter and dimmer masers at any lu-
minosity, which is in agreement with Pandian & Goldsmith (2007). The
nature of masers themselves may explain this result, within the sample it
is impossible to know the true flux of a maser as it is impossible to know
whether the maser is beamed directly at us. Nor is it possible to discover
the amplifying path length of the maser. Without this information and
coupled with the fact that CH3OH masers show variability, it is hard to
discover any age/maser flux relation using statistical means.
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6.7 MIPS/Herschel(PACS) comparison
A small subset of the eventual complete Hi-GAL Survey became available as
part of the Herschel Science Demonstration Program (SDP), (see Molinari et al.,
2010). As such it was possible to test the MMB sources MIPS 70µm flux values
against the Herschel Photodetector Array Camera and Spectrometer (PACS) (see
Poglitsch et al., 2010) 70µm flux values calculated by the Herschel team. Unfor-
tunately the Hi-GAL data release only include 7 MMB maser sources, however
it was still possible to compare the two data sets by calculating the MIPS F70µm
for a sample of the PACS sources and comparing these values. Figure 6.11 shows
the PACS/MIPS comparison.
This results is unexpected, the 70µm flux should show a correlation between
measurements from different instruments as the processing of the data should
remove any instrumental effects. Saturated sources in this sample have a wide
spread of fluxes with some sources having PACS F70 ∼ one hundred times lower
than MIPS F70. Suggesting that the MIPS fluxes for these sources should not be
saturated. Even in the unsaturated data this large scale disagreements between
the two datasets continues.
6.7.1 Recovering MIPS Fluxes from PACS Data
The large amount of scatter of data points in Figure 6.11 indicates some disagree-
ment between the MIPS and PACS data even where the MIPS data quality is
good. A change in photometric aperture size, bringing the larger MIPS apertures
to the size of those used by the Hi-GAL team, would show no significant effect
in bringing the MIPS and PACS data into agreement, merely reducing the MIPS
F70 values with smaller aperture size. A possible source of this non-correlation
of 70µm flux is the different resolution of the two datasets. To investigate this
a PACS data image was convolved with an intermediate point spread function
(PSF) to covert the data from its original PSF of FWHM ∼6′′ (ESA, 2010) to
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Figure 6.11: A comparison of MMB-MIPS70µm to PACS70µm flux densities, blue
filled diamonds are unsaturated sources in MIPS, black open diamonds have some
saturation. The solid line gives y=x.
that of MIPS of FWHM 18′′ (Gordon et al., 2008). Figure 6.12 shows the data
PSFs and the intermediate convolution PSF, the PACS data were then remea-
sured in the same manner as the MIPS data was. Figure 6.13 shows the results
for this resolution adjusted data set.
From this test it appears that even when scaled to the same resolution there is
some inherent observational difference between the PACS and MIPS data. There
is no obvious correlation between the two datasets suggesting differences in each
instrument between measurements of different sources. This is well documented
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Figure 6.12: The shape of the gaussian PSFs of PACS and MIPS data, with
the gaussian required to convolve PACS data to MIPS resolution plotted as the
dashed line.
for MIPS where an observation of a saturating object will affect the following
observations (Spitzer Science Centre, 2010), recovery of any correlation would
then depend on the previous observations of that instrument making this recovery
difficult. Whilst not yet fully documented, visual inspection of the PACS 70µm
observations shows saturated objects do not appear as common, suggesting that
the PACS F70 values would be preferable for use in further study.
6.7.2 MIPS 70µm data comparisons
Owing to the large amount of scatter in the MIPS 70µm data (see Figure 6.11)
and the problems with the large numbers of saturated objects in these data,
a comparison of the MMB MIPS F70µm values to existing MIPS F70µm values
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Figure 6.13: A comparison of MMB-MIPS70µm to PACS70µm flux densities from
photometric measurements of a PACS fits file convolved to the same resolution
as a MIPS observation. The plotted line is y=x. The horizontal nature of the
data at PACS=0.34 is attributable to limits in the number of significant figures
Autophotom outputs.
was conducted. Initially, all photometeric values were recalculated using the
available CORNISH MIPS mosaics (as discussed in 6.3.2). Figure 6.14 shows
the CORNISH MIPS comparison, the fluxes from the CORNISH mosaics are
generally higher, likely due to the minimal amount of processing applied to the
BCD files used to create them and also to the increased background emission of
these images.
The two data sets show a reasonable correlation, but with some scatter and a
linear relation. Further comparison was made between MMB MIPS F70µm and a
smaller sample from RMS survey (Mottram et al., 2010). The RMS values have
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Figure 6.14: Comparison of MIPS BCD vs FBCD fluxes using CORNISH and
MMB mosaics respectively. Solid red line shows y=x.
been flux corrected using formula Ftrue = a(Fmeas)
b (see Mottram et al., 2010)
where a = 0.558±0.051 and b = 1.11 ± 0.02. Figures 6.15 and 6.16 show the
comparison of MMB-MIPS F70µm and CORNISH F70µm to these RMS values.
The linear relation is apparent in both figures (ignoring scaling factors from
BCD to FBCD processing or the correction factor used in the RMS data), showing
that the MMB-MIPS F70µm are in agreement with other MIPS F70µm results, as
such any effects from the MMB MIPS data processing can also be ruled out as
being responsible for the lack of correlation between MIPS and PACS data.
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Figure 6.15: MMB-MIPS70 comparison to RMS-MIPS70 (Mottram et al., 2010).
The solid blue line indicated a y=x relation, the dashed red follows the line of
equation given in Mottram et al. (2010).
6.8 Herschel Data
There were a total of 1064 sources in the Herschel SDP for the l=30◦ region. The
majority of objects had a flux values at each of the PACS and SPIRE wavelengths
(70, 160, 250, 300 and 500µm) in addition to these NASA IPAC/IRSA was used
to find the GLIMPSE (Benjamin et al., 2003) fluxes for these sources (at 3.6, 4.5,
5.8 and 8.0µm). Finally from the MIPSGAL mosaics used to derive the MMB-
MIPS 24µm data fluxes at this wavelength were found. The tests conducted with
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Figure 6.16: CORNISH-MIPS70 comparison to RMS-MIPS70 (Mottram et al.,
2010). The solid blue line indicated a y=x relation, the dashed red follows the
line of equation given in Mottram et al. (2010).
these PACS and GLIMPSE data are used to highlight the directions analysis of
the MMB sources can take following the release of the complete Herschel Survey
data.
6.8.1 PACS/MIPS Magnitude-Colour plots
Initially the PACS 70µm data were used with the MIPS 24µm data to create
comparable magnitude-colour plots as made from the MIPS 70µm data, (Figure
6.17 and 6.18). Here the log(F70/F24) cut off for maser sources appears to be
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∼0.75, some what higher than from the MIPS data though comparable when the
very small sample size is considered.
The blue and red dashed diagonal lines (middle and lowest of the three) specify
the 30 second and 10 second exposure saturation for the MIPS 24µm data. Unlike
Figure 6.3 some Herschel sources appear below the 30 second saturation line this
maybe explained by the MIPS BCD processing pipeline, in instances where a
30 second exposure is replaced by “difference images” of shorter exposure time
(Spitzer Science Centre, 2010). The shorter integration increases the noise in
the image, however as no MMB sources appear below the 30 second saturation
threshold this problem does not apply to the data of interest.
The few example masers in the data occupy less of the magnitude-colour space
than in Figure 6.3 existing between log(F70/F24) > 0.75 and PACS F70 >0.6
(represented by the solid blue lines). Whilst the log(F70/F24) lower limit is most
likely due to the limited number of masers in this sample the data appear not to
have log(F70/F24) colours ≥3. This is smaller than the value of 4.2 in the MMB
data set colours, likely occurring as a side effect of the large scatter in the MIPS
F70 data. An additional boundary, derived empirically, for the 7 MMB maser
sources is given by the pink dashed line (topmost of the three), this relates the
colour at each log(F70) values to a minimum log(F24) of 0.25Jy and is given by
the formula log(F70/F24) = log(F70)− 0.602.
In Figure 6.18 the vertical dash pink line represents the F24 magnitude cut off
seen in Figure 6.17 and the vertical solid blue line represent the bounds of the
described clustered region in Figure 6.4. The F24 range seen in Figure 6.18 seems
truncated at log(F24)=-2, this effect is partially caused by limits in the number of
significant figures in Starlink’s Autophotom limiting the calculable values of
faint sources in the PACS data. The blue dashed line represents colour-magnitude
boundary for the PACS 70µm saturation limit. With the initial MMB sources in
this data set the maser sources appear to inhabit the clustered region seen in the
MIPS data magnitude-colour plot.
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Figure 6.17: 70µm colour magnitude diagram of sources within the Herschel
SDP data, the green squares are the MMB methanol masers and black “+”s are
the SDP sources. The axis are sized to be equal to those of 6.3. Red dashed
line (lowest) is the colour magnitude line for 10 second exposure saturation in
MIPS 24µm data. Blue dashed line (middle) same but for a 30 second exposure
saturation. The pink dashed line (top) empirical colour magnitude boundary for
a minimum F24 value of 0.25Jy for maser sources. Solid blue lines colour and
magnitude limits of log(F70/F24) > 0.75 and PACS F>0.6.
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It will be interesting to see, when Herschel data for more MMB is available,
whether masers remain bound in these colour and magnitude cuts and also if the
boundary for a minimum F24 continues.
All Hi-Gal Colour-Magnitude
In their paper Sewi lo et al. (2010) used Spitzer F70 plus PACS F160 and SPIRE
F250 to create a colour-magnitude plot of the F250 against log(F160/F70) for objects
in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC), (see Figure 1. Sewi lo et al., 2010). This
same colour-magnitude space is used to show the position of MMB masers with
respect to a sample of the Herschel data and can be seen in Figure 6.19.
The authors modelled each source in their sample confirming a Stage 0/I
source type (c.f Figure 6.1) for all massive young objects. They also show in their
Figure 1 the modelled circumstellar envelope gas mass (Mgas) for these sources.
All MMB sources by comparison to this figure inhabit the same colour-magnitude
space as the maser sources seen in the LMC. By comparison this would give Mgas
values for the MMB maser sources from 15-150×103M. The fitting used in this
paper uses the SED fitter of (Robitaille et al., 2007) discussed further in §6.8.3.
6.8.2 PACS/MIPS/GLIMPSE Colour-Colour plots
Hi-GAL non-maser sources with comparable log(F70/F24) colours and PACS F70
values to the masers in the sample were then examined using colours from the
GLIMPSE survey. The colour/magnitude cuts used to generate this sample were
log(F70/F24) > 0.75 and PACS F70 >0.6. The GLIMPSE sources fluxes were
found using the NASA/ IPAC Infrared Science Archive Gator tool to search the
GLIMPSE I Spring ’07 Catalog using a 10 arcsecond radius cone search. The
positions used in this search from the PACS 70µm source position. Within these
tests the number of sources in each test is different dependent on the availability
of coincident sources in the GLIMPSE point source catalogue (Spitzer Science,
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Figure 6.18: 24µm colour magnitude diagram of sources within the Herschel SDP
data, the green squares are the MMB methanol masers and black “+”s are the
SDP sources. The axis are sized to be equal to those of 6.4. The pink dashed
line is the empirical magnitude boundary of F24 = 0.25Jy for maser sources. The
blue dashed line is the colour magnitude boundary for the PACS 70µm saturation
limit. The horizontal solid line is the colour boundary of log(F70/F24) > 0.75 for
maser sources. The vertical solid line defines the boundary of the clustered region
seen in Figure 6.4
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Figure 6.19: Magnitude-Colour diagram of SPIRE F250 against PACS colour
F160/F70 in a comparison to Figure 1 in Sewi lo et al. (2010)
2009), this is unfortunate particularly as in some cases it reduces the number of
example MMB sources. Despite this some initial trends do become apparent.
F4.5/F3.6 vs. F70/F24
Figure 6.20, shows the GLIMPSE log(F4.5/F3.6) colour plotted against PACS+MIPS
log(F70/F24) colour, this plot has the greatest number of coincident PACS and
GLIMPSE positions and six out of the seven of the MMB sources in the PACS
data are represent.
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Figure 6.20: GLIMPSE F4.5/F3.6 colour plotted against PACS+MIPS F70/F24
colour. Squares represent MMB maser sources and ‘+’ non-maser PACS sources.
The line delineates two potential populations.
Four of the six masers in this sample appear to exhibit comparatively large
log(F4.5/F3.6) colours, though not the highest of the sources plotted. As discussed
in Cyganowski et al. (2009), the GLIMPSE 4.5µm band will contain shocked
emission (e.g. CO v=1-0) from protostellar outflows in massive star formation
regions. The dominance of 4.5µm emission over 3.6µm for these four masers could
suggest that the masers are existing in sources which have reached a sufficient
stage in their evolution for the formation of an outflow, placing methanol masers
at a distinct point in the evolutionary mechanism of a massive star.
The remaining two sources have much lower F4.5/F3.6 colours, the right most
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of these in Figure 6.20 has log(F70/F24) ∼ 2.41. This value is higher than the
four maser sources with large log(F4.5/F3.6) values and would be explained by a
higher 70µm flux density combined with a lower 24µm flux density suggesting
a cooler less evolved source, this would also explain the low log(F4.5/F3.6) value
as the source is not sufficiently evolved to be emitting to the same extent as the
four large value log(F4.5/F3.6) masers; again from the work of Cyganowski et al.
(2009) this could be a source where an outflow has not formed yet leading to
lower 4.5µm emission, placing further limits on the position of methanol masers
within the evolution of a massive star.
The maser with log(F4.5/F3.6) ∼-0.2 is believed to be a false association from
the data extraction from the GLIMPSE PSC.
Finally from this plot two separate populations appear to exist. The line in
Figure 6.20 is used to delineate the separation and follows the equation log(F4.5/F3.6) =
0.2 log(F70/F24)− 0.1. In the paper of Reach et al. (2006) the different contribu-
tions of molecular, ionic and polycyclic aromatic hyrdocarbon emission to the four
GLIMPSE bands is represented (Figure 6.21 shows Figure 1 from Reach et al.
(2006)), whilst the plot is based on the emission from a supernova remnant the
majority of the emission lines will also be present in star forming regions. Beyond
the shocked CO from protostellar outflows (Cyganowski et al., 2009) another can-
didate for differentiating the two populations is the Brα emission, present in the
4.5µm channel, with sources featuring ionised hydrogen emission existing in the
upper population and those below the plotted line in Figure 6.20 not exhibiting
emission of this type. Spectra of the sources in Figure 6.20 would be required to
properly determine the difference (if any) of these two apparent population.
F5.8/F3.6 vs. F70/F24
Figure 6.22 shows the GLIMPSE log(F5.8/F3.6) colour plotted against PACS+MIPS
log(F70/F24) colour. The move from 4.5 to 5.8µm in the GLIMPSE colour seems
to have removed the two populations seen in Figure 6.20.
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Figure 6.21: Spitzer IRAC spectral response, with comparison to spectra repre-
senting emission from supernova remnant NGC 7023. The spectra give indication
of the types of emission present in each GLIMPSE channel. (Figure 1 from Reach
et al., 2006).
Again most of the maser sources exist with high GLIMPSE colour values,
though again the masers are not the most extreme in colour. Here the maser
source at log(F5.8/F3.6) ∼-0.3 is the same as the log(F4.5/F3.6) ∼-0.2 source with
the same chance association. The lack of the two possible populations seen in
Figure 6.20 suggests that a particular emission mechanism prominent at 4.5 µm
is causing these populations, this again lends favour to the idea that Brα emission
or shocked CO is responsible for the two population trend in Figure 6.20.
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Figure 6.22: GLIMPSE F5.8/F3.6 colour plotted against PACS+MIPS F70/F24
colour. Squares represent MMB maser sources and ‘+’ non-maser PACS sources.
F250/F24 vs. F4.5/F3.6
The 250µm emission measured by SPIRE is used in combination with the MIPS
24µm to span the peak of the near blackbody emission of a protostellar envi-
ronment (c.f. Figure 6.1), to compare with the near infrared emission from the
shortest wavelength GLIMPSE data. The log(F250/F24) or similar colours should
provide more information on the evolutionary traits of a massive star, as it will
provide a gauge of the temperature of the object (assuming a blackbody) whilst
avoiding being at the peak wavelength thus avoiding problems with saturation.
This colour will also not be affected heavily by spectral lines as the primary source
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of the emission is the dust surrounding the protostar. This will also eliminate
problems of orientation of the object, for example it is possible that if proto-
stellar outflows are responsible for the two populations in Figure 6.20, a number
of objects in the lower population are they same type of object as in the upper
but with the outflow orientated in such away that it is not easily observable (i.e.
directed away from the observer).
The number of sources here are limited with fewer GLIMPSE/SPIRE position
associations. This type of test will be of great interest when a more complete
sample of the Hi-GAL data is available.
Figure 6.23: SPIRE+MIPS F250/F24 colour plotted against GLIMPSE F4.3/F3.6
colour. Squares represent MMB maser sources and ‘+’ non-maser Herschel
sources.
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Figure 6.23 shows six of the seven maser sources are present and exist within
the log(F250/F24) colour limits of ∼0.9 to 1.9, e.g. sources with 10 to 100 times
the longer wavelength emission. This would suggest early stages in the formation
of the massive stars where emission for cold dust dominates, similar to those seen
in Sewi lo et al. (2010).
6.8.3 Spectral Energy Distributions
For a sample of sources there now existed data at the four GLIMPSE bands,
MIPS 24µm PACS 70, 160 and SPIRE 250, 350 and 500µm, this allows spectral
energy distributions (SEDs) to be constructed. This was performed using the
SED fitting tool of (Robitaille et al., 2007). Given flux values and aperture sizes
at each wavelength, a distance to the source (here the Herschel SDP recommended
distances were used), and a visual extinction value range, the SED fitter outputs
the ten models most closely fitted to the data from a pre-generated sample of
20,000 SED models (Robitaille et al., 2006) Figure 6.24 give examples of the SED
models fitted to the data.
(a) Example Fitted Model (b) Example Fitted Model
Figure 6.24: Output SED models from the (Robitaille et al., 2007) SED fitter.
The models used in the SED fitter are representative of sources with a given
set of parameters including total luminosity and mass of the forming protostar.
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The seven methanol maser sources present in the Hi-GAL data were fitted, along
with 15 non maser sources exhibiting similar colours to maser sources, with
the colour/magnitude cuts used in §6.8.2. Figure 6.25 shows the relation of
log(F70/F24) and the SED model fitted total luminosity, LTot.
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Figure 6.25: The fitted total luminosity as a function PACS+MIPS F70/F24
colour. Filled squares represent MMB maser sources and ‘+’ non-maser PACS
sources. The errors bars for MMB masers show the variance of the weighted
mean (the plotted square) of LTot of the ten best fitted models. The dashed blue
line is a fit to the MMB data and the black dashed line the fit to the MMB data
using the two unfilled squares in place of the filled squares at the same colour.
The diamonds and ∗ are similar sources from Fazal et al. (2007) and Sewi lo et al.
(2010) with their associated errors.
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The MMB sources plotted in Figure 6.25 represent the weighted mean of
LTot values from the top ten best fit models output from the SED fitter. The
weighting applied was a function of the χ2 values for each model. The error
bars show the variance of the weighted mean LTot. The distances to the sources
used are those selected by the Herschel SDP team as the preferred distance.
This led to uncharacteristically low LTot values for two maser sources (those be-
low log(F70/F24) = 3), if the associated IR sources are indeed forming massive
stars. These sources were then refitted with the far distance from Green (2008)
which increased their luminosities to more characterisitic massive star type val-
ues (shown as unfilled squares). The distance ambiguity for these two sources
is unresolved as such Herschel SDP distance is used in further calculation for
uniformity. The trend fitted to these MMB sources is given by the formula
LTot = (0.36± 0.51) log(F70F24 ) + (3.13± 0.77) and fits the data with a reduced χ2
value of 17.8; a large χ2 is to be expected with the large variance of LTot values.
The positive relation of log(F70/F24) and LTot is unexpected as one would
expect that as a forming massive star accretes matter and heats up the peak
wavelength of emission will decrease leading to a lower log(F70/F24) and a higher
LTot. The dashed black line in Figure 6.25 shows the fitted trend with the far
distance values used in place of the Herschel SDP distance values, this trend
shows the expected trend of decreasing LTot with increasing log(F70/F24) but
whilst the source distance ambiguity remains using the relation from these values
cannot be confidently used. The non-maser sources (represented as ‘+’) have only
the Herschel recommended distances which may explain the scatter seen in those
data, although these sources may not be massive stars leading to a different LTot
/ log(F70/F24) relation.
The fitted LTot for similar objects are also plotted in Figure 6.25 with the
diamonds showing sources from Fazal et al. (2007) and the ∗ sources from Sewi lo
et al. (2010). In both papers the same SED fitter was used. In the Fazal et al.
(2007) paper data from GLIMPSE 3.6µm to 1.2mm from IRAM were used in the
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fit, the ∗ source is a known maser source in the LMC and used data from 1.25µm
(2MASS survey) to 500µm from SPIRE (Sewi lo et al., 2010). These data appear
to agree more closely with a negative LTot / log(F70/F24) relation (black dashed
line) and have similar sized errors to the MMB data.
Assuming the trend line from the MMB data (using Herschel SDP distances)
is representative of methanol maser sources as a whole the MIPS F70/F24 colour
was calculated for all MMB maser sources with MIPS data. The LTot for each
source was then calculated, the histogram in Figure 6.26 shows the distribution
of the calculated maser source total luminosities.
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Figure 6.26: The distribution of calculated total luminosity derived from MIPS
F70/F24 colour values and the trend line LTot = (0.36 ± 0.51) log(F70F24 ) + (3.13 ±
0.77), for the entire MMB-ATCA maser dataset.
The peak of the distribution in Figure 6.26 at LTot = 10
3.6L◦ is slightly lower
than the expected value for massive stars of LTot = 10
4L◦, with fluxes rapidly
tailing off at both higher and lower luminosities. The lower than expected peak
value is likely caused by the slope of the fitted trend favouring lower total lumi-
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nosities at low F70/F24 values. Figure 6.27, where the SED fitted stellar masses
for each of the seven maser sources is plotted as a function of the PACS+MIPS
log(F70/F24) colour shows no clear trend but all MMB maser associated sources
show masses above the nominal massive star mass limit of 8M with the exception
of the two sources which also displayed uncharacteristically low LTot for massive
stars. Again for these sources their mass is also calculated for the far distance
and shown as unfilled squares in Figure 6.27, at this distance they appear above
the 8M mass limit for massive stars.
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Figure 6.27: The SED model fitted stellar mass as a function PACS+MIPS
F70/F24 colour. Squares represent MMB maser sources. The errors bars show
the variance of the weighted mean (the plotted square) of the stellar mass of the
ten best fitted models
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With this limited data set, possible limitations in the SED fitting software and
distance ambiguity problems there is insufficient evidence from these results to
call into question the association of class II methanol masers with forming massive
stars, which the low LTot and M∗ seem to indicate. However these early tests show
the value of the PACS data for future study of the MMB maser sources, both
allowing the study of physical parameters through SED fitting and for further
colour-colour/magnitude studies.
6.9 Infrared Results Summary
Study of the infrared sources associated with the MMB maser and radio contin-
uum sources, using data from the Spitzer Space Telescopes MIPS instrument at
24 and 70µm, has allowed the definition of a region of colour-magnitude space
which these sources inhabit. The MMB sources have colours log(F70/F24) ≥ 0.4
and exist within flux limits of F70 ≥ 3Jy and F24 ≤ 32Jy. Infrared sources dis-
playing these colours but with no maser emission which maybe massive protostars
of similar age to the MMB maser traced protostars but without detected maser
emission due to the beamed nature of the masers.
Within these colour-magnitude boundaries maser sources appear to have a
more clustered distribution in both colour and magnitude. Whereas the con-
tinuum sources appear to be scattered throughout the region. This suggested
that the masers and continuum sources inhabit different IR environments possi-
bly tracing protostars at different stages of their evolution. Kolmogorov-Smirnov
tests have been used to analyse the MIPS data finding that isolated masers (black
circles in Figures 6.3 and 6.4) are sampling statistically different IR environments
from both masers associated with continuum emission and the continuum sources
themselves. This agrees with the evolutionary sequence of massive stars proposed
by, e.g Ellingsen et al. (2007) and Breen et al. (2010). In this scheme methanol
masers exist prior to and during the early period of the ionisation of a protostars
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surroundings. This would make the isolated masers in the sample younger than
those with associated continuum emission. Other KS tests showed that there is
no evidence of a relation between maser luminosity and its infrared flux values.
In further KS tests it was shown that by testing galactic longitude slices regions
of greater star formation are visible statistically from the MIPS data flux ratios.
The Herschel Hi-GAL SDP has been used to study the seven MMB masers
present in these data. Although consistent with other measurements of the MIPS
70µm fluxes, the MMB MIPS 70µm fluxes are not correlated with those measured
using the PACS 70µm data. This may be related to the known unreliable response
of the MIPS instrument after observations of bright sources which saturate the
pixels.
Using photometric data from the Hi-GAL SDP, GLIMPSE (3.6µm to 8.0µm)
and the MIPS 24µm observations an investigation was conducted to highlight
the colour-colour comparisons useful for studying maser sources when the full Hi-
GAL survey data is released. The colour-colour comparisons show that masers
typically have large GLIMPSE log(F4.5/F3.6) and log(F5.8/F3.6) colours compared
to the the main body of the non-maser sources in the sample, though the masers
do not necessarily have the most extreme values. Infrared sources with high
log(F4.5/F3.6) values appear similar to with Extended Green Objects (Cyganowski
et al., 2008) suggesting maser sources may be associated with outflow candidate
sources.
Interestingly a maser with lower GLIMPSE colour but higher MIPS/PACS
log(F70/F24) colour is seen in Figure 6.20. It may be that this is a younger source
which is not sufficiently evolved to have an outflow and the higher GLIMPSE
colours associated with this. As more data becomes available from PACS then
an evolutionary sequence of maser traced IR sources may be seen moving from
the lower right to upper left of such a colour-colour plot (Figure 6.20).
The use of the log(F250/F24) colour (Figure 6.23) suggests a good indicator of
age as the transition from a protostellar objects emission being dominated by cold
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dust to warmer dust as the protostar heats its environment. This transition will
be seen as a decrease in colour value. The maser sources in the sample inhabit a
limited range of colour (within 1 order of magnitude) showing that these masers
are associated with a particular period of the evolution. Additionally as these
two wavelengths avoid the peak in a protostellar SED (70 − 160µm) the slope
between them could be used to quantify objects based on cool dust or warm dust
dominance.
As well as the colour-colour comparisons which can be made with multi-
wavelength infrared observations of the same objects, the data were used to
construct spectral energy distributions. These were fitted using an online SED
fitter (Robitaille et al., 2007), which provided physical characteristics of the fitted
sources. The linear relation fitted between total luminosity and the log(F70/F24)
value of the MMB masers has a positive slope. This is the opposite to what one
would expect for an evolving protostellar object which as it increases in luminosity
should heat up its environment thus reducing its log(F70/F24) colour. The derived
stellar mass shows no clear correlation with log(F70/F24) and two maser traced
sources are fitted with masses less than the nominal massive star mass limit of
8M. Both these low masses and the positive correlation in total luminosity are
likely caused by incorrect distances to these two sources. Once a greater number
of maser sources have photometeric data spanning the GLIMPSE, MIPS, PACS
and SPIRE wavelengths the total luminosity/log(F70/F24) relation can be found
using objects with better defined distances. Should the positive relation remain,
then a physical interpretation of this unexpected result would have to be created.
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Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Conclusions of Thesis
This thesis presented an investigation into the environments of massive young
stellar objects during the period of their evolution where 6.7GHz methanol masers
form. Both radio (spectral line and continuum data) and multiple wavelength
infrared data were used to characterise the physical conditions of environments
associated with CH3OH masers.
The velocity structure of MMB methanol masers with velocities spanning
over 10kms−1 were investigated. These sources are seen to have more structure
than those with small velocity distributions, providing more information on the
physical characteristics of these sources. A number of the objects are found to be
associated with extended green objects suggesting that they are associated with
outflows from the central protostar.
A fitting routine was applied to the MMB-8GHz dataset to define the size (e.g
Hyper Compact, Ultra Compact or Compact) for the Hii regions observed within
the MMB-ATCA data allowing the classification of these. These sources are
found to be predominantly in the UCHii or HCHii size regime. When conducting
a Kolomogorov-Smirnov test to assess any difference in Hii region sizes between
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sources with maser/continuum source separation of ≤0.2 parsecs and those of
separation >0.2 parsecs, it appears (at between the 80% and 93% significance
level) that sources where the maser and continuum are closely associated are
have smaller sized Hii regions. This could suggest that these sources are less
evolved with their Hii regions still growing.
Using 24 and 70µm data from the MIPS instrument on Spitzer the colour
magnitude space inhabited by MMB maser and Hii region sources are defined.
The sources occupy a large region of log(F70/F24) colour space between a lower
limit value of 0.4 and up to 5 was found for these sources. The data include a
number of sources where one of the two MIPS bands are saturate, though the
effect of these bad channels was accounted for in the colour space analysis.
A series of statistical tests of these data seek to assess the differences between
maser and Hii regions based on the separation of maser and Hii source, the
position of sources in the galactic plane and the maser frequency luminosity of
sources. The results of these tests show statistically significant differences between
isolated masers and masers with associated Hii regions, indicating that isolated
masers trace younger less evolved protostellar objects. The tests also find that the
10◦ region 30◦ → 40◦ in galactic longitude region exhibits a statistically different
IR environment to three other 10◦ regions of the Galactic Plane. The three
regions which differ significantly contain more isolated masers than the 30◦ →
40◦ region (which contains a larger number of group III sources), confirming the
group III/isolated maser difference. This result could also indicate the relative
ages of the star forming regions in these 10◦ sectors of the Galactic plane.
The statistical tests on the differing IR environments of masers based on
the masers luminosity produced a negative result, showing no difference in the
(F70/F24) colour from maser sources irrelavant of their maser frequency luminos-
ity. The variable and directional nature of masers could account for this result.
Assessment of the variability over many epochs for each maser source used in this
test would be required to provide a baseline flux density for the maser to allow
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the variable nature of the maser to be negated.
An initial study of the IR environments of CH3OH masers using early data
from the PACS and SPIRE instruments onboard the Herschel space telescope,
in addition to GLIMPSE and MIPS data was conducted. With these early tests
the colour-colour space characteristics and spectral energy distributions of the
seven masers in the PACS dataset were found and compared to non-maser Her-
schel sources, providing the basis for further investigation as more Herschel data
becomes available. During these investigations it became apparent that there is
some discrepancy between the 70µm fluxes of the MIPS and PACS instruments.
7.1.1 A Multi-Wavelength View
The conclusions from the data used in this thesis have been largely drawn from
consideration of each dataset in isolation, here a combined overview is outlined
in the form of a tentative evolutionary scheme for a source as it evolves through
the time it exists within MMB-ATCA dataset.
• Evidenced by the statistical tests results isolated masers typically show
higher log(F70/F24) colours suggesting a younger cooler source indicating
the earliest point of evolution of protostellar sources within the MMB-
ATCA data set.
• As the source evolves a Hii source will form and expand, sources with
smaller and therefore likely younger Hii are seen in maser-continuum pairs
with separation ≤ 0.2pc i.e. group I and II sources. From the MIPS
log(F70/F24) colour it also appears that masers in these two groups ex-
hibiting decreasing colours (with group I redder than group II) supporting
the evolution from one group to the next.
• Group III masers present statisitically different IR environments to isolated
masers and larger sized Hii regions, suggesting they are older than both
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group I and II source though their large scatter in log(F70/F24) colour would
appear to disagree with this, the potential for these sources to be a mix of
masers from both group I and II and isolated masers remains.
The trend of increasing luminosity with increasing log(F70/F24) colour from the
limited sample of the masers used in the SED modelling seems to oppose this
evolution from isolated source to group II source with increasing Hii region size,
though this trend may be found to decreasing once more maser sources become
available to used in the sample.
7.1.2 Future Work
The works within this thesis present a number of avenues for further investiga-
tion. Firstly the velocity structure of every maser source within the MMB-ATCA
dataset could be investigated and combined with a set of model velocity struc-
tures based on outflow and disk models. It would seem the most effective manner
in which to conduct this investigation would be to create a grid of model velocity
structure (or position velocity diagrams) for both outflows and disks at various
inclination angles and compare observational data to these using a least square fit
value to find the best fit model, in a manner similar to the Robitaille et al. (2007)
SED models. The type or amount of velocity structure could then be placed in
an evolutionary sequence so assess any trends which appear.
In the coming year(s) the release of more Herschel data (from PACS and
SPIRE) will allow the continuation of the colour-colour and SED fitting investi-
gation on to the entire dataset providing the ability to further assess the evolution
of CH3OH maser sources suggested in §7.1.1 and confirm the colour-colour char-
acteristics of these sources. Finally as the PACS instrument is better described
over time the discrepancy between PACS and MIPS 70µm data can be further
investigated eventually providing a stable conversion between the two datasets.
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7.2 Future Directions
In addition to future work based on the investigations presented in this thesis
new directions can be taken to both attempt to confirm the results presented
here and provide a more global view of the massive star formation environment.
One such study has had its initial observations already and has been described
below.
7.2.1 Exploratory search for Disks and Outows near CH3OH
maser sources
As part of the proposal submitted in June 2009 under the title “Exploratory
search for Disks and Outows near CH3OH maser sources”, ATCA observations
at 23GHz took place in March 2010 in two blocks. The initial aim was to use the
ammonia molecule to derive source temperatures and look for indication of disk
rotation from any visible velocity gradients across the sources.
The first observing block of ∼5.5 hours (“Morning Session”) took place with-
out the new CABB zoom modes, (§7.2.1), and the second ∼12 hours (“Evening
Session”), took place with a zoom modes enabled. The observations covered 11
methanol maser sources with varying association to 8GHz continuum sources.
Table 7.1 lists the sources observed and their group classification from §6.6.1 and
Table 7.2 presents the frequency coverage of the ATCA-23GHz observations. In
May 2010 the second part of the proposal, observing at 44GHz in one block of
∼ 10 hours with the zoom modes enabled. Table 7.3 gives the observed frequen-
cies of the ATCA-44GHz observations. Here the aim was to identify SiO sources
in the shocked regions of outflows.
CABB
The Compact Array Broadband Backend (CABB) was installed as of March/April
2009 and is an upgrade to the previous backend system. The system has a 8GHz
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Source RA Dec. Grouping
(MMBSa) h m s ◦ ’ ”
G308.056-00.396 13 36 32.15 -62 49 05.55 I
G311.628+00.265 14 09 59.20 -61 21 29.31 III
G336.464-00.157 16 34 00.04 -47 59 53.27 IV
G336.956-00.965 16 39 33.91 -48 10 35.27 IV
G337.052-00.226 16 36 40.17 -47 36 38.33 III
G337.404-00.402 16 38 50.54 -47 28 00.56 II
G339.949-00.539 16 49 07.95 -45 37 58.84 III
G012.199-00.033 18 12 23.43 -18 22 50.80 II
G013.713-00.084 18 15 36.99 -17 04 32.19 IV
G018.460-00.004 18 24 36.35 -12 51 07.35 II
G020.081-00.136 18 28 10.32 -11 28 47.91 III
1352-63 13 55 46.632 -63 26 42.62 φ Cal.
1414-59 14 17 41.640 -59 50 37.53 φ Cal.
1646-50 16 50 16.635 -50 44 48.37 φ Cal.
1830-210 18 33 39.915 -21 03 40.05 φ Cal.
1253-055 12 56 11.167 -05 47 21.525 BP Cal.
1934-638 19 39 25.026 -63 42 45.63 Flux Cal.
Table 7.1: ATCA-23GHz and ATCA-44GHz source and calibrator list. ‘a’ MMBS
prefix applies to source list only, not calibrator names.
IF Central Frequency Molecular Line Frequency
[GHz] Line [GHz]
23.6500 NH3(1,1) 23.6945
NH3(2,2) 23.7226
NH3(3,3) 23.870
NH3(4,4) 24.1394
NH3(5,5) 24.5330
H64α 24.5099
H65α 23.4043
18.0000 H70α 18.77
H71α 17.9900
H72α 17.2600
HNC 18.142
CH3CN 18.396
Table 7.2: ATCA-23GHz frequency coverage
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range over which two 2GHz bands can be placed (at all wavelengths observable at
the ATCA). Additionally, “zoom” modes can then be placed within these 2GHz
bands. At the time of observing the 2GHz bands had 2048 channels at 1MHz
per channel, and four zoom modes of 1MHz band (2048 channels of 0.5kHz) were
available for the Evening session (with unique conditions described below) and
also the ATCA-44GHz observation. For the more information on the CABB
upgrade see Ferris & Wilson (2002) and the current status of CABB see Edwards
et al. (2010).
7.2.2 Early Results and Furthering the project
The data from the observations made without CABB have been initially reduced
with a number of successful detection, Figures 7.1 and 7.2 provide an example
of these. As the CABB system was not functioning at full capacity during these
observations it is yet to be seen what dynamical information can be recovered.
The future aim of this work is to expand the number of sources observed
beyond the existing 11 to cover the all MMB sources. The aim of this study would
be to combine these observations to provided a sufficiently large sample (upto
the size of the entire MMB survey maser catalogue) from which the evolutionary
development of any universal physical characteristics e.g. disks or outflows, could
be seen.
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(a) Map of source MMBS G337.404-00.402 at 23GHz,
showint Stokes I of NH3(1,1) emission
(b) Map of source MMBS G337.404-00.402 at 23GHz,
showint Stokes I of NH3(3,3) emission
Figure 7.1: Ammonia emission ((1,1) and (3,3) lines) for source MMBS G337.404-
00.402
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(a) NH3(1,1) (b) NH3(2,2)
(c) NH3(3,3) (d) NH3(4,4)
Figure 7.2: Ammonia spectra for source MMBS G337.404-00.402
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IF Central Frequency Molecular Line Frequency
[GHz] Line [GHz]
43.5000 SiO v=0 43.42385
SiO v=1 43.12207
HNCO 43.79836
H53α 42.95197
48.5000 H51α 48.15360
CS 48.99095
SO2 47.91343
H2CO 48.28449
Table 7.3: ATCA-44GHz frequency coverage
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Appendix A
Data Tables
This appendix contains the following data tables:
• MMB-ATCA 6.7GHz Maser data.
• MMB-ATCA 8GHz Continuum Source gaussian fitted parameters.
• MMB-MIPS 24 and 70 µm fluxes.
The peak fluxes quoted in Tables A.1 and A.2 are those derived from the
MIRIAD processing with known discrepancy to AIPS processing of the data.
The 6.7GHz Maser fluxes used by the MMB survey are those from the Parkes
‘MX’ single dish observations and can be found in Caswell et al. (2010) and Green
et al. (2010). The 8GHz continuum fluxes appear consistant with the results of
Walsh et al. (1998) who also processed their data in MIRIAD but the AIPS value
discrepancy remains.
Further information is provided in the table captions.
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Appendix B
MMB-ATCA Maser Spectra
The following spectra cover 700 velocity channels of the MMB-ATCA 6.7GHz
maser dataset. The reduction method used on the data for these sources is
discussed in Chapter 5.
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Appendix C
MMB-ATCA 6.7GHz Velocity
Structure Results
For each of the 39 MMB masers tested in the maser velocity investigation the
following are provided;
• A Velocity structure diagram. For each source: upper panel spatial struc-
ture of maser peak pixel in each velocity channel, with colour bar indicating
velocity. Lower panel spectrum of peak flux at each velocity.
• Position Velocity Diagram, with the positional offset calculated from an
appropriate central line along the major axis of the velocity structure as
used by Walsh et al. (1998) and Goodman et al. (1993). The positional
offset is calculated along the central line from its centre point.
• An individual source comment for each source tested.
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(b) MMBS G000.092-00.663
MMBS G000.092-00.633 : Double peaked velocity profile, the two peaks seem
to exist in the same regions though the higher velocity peak traces the southern
portion of the region and the lower velocity peak the upper portion. Some velocity
gradient is apparent in the high velocity peak distribution, though not in the
lower velocity points. This morphology suggests a potential edge on disk, the
P-V diagram does not clearly confirm this, though as inclination would tend to
truncate a disk like P-V distribution then an inclined disk may be possible.
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(b) MMBS G003.253+00.019
MMBS G003.253+00.019 : Elongated single peaked source. The source seems
to split into two regions (upper-left and lower-right) though in both of these the
velocity distribution of the maser peak is unordered, this is seen too in th P-V
diagram of the source. No clear morphology is apparent.
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(b) MMBS G004.434+00.129
MMBS G004.434+00.129 : Double peaked velocity profile, the two peaks exist
in distinct regions. The emission at positive velocity is of lower flux density and
is spread over a greater spatial distribution to the higher flux density emission
from the negative velocity peak at, which is more confined. This source suffers
from poor beam shape (from the minimal uv coverage), however it is possible that
this source is emission from two separate regions of the associated MYSO such
as both of any bipolar outflows. With the negative velocity region inclined at a
lesser angle to the observation than the positive. Conversely the P-V diagram
shows the emission existing in two distinct quadrants which, following the Walsh
et al. (1998) interpretation, suggests the masers are within a disk.
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(b) MMBS G005.657+00.416
MMBS G005.657+00.416: Double peaked velocity with >6kms−1 between
major peaks. Emission of both peaks seen in the same region of the velocity
distribution plot, but with no clear gradient in the emission. The P-V diagram
for this source shows some level of linear distribution for maser peak positions
between velocities of 18 and 21 kms−1, which could be an annular ring from the
Walsh et al. (1998) interpretation. This source is associated with IRAS 17538-
2351though no clear morphology can be seen in these data.
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(b) MMBS G007.166+00.131
MMBS G007.166+00.131: Double peaked source with emission at interme-
diate velocities. There appears to be no velocity gradient present in this source
with high and low velocity emission overlaying and inhabiting the same region.
Similarly there is no clear trend in the source’s P-V diagram, as such it is impos-
sible to propose a morphology for this source.
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(b) MMBS G008.832-00.028
MMBS G008.832-00.028: Multiple peaked source. This source seems to be
split into two regions in its spatial structure, a Northern regions at ≤-0kms−1 and
a southern region at velocities of ∼2kms−1 emission at velocities above 2kms−1
is less spatial confined and is seen scattered between (and slightly south) of the
two dominate regions. The P-V diagram for this source is intriguing in that it
seems to show a somewhat sinusoidal offset shape between 1 and 5 kms−1 and a
linear distribution between -5 and -2 kms−1. These two regions also appear to
conform to the two quadrant model of Walsh et al. (1998) suggesting a disk type
environment.
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(b) MMBS G009.215-00.202
MMBS G009.215-00.202: Mutiple peaked velocity distribution. The emission
for this source is spatially located in a small region with no clear gradient across
it and low velocity emission overlaying higher velocity emission. There is no ap-
parent trend in the positional offset in the P-V diagram. It is therefore difficult
to comment on the sources morphology.
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(b) MMBS G010.729-00.334
MMBS G010.729-00.334 : Single peak velocity profile with 3 channels of emis-
sion. From the few points here it is hard to assume a morphology. The P-V
diagram for this source shows a slight gradient, but the change in offset position
between source is within the error size for the point position.
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(b) MMBS G011.109-00.114
MMBS G011.109-00.114 : Double peak velocity profile, emission from both
peaks seem spatially associated with the highest velocity emission more northerly
than the lowest velocity emission. Emission between the two velocity peaks shows
a possible north-south velocity gradient. The P-V diagram shows two regions
where adjacent velocity channels seem to follow a tight linear trend of increas-
ing positional offset with increasing velocity, these features are centred on V=32
kms−1 and V=24kms−1. This either suggests two concentric annular emission re-
gions or possible association with outflow regions. The source is associated with
outflow candiate EGO G011.11-0.11 Cyganowski et al. (2008).
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(b) MMBS G012.199-00.033
MMBS G012.199-00.033 : Elongated single peaked source. The emission here
is positionally separated into two regions with the lowest velocity emission exist-
ing in the west of the source, at the most northern and southern points of this
western region of low velocity emission (∼ 49kms−1) exist two separate regions
of the highest velocity emission (≥ 55kms−1). In the eastern region emission
between 50 and 54 kms−1, a slight north source velocity gradient can be seen
in this eastern region. Both east and west regions appear to be arced around
a central position suggesting a disk like structure. The P-V diagram has a two
quadrant type structure furthering the disk like morphology argument, one of the
two quadrants is separated in velocity due to the high-low velocity split in the
western source. The source is associated with EGO G012.20-0.03 Cyganowski
et al. (2008).
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(b) MMBS G015.665-00.499
MMBS G015.665-00.499 : Elongated single peak source, the positional infor-
mation seems unordered in velocity, whilst appearing to have regions with some
curvature. The P-V diagram shows an interesting arc like feature which is diffi-
cult to interpret, the offsets in this diagram are sufficiently small that it maybe
an artefact of positional errors. This source is within 11” of IRAS 18181-1534
which shows some elongation at all wavelengths.
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(b) MMBS G018.440+00.045
MMBS G018.440+00.045 : Multiple peaked velocity profile. All emission
seems confined to a narrow spatial region due to the shape of the beam in the
original data. High and low velocity emission are potentially separated north
and south respectively, however no clear gradient is apparent. The P-V has a
potential overall trend of increasing offset with increasing velocity, though the
changes in offset are of the size of the positional uncertainties of the observation
so no morphological comment can be made.
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(b) MMBS G023.206-00.378
MMBS G023.206-00.378 : Double peaked emission region. The source shows
a velocity gradient moving from north to south. The narrow shape for the spa-
tial distribution is due to the beam shape of the original data. There is a large
amount of scatter in the P-V diagram but it does show some overall trend of
decreasing positional offset values with increasing velocity, suggesting from the
Walsh et al. (1998) interpretation a thin annular region of emission. However an
ordered outflow is also possible.
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(b) MMBS G030.772-0.804
MMBS G030.772-0.804 : Elongated double peaked velocity profile. The emis-
sion shows no real structure, the few points within the peak velocity range seem
unordered this is also seen in the P-V diagram.
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(b) MMBS G292.468+00.167
MMBS G292.468+00.167 : Simple single peak source. Emission here is con-
fined to a small region with no apparent gradient or trend in the P-V diagram,
the spatial distribution is here likely due to the positional accuracy of the data.
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(b) MMBS G298.632-00.086
MMBS G298.632-00.086 : Double peaked velocity profile. Emission from both
peaks appears to lie within the same region with the emission from the lower ve-
locity peak confined to a smaller part of this region whereas the emission from
the higher velocity peak is generally more scattered. There is some shape to
the emission, with the low velocity peak defining a distinct edge. Like MMBS
G022.038+00.222 this could be an inclined disk candidate. The P-V diagram
shows points two-quadrant which would suggest emission orbiting a central ob-
ject. Finally this source is associated with IRAS 12108-6238 which shows some
degree of flattening in all IRAS bands.
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(b) MMBS G305.475-00.096
MMBS G305.475-00.096 : Multiple peaked velocity distribution. This source
breaks down into two defined regions with lower velocity peaks (-45 - -50 kms−1)
defining one region whilst two other peaks in velocity (∼-39kms−1 and∼-36kms−1)
define the second. The P-V diagram shows a potential two quadrant distribution
suggesting orbit of a central object. The small separation of these two regions
in RA (∼1.5 arcseconds) would suggest the both regions are associated with the
same source, though whether the masers exist in a disk is unclear as real velocity
gradient is present. Interesting for a source which seems to be displaying disk like
characteristics this source is associated with outflow candidate EGO G305.48-0.1
Cyganowski et al. (2009).
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(b) MMBS G305.615-00.344
MMBS G305.615-00.344 : Three peaked velocity distribution. The emission
is confined so a singular region with the lowest velocity defining a small upper
part of this region and the higher velocity emission a larger more scattered lower
region. Interestingly the highest velocity emission appears closest to the lowest
velocity emission, with intermediate velocity emission offset to the west. The P-V
diagram for this source is highly linear over a small angular offset range giving
very little further information. This inverted velocity gradient is difficult to vi-
sualise, though an near edge on pair of outflows is possible, with the nearer of
the pair being responsible for the high velocity region. This would seem to agree
with the association of this source with EGO G305.62-0.34.
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(b) MMBS G311.230-0.032
MMBS G311.230-00.032 : A simple single peak velocity distribution. The five
peak positions which make up this show some elongated spatial distribution. The
P-V diagram also shows some linear gradient for the emission at ∼26.5kms−1 this
source could be of the thin annulus type described by Walsh et al. (1998), though
with so few data points it is hard to interpret.
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(b) MMBS G317.466-00.403
MMBS G317.466-00.403 : Multiple peaked velocity profile, with three promi-
nent peaks (∼-37 to -43kms−1) and three smaller peaks (∼-47 to -51kms−1). The
promienent peaks are located in the over a single region of the spatial distribution
plot, with no apparent velocity gradient. The smaller peaks also emit in this re-
gion though at a more southerly position that peak positions from the promienent
emission peaks. The P-V diagram for this source reveals an offset distribution
indicative of disk emission from a ring of masers point within a disk (e.g Figure
5.12), however the source is also associated with EGO G317.46-0.40(b) (and EGO
G317.46-0.40(a) at less than 10”) (Cyganowski et al., 2008) which would tend to
contradict this disk assumption.
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(b) MMBS G320.232-00.284
MMBS G320.232-00.284 : Multiple peaked emission. Three spatially sepa-
rated regions of clustered emission are seen. The first at V= -62 to -58kms−1
in the centre. A second cluster at lower velocity ( -63 to -62kms−1) is seen in
the south east. A third region north of the first is seen at velocities -72 to -70
kms−1. Intermediate emission between the second and third regions moves from
the south east toward the northern low velocity region. The P-V diagram shows a
two quadrant type distribution between the first and second region with the third
region having similar positional offsets to the high velocity emission, this could
indication the extreme edges of an inclined disk with the second emission region
tracing the emission from the disc edge pointed toward the observer. This source
is associated with outflow candidate EGO G320.23-0.28 (Cyganowski et al., 2008).
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(b) MMBS G320.780+00.248
MMBS G320.780+00.248 : Elongated single peak emission, this source seems
to display a compact source with a small gradient over its core emission region.
At its lowest velocity components this compactness seems to be lost. The angular
offest seen in the P-V diagram show a very small distribution which are within
the offset errors and so no information can be drawn from this.
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(b) MMBS G332.813-00.701
MMBS G332.813-00.701 : Double peaked velocity profile. Emission from both
peaks in velocity inhabit a similar spatial region with the lower velocity emission
at more southerly position. Beyond this trend there appears no real gradient
in the source. Similarly in the P-V diagram the offset position as a function of
velocity is highly unordered giving no indication of morphology. This source is
associated with EGO G332.81-0.70 (Cyganowski et al., 2008) suggesting there is
a outflow in this source, though the maser emission cannot confirm this.
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(b) MMBS G332.987-00.487
MMBS G332.987-00.487 : Mutiple peaked velocity profile. Two arcs appear
in the spatial distribution of the source, one in the north and one to the south
they are curved toward one-another though they are not centred on the same
point. There is no apparent velocity gradient in either arc, however the curved
nature may suggest a face on disk. The P-V diagram shows no real trends in
positional offset over the velocities of these two arcs.
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(b) MMBS G336.983-00.183
MMBS G336.983-00.183 : Multiple peaked velocity profile. This source shows
a slight velocity gradient, decreasing velocity from east to west with the region of
highest flux emission at the end of this velocity distribution. The smaller peak at
∼-85kms−1 has its emission also centred on this region. The P-V diagram shows
a potential two quadrant distribution which would indicate the orbit of a central
point making this source a disk candidate. The maser is associated with IRAS
16325-4731 though in IRAS bands any morphology is unclear.
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(b) MMBS G337.201+00.114
MMBS G337.201+00.114 : Elongated emission velocity profile. The major-
ity of the emission is spatially located in a single region with a clear north-west
south-east velocity gradient. There is some elongation in emission outside of
this region but this likely the position of peak of emission in non-maser emission
channels of the data cube. The P-V diagram shows a tight relation of positional
offset over the velocities seen in the main spatial emission region, however the
positional offsets are of the size of the positional error so no comment on source
morphology can be made. The elongated emission region shows no trend.
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(b) MMBS G337.388-0.210
MMBS G337.388-00.210 : Multiple peaked velocity profile. The maser peaks
at the centre of the spatial distribution at around -56kms−1, a gradient of in-
creasing velocity moves out easterly from this central region. Emission at lower
velocity shows a less uniform distribution though is dominantly to the west of the
central position this lower velocity emission has no apparent velocity gradient.
This is also seen in the P-V diagram, where at higher velocity the offset angle
distribution is very narrow, increasing as velocity decreases. The position distri-
bution nor the P-V diagram show any apparent morphology.
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(b) MMBS G338.388+00.162
MMBS G338.388+00.162 : Triple peaked velocity profile. Emission is located
in a single region with small spatial scatter which increases to the south. The
highest velocity emission is located in the north-east of this region and the low-
est to the south-west showing some degree of a gradient between north-east and
south-west. The P-V diagram shows no real trend over the emission region, no
comment can therefore be made on source morphology.
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(b) MMBS G339.986-00.425
MMBS G339.986-00.425 : Multiple peaked velocity profile. This source con-
sists of 3 close regions of different velocities. At the western most point the
highest velocity emission exists in a highly clustered region of peak emission po-
sitions, decreasing in velocity the next emission peak appears at the far east, with
the peak emission position then moving west again with decreasing velocity. The
east west velocity gradient is very clear, the relation to the high velocity cluster
to the far west is however not. The P-V diagram of this source is also confused
with a two quadrant type distribution seen between -98 and -90 kms−1 and then
an almost sinusoid sequence of emission at velocities lower than -99kms−1. A
suitable interpretation of this sources morphology is not forthcoming, observa-
tions at higher resolution (e.g EVN) might help to disentangle this unusual source.
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(b) MMBS G340.249-00.046
MMBS G340.249-00.046 : Triple peaked velocity profile. The low velocity
emission lies at the centre of the spatial distribution of the maser, increasing
through velocity emission then appears to the south east moving north and west
back to the central region. The emission then jumps to the north west of the low-
est emission central region. The P-V diagram shows a two quadrant distribution
(Walsh et al., 1998) suggesting a disk-like structure. MSX5C G340.2491-00.0459
is associated with this maser but no morphology is apparent from the IR data.
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(b) MMBS G341.208-00.229
MMBS G341.208-00.229 : Two elongated emission peaks. The spatial distri-
bution of the source shows an elongated linear shape, with high velocity emission
at the north-east and low velocity emission to the south-west. These two velocity
domains are spatial distinct with no clear gradient between to two. The P-V
diagram indicated a two quadrant distribution suggesting the orbit of a central
protostar (Walsh et al., 1998).
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(b) MMBS G342.368+00.140
MMBS G342.368+00.140 : Multiple peaked emission in velocity. Maser emis-
sion is spatially located in a single location with low velocity emission forming a
slight arc at the north of of the higher velocity emission which is potentially trac-
ing a partial reciprocal arc to the south. There are no apparent spatial velocity
gradients. The positional offset of maser peak positions shows no trend through
velocity in the P-V diagram.
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(b) MMBS G348.027+00.106
MMBS G348.027+00.106 : Multiple peaked velocity profile. There is no ap-
parent velocity gradient over the narrow spatial region the maser emission inhab-
its. The P-V diagram similarly shows no coherent trend in the data.
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(b) MMBS G349.800+00.108
MMBS G349.800+00.108 : Multiple peaked and elongated emission. The
maser emission inhabits a small spatial region, with emission scattered through-
out this region with no clear gradients in velocity. The P-V diagram shows a
similar unordered scatter of positional offset through the velocity region of emis-
sion.
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Appendix D
MMB-ATCA 8GHz Continuum
Contour Plots
The following plots are contour maps of the 8GHz radio emission for the 107
sources in the MMB-ATCA data set of observations toward 454 possible methanol
masers. The contours are from 20 to 80% of the source total flux. For sources
where the CH3OH masers are within 10” of the peak of the continuum source the
maser is represented by an +.
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(a) MMBS G001.008-00.237 (b) MMBS G002.616+00.134
(c) MMBS G004.676+00.276 (d) MMBS G005.885-00.393
(e) MMBS G006.881+00.093 (f) MMBS G007.601-00.139
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(a) MMBS G008.318-00.096 (b) MMBS G010.536+00.059
(c) MMBS G010.476+00.028 (d) MMBS G010.729-00.334
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(a) MMBS G011.904-00.141 (b) MMBS G011.916-00.086
(c) MMBS G012.112-00.126 (d) MMBS G012.199-00.033
(e) MMBS G013.657-00.599
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(a) MMBS G030.420-
00.232
(b) MMBS
G030.813+00.086
(c) MMBS
G031.078+00.458
(d) MMBS
G032.398-
00.545
(e) MMBS G293.827-00.746 (f) MMBS G298.177-00.795
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(a) MMBS G298.262+00.739 (b) MMBS G308.056-00.396
(c) MMBS G311.551-00.055 (d) MMBS G311.628+00.265
(e) MMBS G311.729-00.735 (f) MMBS G312.307+00.661
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(a) MMBS G314.220+00.273 (b) MMBS G318.948-00.196
(c) MMBS G319.163-00.421 (d) MMBS G320.231-00.284
(e) MMBS G320.244-00.561 (f) MMBS G320.780+00.248
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(a) MMBS G321.704+01.168 (b) MMBS G322.705-00.331
(c) MMBS G324.923-00.568 (d) MMBS G326.448-00.748
(e) MMBS G326.986-00.031 (f) MMBS G327.590-00.094
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(a) MMBS G328.165+00.587 (b) MMBS G329.610+00.114
(c) MMBS G330.283+00.493 (d) MMBS G331.134+00.156
(e) MMBS G331.437-00.304 (f) MMBS G332.813-00.701
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(a) MMBS G332.826-00.549 (b) MMBS G333.029-00.063
(c) MMBS G333.130-00.560 (d) MMBS G333.387+00.032
(e) MMBS G334.932-00.307 (f) MMBS G336.916-00.024
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(a) MMBS G336.983-00.183 (b) MMBS G337.052-00.226
(c) MMBS G337.168-00.057 (d) MMBS G337.404-00.402
(e) MMBS G337.404-00.402 (f) MMBS G337.709+00.089
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(a) MMBS G337.844-00.375 (b) MMBS G338.075+00.012
(c) MMBS G338.902+00.395 (d) MMBS G338.925+00.634
(e) MMBS G339.476+00.185 (f) MMBS G339.925+00.237
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(a) MMBS G339.949-00.539 (b) MMBS G340.034-01.110
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(a) MMBS G343.354-00.067 (b) MMBS G345.198-00.030
(c) MMBS G345.562-00.222 (d) MMBS G350.116+00.220
(e) MMBS G350.299+00.122 (f) MMBS G352.855-00.201
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(a) MMBS G353.370-00.091 (b) MMBS G353.363-00.166
(c) MMBS G354.206-00.038 (d) MMBS G354.701+00.299
(e) MMBS G355.344+00.147 (f) MMBS G355.538-00.105
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(a) MMBS G357.558-00.321 (b) MMBS G357.558-00.321
(c) MMBS G358.906+00.106 (d) MMBS G358.980+00.084
(e) MMBS G359.931+00.138
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Appendix E
MIPS 24µm Images
The following images are of the MMB maser and 8GHz continuum sources within
the MIPS 24µm data. Masers are marked as a red ‘+’ and continuum sources
a green ‘◦’. Each image is scaled from 10 to 98 % of the total emission in the
image.
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APPENDIX E. MIPS 24µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G000.409-000.504 (b) MMBS G000.475-000.009
(c) MMBS G001.008-000.237 (d) MMBS G001.147-000.125
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(a) MMBS G001.329+000.150 (b) MMBS G001.719-000.088
(c) MMBS G002.520-000.221 (d) MMBS G002.591-000.029
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(a) MMBS G002.616+000.134 (b) MMBS G002.703+000.040
(c) MMBS G003.253+000.018 (d) MMBS G003.280-000.416
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(a) MMBS G003.502-000.200 (b) MMBS G004.393+000.079
(c) MMBS G004.434+000.129 (d) MMBS G004.586+000.026
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APPENDIX E. MIPS 24µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G004.676+000.276 (b) MMBS G005.630-000.294
(c) MMBS G005.657+000.416 (d) MMBS G005.677-000.027
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(a) MMBS G005.885-000.393 (b) MMBS G006.189-000.358
(c) MMBS G006.368-000.052 (d) MMBS G006.588-000.192
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APPENDIX E. MIPS 24µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G006.881+000.093 (b) MMBS G007.166+000.131
(c) MMBS G007.601-000.139 (d) MMBS G008.832-000.028
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(a) MMBS G008.872-000.493 (b) MMBS G009.215-000.202
(c) MMBS G009.986-000.027 (d) MMBS G010.536+000.059
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(a) MMBS G010.476+000.028 (b) MMBS G010.729-000.334
(c) MMBS G010.793-000.094 (d) MMBS G010.885+000.123
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(a) MMBS G011.109-000.114 (b) MMBS G011.903-000.102
(c) MMBS G011.904-000.141 (d) MMBS G011.936-000.150
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(a) MMBS G011.992-000.272 (b) MMBS G012.111-000.126
(c) MMBS G012.199-000.033 (d) MMBS G012.500+000.552
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(a) MMBS G012.526+000.016 (b) MMBS G012.776+000.128
(c) MMBS G012.904-000.031 (d) MMBS G013.179+000.061
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(a) MMBS G013.657-000.599 (b) MMBS G013.696-000.156
(c) MMBS G013.713-000.084 (d) MMBS G014.604+000.017
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(a) MMBS G014.991-000.121 (b) MMBS G015.094+000.191
(c) MMBS G015.665-000.499 (d) MMBS G016.112-000.304
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(a) MMBS G016.184+000.044 (b) MMBS G016.302-000.196
(c) MMBS G017.861+000.074 (d) MMBS G018.160+000.094
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(a) MMBS G018.262-000.244 (b) MMBS G018.440+000.045
(c) MMBS G018.460-000.004 (d) MMBS G018.667+000.025
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(a) MMBS G018.735-000.227 (b) MMBS G018.834-000.300
(c) MMBS G018.874+000.053 (d) MMBS G018.888-000.475
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(a) MMBS G018.999-000.239 (b) MMBS G019.008-000.029
(c) MMBS G019.248+000.267 (d) MMBS G019.267+000.349
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(a) MMBS G019.366-000.030 (b) MMBS G019.472+000.170
(c) MMBS G019.613+000.011 (d) MMBS G019.755-000.128
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(a) MMBS G019.883-000.534 (b) MMBS G020.081-000.136
(c) MMBS G020.364-000.013 (d) MMBS G020.928-000.048
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(a) MMBS G020.965-000.073 (b) MMBS G021.002+000.044
(c) MMBS G021.023-000.063 (d) MMBS G021.406-000.255
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(a) MMBS G021.563-000.033 (b) MMBS G022.039+000.223
(c) MMBS G022.993+000.148 (d) MMBS G023.126+000.395
365
APPENDIX E. MIPS 24µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G023.206-000.378 (b) MMBS G023.366-000.290
(c) MMBS G028.282-000.358 (d) MMBS G028.322-000.010
366
(a) MMBS G028.608+000.018 (b) MMBS G028.687-000.283
(c) MMBS G029.604-000.625 (d) MMBS G030.013-000.272
367
APPENDIX E. MIPS 24µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G030.420-000.232 (b) MMBS G030.422+000.465
(c) MMBS G030.771-000.804 (d) MMBS G030.813+000.0859
368
(a) MMBS G030.972+000.562 (b) MMBS G030.991+000.222
(c) MMBS G031.081+000.460 (d) MMBS G031.121+000.062
369
APPENDIX E. MIPS 24µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G031.185-000.147 (b) MMBS G032.816-000.333
(c) MMBS G033.485+000.039 (d) MMBS G291.879-000.810
370
(a) MMBS G293.827-000.746 (b) MMBS G293.917-000.853
(c) MMBS G293.942-000.874 (d) MMBS G297.405-000.622
371
APPENDIX E. MIPS 24µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G298.632-000.362 (b) MMBS G298.723-000.086
(c) MMBS G302.034+000.625 (d) MMBS G302.455-000.741
372
(a) MMBS G303.507-000.721 (b) MMBS G303.846-000.363
(c) MMBS G303.868+000.194 (d) MMBS G304.367-000.336
373
APPENDIX E. MIPS 24µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G304.887+000.635 (b) MMBS G305.475-000.096
(c) MMBS G305.563+000.013 (d) MMBS G305.573-000.342
374
(a) MMBS G305.615-000.344 (b) MMBS G305.822-000.115
(c) MMBS G305.940-000.164 (d) MMBS G307.133-000.477
375
APPENDIX E. MIPS 24µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G308.056-000.396 (b) MMBS G308.651-000.507
(c) MMBS G308.686+000.529 (d) MMBS G308.715-000.216
376
(a) MMBS G309.901+000.231 (b) MMBS G310.180-000.122
(c) MMBS G311.230-000.032 (d) MMBS G311.628+000.266
377
APPENDIX E. MIPS 24µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G311.729-000.735 (b) MMBS G312.071+000.082
(c) MMBS G312.307+000.661 (d) MMBS G312.690+000.124
378
(a) MMBS G312.702-000.087 (b) MMBS G313.705-000.190
(c) MMBS G313.994-000.084 (d) MMBS G314.220+000.273
379
APPENDIX E. MIPS 24µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G315.803-000.575 (b) MMBS G316.484-000.310
(c) MMBS G317.029+000.361 (d) MMBS G317.057+000.260
380
(a) MMBS G317.466-000.403 (b) MMBS G318.506-000.177
(c) MMBS G318.948-000.196 (d) MMBS G319.163-000.421
381
APPENDIX E. MIPS 24µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G320.232-000.284 (b) MMBS G320.244-000.561
(c) MMBS G320.414+000.109 (d) MMBS G320.625+000.098
382
(a) MMBS G320.625+000.099 (b) MMBS G320.626+000.103
(c) MMBS G320.780+000.248 (d) MMBS G322.705-000.331
383
APPENDIX E. MIPS 24µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G323.793-000.397 (b) MMBS G323.799+000.017
(c) MMBS G325.659-000.022 (d) MMBS G326.323-000.393
384
(a) MMBS G326.448-000.748 (b) MMBS G326.986-000.031
(c) MMBS G327.282-000.469 (d) MMBS G327.291-000.577
385
APPENDIX E. MIPS 24µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G327.590-000.094 (b) MMBS G327.710-000.394
(c) MMBS G327.808-000.634 (d) MMBS G327.863+000.098
386
(a) MMBS G328.140-000.432 (b) MMBS G328.165+000.587
(c) MMBS G328.417+000.167 (d) MMBS G328.456-000.221
387
APPENDIX E. MIPS 24µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G328.942+000.565 (b) MMBS G329.272+000.115
(c) MMBS G329.340-000.644 (d) MMBS G329.527+000.216
388
(a) MMBS G329.556+000.181 (b) MMBS G329.610+000.114
(c) MMBS G330.226+000.290 (d) MMBS G330.283+000.493
389
APPENDIX E. MIPS 24µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G330.878-000.367 (b) MMBS G331.059+000.375
(c) MMBS G331.119-000.118 (d) MMBS G331.134+000.156
390
(a) MMBS G331.425+000.264 (b) MMBS G331.437-000.304
(c) MMBS G331.710+000.603 (d) MMBS G332.352-000.117
391
APPENDIX E. MIPS 24µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G332.364+000.607 (b) MMBS G332.560-000.148
(c) MMBS G332.583+000.147 (d) MMBS G332.813-000.701
392
(a) MMBS G332.826-000.549 (b) MMBS G332.960+000.135
(c) MMBS G332.975+000.773 (d) MMBS G332.987-000.487
393
APPENDIX E. MIPS 24µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G333.029-000.063 (b) MMBS G333.130-000.560
(c) MMBS G333.234-000.060 (d) MMBS G333.387+000.032
394
(a) MMBS G333.761-000.226 (b) MMBS G333.851+000.527
(c) MMBS G333.931-000.135 (d) MMBS G334.138-000.023
395
APPENDIX E. MIPS 24µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G334.307-000.079 (b) MMBS G334.932-000.307
(c) MMBS G335.426-000.240 (d) MMBS G336.464-000.157
396
(a) MMBS G336.703-000.099 (b) MMBS G336.819+000.039
(c) MMBS G336.916-000.024 (d) MMBS G336.958-000.977
397
APPENDIX E. MIPS 24µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G336.983-000.183 (b) MMBS G337.052-000.226
(c) MMBS G337.097-000.929 (d) MMBS G337.132-000.068
398
(a) MMBS G337.153-000.395 (b) MMBS G337.168-000.057
(c) MMBS G337.300-000.874 (d) MMBS G337.388-000.210
399
APPENDIX E. MIPS 24µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G337.404-000.402 (b) MMBS G337.709+000.089
(c) MMBS G337.844-000.375 (d) MMBS G338.075+000.012
400
(a) MMBS G338.140+000.178 (b) MMBS G338.160-000.064
(c) MMBS G338.388+000.162 (d) MMBS G338.396-000.007
401
APPENDIX E. MIPS 24µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G338.497+000.207 (b) MMBS G338.850+000.409
(c) MMBS G338.902+000.394 (d) MMBS G338.925+000.634
402
(a) MMBS G339.204-000.018 (b) MMBS G339.476+000.185
(c) MMBS G339.908+000.239 (d) MMBS G339.949-000.539
403
APPENDIX E. MIPS 24µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G339.986-000.425 (b) MMBS G340.118-000.021
(c) MMBS G340.182-000.047 (d) MMBS G340.249-000.046
404
(a) MMBS G340.249-000.372 (b) MMBS G340.518-000.152
(c) MMBS G341.973+000.233 (d) MMBS G342.251+000.308
405
APPENDIX E. MIPS 24µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G342.338+000.305 (b) MMBS G342.368+000.140
(c) MMBS G342.954-000.019 (d) MMBS G343.354-000.067
406
(a) MMBS G343.501-000.473 (b) MMBS G345.131-000.174
(c) MMBS G345.198-000.030 (d) MMBS G345.441+000.205
407
APPENDIX E. MIPS 24µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G345.576-000.225 (b) MMBS G345.855-000.050
(c) MMBS G345.949-000.268 (d) MMBS G345.985-000.020
408
(a) MMBS G346.036+000.048 (b) MMBS G348.654+000.244
(c) MMBS G349.151+000.022 (d) MMBS G349.579-000.679
409
APPENDIX E. MIPS 24µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G349.884+000.231 (b) MMBS G350.116+000.220
(c) MMBS G350.184+000.033 (d) MMBS G350.299+000.122
410
(a) MMBS G350.356-000.068 (b) MMBS G350.380-000.097
(c) MMBS G350.470+000.029 (d) MMBS G350.500-000.358
411
APPENDIX E. MIPS 24µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G352.604-000.226 (b) MMBS G352.855-000.201
(c) MMBS G353.216-000.249 (d) MMBS G353.273+000.641
412
(a) MMBS G353.363-000.166 (b) MMBS G353.370-000.091
(c) MMBS G353.378+000.438 (d) MMBS G353.538-000.091
413
APPENDIX E. MIPS 24µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G354.206-000.038 (b) MMBS G354.308-000.110
(c) MMBS G354.615+000.472 (d) MMBS G355.184-000.419
414
(a) MMBS G355.344+000.147 (b) MMBS G357.558-000.321
(c) MMBS G357.924-000.337 (d) MMBS G358.460-000.391
415
APPENDIX E. MIPS 24µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G358.721-000.126 (b) MMBS G358.809-000.085
(c) MMBS G358.841-000.737 (d) MMBS G358.906+000.106
416
(a) MMBS G358.931-000.029 (b) MMBS G358.980+000.084
(c) MMBS G359.930+000.138
417
APPENDIX E. MIPS 24µM IMAGES
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Appendix F
MIPS 70µm Images
The following images are of the MMB maser and 8GHz continuum sources within
the MIPS 70µm data. Masers are marked as a red ‘+’ and continuum sources
a green ‘◦’. Each image is scaled from 10 to 98 % of the total emission in the
image.
419
APPENDIX F. MIPS 70µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G004.393+000.079 (b) MMBS G004.434+000.129
(c) MMBS G004.586+000.026 (d) MMBS G004.593-000.073
420
(a) MMBS G004.676+000.276 (b) MMBS G004.866-000.171
(c) MMBS G005.657+000.416 (d) MMBS G005.677-000.027
421
APPENDIX F. MIPS 70µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G006.368-000.052 (b) MMBS G006.588-000.192
(c) MMBS G006.881+000.093 (d) MMBS G007.166+000.131
422
(a) MMBS G007.601-000.139 (b) MMBS G008.317-000.096
(c) MMBS G008.832-000.028 (d) MMBS G008.872-000.493
423
APPENDIX F. MIPS 70µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G009.215-000.202 (b) MMBS G009.986-000.027
(c) MMBS G010.724-000.334 (d) MMBS G010.822-000.103
424
(a) MMBS G010.885+000.123 (b) MMBS G011.109-000.114
(c) MMBS G011.904-000.141 (d) MMBS G011.917-000.086
425
APPENDIX F. MIPS 70µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G012.111-000.126 (b) MMBS G012.199-000.033
(c) MMBS G012.500+000.552 (d) MMBS G013.657-000.599
426
(a) MMBS G013.696-000.156 (b) MMBS G013.713-000.084
(c) MMBS G014.604+000.017 (d) MMBS G014.991-000.121
427
APPENDIX F. MIPS 70µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G015.094+000.191 (b) MMBS G015.665-000.499
(c) MMBS G016.112-000.304 (d) MMBS G016.184+000.044
428
(a) MMBS G016.302-000.196 (b) MMBS G016.585-000.051
(c) MMBS G016.661-000.331 (d) MMBS G016.831+000.079
429
APPENDIX F. MIPS 70µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G017.861+000.074 (b) MMBS G018.160+000.094
(c) MMBS G018.460-000.004 (d) MMBS G018.735-000.227
430
(a) MMBS G018.834-000.300 (b) MMBS G018.874+000.053
(c) MMBS G018.888-000.475 (d) MMBS G019.025-000.259
431
APPENDIX F. MIPS 70µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G019.248+000.267 (b) MMBS G019.366-000.030
(c) MMBS G019.613+000.011 (d) MMBS G019.755-000.128
432
(a) MMBS G019.883-000.534 (b) MMBS G020.081-000.136
(c) MMBS G020.364-000.013 (d) MMBS G020.928-000.048
433
APPENDIX F. MIPS 70µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G020.965-000.073 (b) MMBS G021.023-000.063
(c) MMBS G021.406-000.255 (d) MMBS G021.563-000.033
434
(a) MMBS G022.039+000.223 (b) MMBS G022.993+000.148
(c) MMBS G023.206-000.378 (d) MMBS G023.366-000.290
435
APPENDIX F. MIPS 70µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G028.282-000.358 (b) MMBS G028.322-000.010
(c) MMBS G028.608+000.018 (d) MMBS G028.687-000.283
436
(a) MMBS G030.013-000.272 (b) MMBS G030.420-000.232
(c) MMBS G030.813+000.086 (d) MMBS G030.991+000.222
437
APPENDIX F. MIPS 70µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G031.081+000.460 (b) MMBS G031.121+000.062
(c) MMBS G031.185-000.147 (d) MMBS G032.816-000.333
438
(a) MMBS G033.485+000.039 (b) MMBS G286.383-001.834
(c) MMBS G291.622-000.544 (d) MMBS G293.827-000.746
439
APPENDIX F. MIPS 70µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G302.455-000.741 (b) MMBS G303.507-000.721
(c) MMBS G303.846-000.363 (d) MMBS G304.367-000.336
440
(a) MMBS G305.475-000.096 (b) MMBS G305.563+000.013
(c) MMBS G305.573-000.342 (d) MMBS G305.615-000.344
441
APPENDIX F. MIPS 70µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G305.822-000.115 (b) MMBS G305.940-000.164
(c) MMBS G308.056-000.396 (d) MMBS G308.651-000.507
442
(a) MMBS G308.686+000.529 (b) MMBS G308.715-000.216
(c) MMBS G310.180-000.122 (d) MMBS G311.230-000.032
443
APPENDIX F. MIPS 70µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G311.551-000.055 (b) MMBS G311.628+000.266
(c) MMBS G311.729-000.735 (d) MMBS G312.071+000.082
444
(a) MMBS G312.307+000.661 (b) MMBS G312.690+000.124
(c) MMBS G312.702-000.087 (d) MMBS G313.705-000.190
445
APPENDIX F. MIPS 70µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G313.994-000.084 (b) MMBS G314.220+000.273
(c) MMBS G315.803-000.575 (d) MMBS G316.484-000.310
446
(a) MMBS G317.029+000.361 (b) MMBS G317.057+000.260
(c) MMBS G317.466-000.403 (d) MMBS G318.506-000.177
447
APPENDIX F. MIPS 70µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G318.948-000.196 (b) MMBS G319.163-000.421
(c) MMBS G320.232-000.284 (d) MMBS G320.244-000.561
448
(a) MMBS G320.414+000.109 (b) MMBS G320.625+000.098
(c) MMBS G320.625+000.099 (d) MMBS G320.626+000.103
449
APPENDIX F. MIPS 70µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G320.780+000.248 (b) MMBS G322.705-000.331
(c) MMBS G323.799+000.017 (d) MMBS G326.448-000.748
450
(a) MMBS G327.282-000.469 (b) MMBS G327.291-000.577
(c) MMBS G327.590-000.094 (d) MMBS G327.710-000.394
451
APPENDIX F. MIPS 70µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G327.808-000.634 (b) MMBS G328.140-000.432
(c) MMBS G328.165+000.587 (d) MMBS G328.417+000.167
452
(a) MMBS G328.456-000.221 (b) MMBS G328.942+000.565
(c) MMBS G329.272+000.115 (d) MMBS G329.340-000.644
453
APPENDIX F. MIPS 70µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G329.527+000.216 (b) MMBS G329.556+000.181
(c) MMBS G329.610+000.114 (d) MMBS G330.226+000.290
454
(a) MMBS G330.283+000.493 (b) MMBS G330.878-000.367
(c) MMBS G331.119-000.118 (d) MMBS G331.134+000.156
455
APPENDIX F. MIPS 70µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G331.425+000.264 (b) MMBS G331.437-000.304
(c) MMBS G331.710+000.603 (d) MMBS G332.352-000.117
456
(a) MMBS G332.364+000.607 (b) MMBS G332.560-000.148
(c) MMBS G332.813-000.701 (d) MMBS G332.826-000.549
457
APPENDIX F. MIPS 70µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G332.960+000.135 (b) MMBS G332.987-000.487
(c) MMBS G333.029-000.063 (d) MMBS G333.130-000.560
458
(a) MMBS G333.387+000.032 (b) MMBS G333.761-000.226
(c) MMBS G333.851+000.527 (d) MMBS G333.931-000.135
459
APPENDIX F. MIPS 70µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G334.138-000.023 (b) MMBS G334.307-000.079
(c) MMBS G334.932-000.307 (d) MMBS G335.426-000.240
460
(a) MMBS G335.824-000.177 (b) MMBS G336.464-000.157
(c) MMBS G336.703-000.099 (d) MMBS G336.819+000.039
461
APPENDIX F. MIPS 70µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G336.916-000.024 (b) MMBS G336.958-000.977
(c) MMBS G336.983-000.183 (d) MMBS G337.052-000.226
462
(a) MMBS G337.097-000.929 (b) MMBS G337.132-000.068
(c) MMBS G337.153-000.395 (d) MMBS G337.168-000.057
463
APPENDIX F. MIPS 70µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G337.201+000.114 (b) MMBS G337.300-000.874
(c) MMBS G337.388-000.210 (d) MMBS G337.404-000.402
464
(a) MMBS G337.709+000.089 (b) MMBS G337.844-000.375
(c) MMBS G338.075+000.012 (d) MMBS G338.140+000.178
465
APPENDIX F. MIPS 70µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G338.160-000.064 (b) MMBS G338.388+000.162
(c) MMBS G338.396-000.007 (d) MMBS G338.497+000.207
466
(a) MMBS G338.850+000.409 (b) MMBS G338.902+000.394
(c) MMBS G338.925+000.634 (d) MMBS G339.204-000.018
467
APPENDIX F. MIPS 70µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G339.476+000.185 (b) MMBS G339.908+000.239
(c) MMBS G339.949-000.539 (d) MMBS G339.986-000.425
468
(a) MMBS G340.118-000.021 (b) MMBS G340.182-000.047
(c) MMBS G340.249-000.046 (d) MMBS G340.249-000.372
469
APPENDIX F. MIPS 70µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G340.518-000.152 (b) MMBS G340.664-000.207
(c) MMBS G341.124-000.361 (d) MMBS G341.218-000.212
470
(a) MMBS G341.367+000.336 (b) MMBS G341.973+000.233
(c) MMBS G341.990-000.103 (d) MMBS G342.251+000.308
471
APPENDIX F. MIPS 70µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G342.338+000.305 (b) MMBS G342.368+000.140
(c) MMBS G343.354-000.067 (d) MMBS G345.131-000.174
472
(a) MMBS G345.198-000.030 (b) MMBS G345.441+000.205
(c) MMBS G345.576-000.225 (d) MMBS G345.807-000.046
473
APPENDIX F. MIPS 70µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G345.949-000.268 (b) MMBS G345.985-000.020
(c) MMBS G346.036+000.048 (d) MMBS G346.232+000.119
474
(a) MMBS G348.654+000.244 (b) MMBS G349.579-000.679
(c) MMBS G350.356-000.068 (d) MMBS G350.380-000.097
475
APPENDIX F. MIPS 70µM IMAGES
(a) MMBS G350.470+000.029 (b) MMBS G350.500-000.358
(c) MMBS G350.776+000.138 (d) MMBS G352.855-000.201
476
(a) MMBS G353.273+000.641 (b) MMBS G353.370-000.091
(c) MMBS G353.378+000.438
477
APPENDIX F. MIPS 70µM IMAGES
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Appendix G
Programs
During this PhD a number of scripts and programs have been created to speed
the processing of the large datasets used. They were predominantly written in
the Perl programming language allowing the manipulation of astronomical data
processing packages. The remainder were written as m-files for use within the
MATLAB mathematics package. The most useful of these programs are available
on the attached CD-ROM (print version) or in the following pages (electronic
version) with the hope that they will be off use to interested parties.
The included programs are:-
• ARMMbigspec3.pl ATCA data Reduction for Methanol Masers, calls nec-
essary MIRIAD commands to reduce both maser data cubes including the
CVEL fix. Can be converted to create multi-frequency images of continuum
sources.
• kappascript.pl Calls Starlink commands to retrieve photometric fluxes of
a list of sources from .fits files and creates image cut outs for those sources.
• veldistrib.pl Calls MIRIAD commands to find position of peak maser emis-
sion in each channel of a methanol maser data cube.
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• plot.m Used to plot output of veldistrib.pl within MATLAB and interac-
tively produce position velocity diagrams.
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G.1. ARMMBIGSPEC3.PL
G.1 ARMMbigspec3.pl
#############################################################ARMMbigspec3.pl###############################################################
# #
# Script to Reduce ATCA interferometer data (ATCA Reduction Methanol Multibeam)
#
# for methanol and create high channel number spectra with CVEL fix added. #
# #
#########################################################################################################################################
#!/usr/bin/perl -w
use strict;
use Cwd;
#Definitions for reading#
my $input1;
my @contents=();
my $j=0;
my $h=0;
my @conts;
my @specs;
my $i=0;
my $fullnamec;
my $fullnames;
my $k=0;
my $fluxspec;
my $fluxcont;
my $phasespec;
my $phasecont;
my $bpspec;
my $bpcont;
my $m=0;
my $ifile;
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my $u;
my $filename;
my $iopen;
my $N;
my $name;
my @wanted =();
my $nlname;
my $namme;
my @wantedd=();
my @loadfiles=();
$nlname=<STDIN>;
print "enter first Input folder name (ie ATCA-XXXYY)\n";
$ifile = <STDIN>; # Input File
chomp($ifile);
$iopen = "/scratch/alstan_3/aavison/".$ifile."/";
chomp($iopen);
print "$iopen \n";
opendir(DIRHANDLE, $iopen) || die "Cannot opendir $iopen: $!";
foreach $name (sort readdir(DIRHANDLE)) {
if($name=~ m/\d\d-\d\d-\d+/i){
push @wanted, $name;
}
}
closedir(DIRHANDLE);
for($N=0; $N<=$#wanted; $N++){ #Nloop
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G.1. ARMMBIGSPEC3.PL
my $iiopen="/scratch/alstan_3/aavison/".$ifile."/".$wanted[$N]."/";
opendir(DIRHND, $iiopen) || die "Cannot opendir $iiopen: $!";
foreach $namme (sort readdir(DIRHND)){
if($namme=~ m/^\d\d\w\w\w\d\d\w\.txt$|^\d\d\w\w\w\d\d\.txt$/i){
print "found file: $namme\n";
push @wantedd, $namme;
my $infile= "$iiopen"."$namme";
push @loadfiles, $infile;
}
}
closedir(DIRHND);
my $alldata = "/scratch/cluster1_1/aavison/MMBspectra/alldata.txt";
open (DEITY ,">>$alldata");
for($u=0;$u<=$#loadfiles; $u++){ # u loop
print $loadfiles[$u]."\n";
#Read In File Names#
open (FN, "<$loadfiles[$u]") or die $!;
LINE: while($input1 = <FN>)
{
chomp($input1);
if($input1=~ /^#/){next LINE;}
else{
push @contents, $input1;
# print $j,"\t", $contents[$j], "\n";
$j++
}
}
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#Make full file names#
for(my $m=0; $m<$j; $m++)
{
$fullnames = "$contents[$m]".".$contents[0]";
$fullnamec = "$contents[$m]".".$contents[1]";
push @specs, $fullnames;
push @conts, $fullnamec;
}
@contents=();
#Redefine Calibrators#
$fluxspec = $specs[2];
$fluxcont = $conts[2];
$phasespec = $specs[3];
$phasecont = $conts[3];
$bpspec = $specs[4];
$bpcont = $conts[4];
#Definitions for reduction process#
my $infilespec;
my $infilecont;
my $increment;
my $input2;
my $source;
my $sourcec;
my $convert;
my $flagfile1;
my $flagfile2;
my $calibfile1;
my $calibfile2;
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my $mirifile1;
my $mirifile2;
my $mirifile3;
my $calinput;
my $contfile1;
my $contfile2;
my $contfile3;
my $channel;
my $centchan;
my $rms;
my $tressigma;
my $calibrators;
my $calibratorc;
my $startcont;
my @chanchan;
my @contents2;
my @posneg1;
my @posneg2;
my @sourcenom;
my @sourcenomc;
my @startv=();
my @startvelocity=();
my @veinc=();
my @velincrement=();
my $putin;
my @allchan=();
my @achan=();
my $startflag;
my $flagq;
my $startcal;
#FLAG DATA #
print "Do you want to look at then flag Calibrator Data? [y] or [n]\n";
$startflag=<STDIN>;
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chomp($startflag);
if($startflag =~ m/y/i){
FLAG: for($k=2; $k<5; $k++){
$flagfile1=’flag1’;
open(FFILE, ">$flagfile1");
$calibrators = $specs[$k];
$calibratorc = $conts[$k];
print FFILE "cd ".$iiopen." \n";
print FFILE "uvplt vis=".$calibrators." axis=time,amp device=/xs\n"; #View Spectral Line Data
print FFILE "uvplt vis=".$calibrators." axis=time,phase device=/xs\n";
print FFILE "uvplt vis=".$calibrators." axis=real,im device=/xs\n";
close(FFILE);
chmod(0744,$flagfile1);
print "Flagging file 1 written\n";
system("./$flagfile1");
$flagfile2=’flag2’;
open(FFFILE, ">$flagfile2");
print "Do you Want to Flag this Data? [y or n] \n";
$flagq=<STDIN>;
chomp($flagq);
if($flagq =~ m/y/i){ #START FLAGGING
print FFFILE "cd ".$iiopen." \n";
print FFFILE "blflag vis=".$calibrators." axis=time,amp device=/xs\n";
print FFFILE "blflag vis=".$calibrators." axis=time,phase device=/xs\n";
print FFFILE "blflag vis=".$calibrators." axis=real,im device=/xs\n";
}else{next FLAG;}
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close(FFFILE);
chmod(0744,$flagfile2);
print "Flagging file 2 written\n";
system("./$flagfile2");
}
}
#CALIBRATION#
print "Do you want to flux calibrate the Calibrator Data? [y] or [n]\n";
$startcal=<STDIN>;
chomp($startcal);
if($startcal =~ m/y/i){
$calibfile1=’calib1’;
open(CFILE, ">$calibfile1");
print CFILE "cd ".$iiopen." \n";
print CFILE "mfcal vis=".$fluxspec." line=channel,800,100 interval=5\n";
print CFILE "mfcal vis=".$phasespec." line=channel,800,100 interval=5 options=nopassol\n";
print CFILE "mfcal vis=".$bpspec." line=channel,800,100 interval=5 \n";
print CFILE "gpplt vis=".$fluxspec." device=/xs yaxis=amp options=bandpass\n";
print CFILE "gpplt vis=".$phasespec." device=/xs yaxis=amp options=bandpass \n";
print CFILE "gpplt vis=".$bpspec." device=/xs yaxis=amp options=bandpass \n";
print CFILE "gpboot vis=".$phasespec." cal=".$fluxspec." \n";
print CFILE "gpboot vis=".$phasecont." cal=".$fluxcont." \n";
close(CFILE);
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chmod(0744,$calibfile1);
print "Calibration file 1 written\n";
system("./$calibfile1");
}
######################################################################
########################DATA REDUCTION TIME METHANOL##################
#loop of spectral reduction#
for($k=5; $k<$j; $k++){
$infilespec = $specs[$k];
chomp($infilespec);
@sourcenom = split /\./, $infilespec;
$source = $sourcenom[0];
chomp($phasespec);
@posneg1 = split /\./, $phasespec;
@posneg2 = split/-/, $posneg1[0];
$convert = $posneg2[0];
chomp($bpspec);
#################First Output file of Miriad commands#################
$mirifile1=’out1s’;
open(MFILE, ">$mirifile1");
print MFILE "cd ".$iiopen." \n";
print MFILE "gpcopy vis=".$phasespec." out=".$infilespec." options=nopass \n";
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# copy gain and phase calibration to source
print MFILE "gpcopy vis=".$bpspec." out=".$infilespec." options=nopol,nocal \n";
# copy gain and phase calibration to source
print MFILE "uvlist vis=".$infilespec." options=full,spectral log=templog.txt \n";
#for start and end channel velocity conversions
print MFILE "prthd in=".$infilespec." log=coordlog.txt \n";
close(MFILE);
chmod(0744,$mirifile1);
print "miriad file 1 written\n";
system("./$mirifile1");
my $offf=&getoffset($source);
chomp($offf);
print $offf."\n";
#####################the CVEL fixx#######################################
open (HAX, ’<’, "$iiopen"."templog.txt") or die $!;
while($putin = <HAX>)
{
chomp($putin);
if($putin=~ m/\s+Start Velocity/i){
push @startv, $putin;
@startvelocity = split/:\s+/,$startv[0];
}
elsif($putin=~ m/\s+Velocity Increment/i){
push @veinc, $putin;
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@velincrement = split/:\s+/,$veinc[0];
}
elsif($putin=~ m/Number of channels/i){
push @achan, $putin;
@allchan = split/:\s+/,$achan[0];
}
}
my $velincrease=$velincrement[1];
my $velostart=$startvelocity[1];
my $nochans=$allchan[1];
my $chanwidth;
if($velincrease <0){
$chanwidth=$velincrease*-1;
}else{$chanwidth=$velincrease;}
@velincrement=();
@startvelocity=();
@startv=();
@veinc=();
@allchan=();
@achan=();
close(HAX);
#############################################################################
######################Second Output file of Miriad commands #################
$mirifile2=’out2s’;
open(MMFILE, ">$mirifile2");
print MMFILE "cd ".$iiopen." \n";
print MMFILE "uvcat vis=".$infilespec." out=".$source.".cat \n";
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print MMFILE "uvaver vis=".$source.".cat line=velocity,".$nochans.",".$velostart.",".
$chanwidth.",".$velincrease." out=".$source.".cvel\n"; #cvel fix
print MMFILE "invert vis=".$source.".cvel map=".$source."chbig.map beam=".
$source."chbig.beam line=channel,700,100 stokes=i imsize=256,256 offset=".$offf."
cell=0.5 options=double sup=0\n"; # Make dirty image
#cell=0.5
print MMFILE "imstat in=".$source."chbig.map region=images\\(15,15\\) log=statlog.txt \n";
# prints stats to command line
close(MMFILE);
chmod(0744,$mirifile2);
print "miriad file 2 written\n";
system("./$mirifile2");
$rms=&getrms;
print $rms."\n";
$tressigma=3*$rms;
######################Third Output file of Miriad commands #################
$mirifile3=’out3s’;
open(MMMFILE, ">$mirifile3");
print MMMFILE "cd ".$iiopen." \n";
print MMMFILE "clean map=".$source."chbig.map beam=".$source."chbig.beam
out=".$source."chbig.clean niters=150 cutoff=".$tressigma." gain=0.1 mode=clark
region=boxes\\(88,88,168,168\\) \n"; # CLEAN image
print MMMFILE "restor model=".$source."chbig.clean map=".$source."chbig.map
beam=".$source."chbig.beam out=".$source."chbig.cmap\n"; # deconvolve image
print MMMFILE "maxfit in=".$source."chbig.cmap region=box\\(88,88,168,168\\)
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log=maxift.txt \n";
print MMMFILE "rm -r ".$source."chbig.map\n";
print MMMFILE "mv ".$source."chbig.cmap /scratch/cluster1_1/aavison/MMBspectra/".
$source."chbig".$u.".cmap \n";
print MMMFILE "rm -r ".$source."chbig.beam\n";
print MMMFILE "rm -r ".$source."chbig.clean\n";
print MMMFILE "rm -r ".$source.".cvel\n";
print MMMFILE "rm -r ".$source.".cat\n";
close(MMMFILE);
chmod(0744,$mirifile3);
print "miriad file 3 written\n";
print "Think its done\n";
system("./$mirifile3");
my $maxfitline=&maxfitbus;
print DEITY "".$wanted[$N]." \t $source \t $rms \t $maxfitline\n";
my @favpix=split/\t/, $maxfitline;
#print $favpix[4];
my @getxy=split/\(|\,/,$favpix[4];
my $peakpix="".$getxy[1].",".$getxy[2].",".$getxy[1].",".$getxy[2]."";
print $peakpix;
my $mirifile4=’out4s’;
open(ZFILE, ">$mirifile4");
print ZFILE "cd /scratch/cluster1_1/aavison/MMBspectra/ \n";
print ZFILE "./imspec_new in=".$source."chbig".$u.".cmap plot=flux axes=ra,dec
region=box\\(".$peakpix."\\) options=list log=".$source."ascii \n";
close(ZFILE);
chmod(0744,$mirifile4);
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print "miriad file 3 written\n";
print "Think its done\n";
system("./$mirifile4");
@favpix=();
@getxy=();
} #end of for loop
@specs=();
@sourcenom=();
#print "phase cal $convert\n";
#print "bp cal $bpspec\n";
$j=0;
}#end of u for loop
############################################################## END #########################################################################
close(DEITY);
################################################################################################################################################
################################################### SUBROUTINES #######################################################################
sub getrms{ #Get RMS value from imstat log file.
my $input2;
my @inputs;
my @inputy;
my $h=3;
open (LOG, ’<’, "$iiopen"."statlog.txt") or die $!;
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while($input2 = <LOG>){
chomp($input2);
if($input2=~m/^(\s+(-\d\.\d+E-\d)+)|^(\s+(\d\.\d+E-\d)+)|^(\s+(-\d\.\d\d))|
^(\s+(\d\.\d\d))|^(\s+(-\d\d\.\d))|^(\s+(\d\d\.\d))|^(\s+(-\d\d\d\.))|^(\s+(\d\d\d\.))/){
#get final line of stalog.txt
push @inputy, $input2;
}
}#end of while
@inputs=split/\s+/,$inputy[0]; #split at whitespaces
my $arrsize=scalar(@inputs); #find size of array due to sign changes in MEAN value in statlog.txt
if($arrsize==5){
$h=2 #change value of h if array 5 elements long
}
print "rms=",$inputs[$h],"\n";
my $sfrms=$inputs[$h];
if($sfrms=~m/E/i){ #make standard form value a decimal
my @makedec=split/E-0/, $sfrms;
print $makedec[0],$makedec[1],"\n";
my $actrms=$makedec[0];
my $decrms=$actrms/(10**$makedec[1]);
}else{
my $decrms=$sfrms; #leave decimal alone
}
} #end of subroutine
sub getregion{ #Find any cgcurs regions for cleaning
my $fix="cgcurs.region".$_[0];
my $name;
my $dir= cwd; #call current directory name
my $noob;
my $boon;
opendir(DIRHANDLE, $dir) || die "Cannot opendir $dir: $!";
foreach $name (sort readdir(DIRHANDLE)) { #read files in current director
if($name eq $fix){
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$noob++; #if region file exits make output=1
closedir(DIRHANDLE);
last;
}else{$noob=0;} #if not make output=0
}
$boon=$noob; #make output work
}
sub saved{ #Finds a savefile in the same directory & outputs value of selfcal iteration
my $nom=$_[0];
my $dire= cwd;
my $savpoint;
my $lastsav;
if(open(SAV, "<savefile".$nom.".txt")){
while($lastsav=<SAV>){
chomp($lastsav);
$savpoint=$lastsav;
}
close(SAV);
$savpoint;
}else{$savpoint=1;}
}
sub getoffset{ #Get RMS value from imstat log file.
my $reed;
my @red;
my @redd;
my $w=3;
my @blura;
my @bludec;
my $yeel;
my @yel;
my @yell;
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my $sourcer=$_[0];
open (LOG, ’<’, "$iiopen"."coordlog.txt") or die $!;
while($reed = <LOG>){
chomp($reed);
if($reed=~m/^(J2000)/){ #get j2000 line of coordlog.txt
push @redd, $reed;
#print $reed."\n";
}
}#end of while
@red=split/\s+/,$redd[0]; #split at whitespaces
print "j2000 ".$red[3]." ".$red[5]."\n";
@blura=split/:/,$red[3];
@bludec=split/:/,$red[5];
close(LOG);
open (POS, ’<’, "$iiopen"."poslog.txt") or die $!;
while($yeel = <POS>){
chomp($yeel);
if($yeel=~m/^$sourcer/){ #get source line of poslog.txt
push @yell, $yeel;
print $yeel."\n";
}
}#end of while
@yel=split/\s+/,$yell[0]; #split at whitespaces
#
#print "RA=".$yel[1],$yel[2],$yel[3]." Dec=".$yel[4],$yel[5],$yel[6]."\n";
close(POS);
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my $decicentra= ($blura[0]+($blura[1]+($blura[2]/60))/60)*15;
my $deciposra= ($yel[1]+($yel[2]+($yel[3]/60))/60)*15;
my $decicentdec= $bludec[0]-($bludec[1]/60)-($bludec[2]/3600);
my $deciposdec= $yel[4]-($yel[5]/60)-($yel[6]/3600);
my $cosdec=cos($decicentdec*(3.14159265/180));
my $offsetra= ($deciposra-$decicentra)*$cosdec;
my $offsetdec= $deciposdec-$decicentdec;
print "$offsetra \n";
my $asoffsetra=$offsetra*3600;
my $asoffsetdec=$offsetdec*3600;
if($asoffsetra<0){
$asoffsetra =~ s/(^-\d+\.\d{8})(.*$)/$1/; #reduce number of decimal places
}else{
$asoffsetra =~ s/(^\d+\.\d{8})(.*$)/$1/;
}
if($asoffsetdec<0){
$asoffsetdec =~ s/(^-\d+\.\d{4})(.*$)/$1/;
}else{
$asoffsetdec =~ s/(^\d+\.\d{4})(.*$)/$1/;
}
my $offset= "".$asoffsetra.",".$asoffsetdec."";
#print "$offset \n";
} #end of getoffest
sub maxfitbus {
my $zinput;
my @getRA;
my @getDEC;
my @getpeak;
my @getvel;
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my $maxfitRA;
my $maxfitDEC;
my $maxfitvel;
my $maxfitpeak;
my $pixspot;
open (MAX, ’<’, "$iiopen"."maxift.txt") or die $!;
while($zinput = <MAX>){
chomp($zinput);
if($zinput =~ m/^(\s+Axis\s1:\sFitted\sRA)/i){
@getRA= split/\s+/,$zinput;
$maxfitRA=$getRA[6],"\n";
}elsif($zinput =~ m/^(Peak)/i){
@getpeak= split/\s+/,$zinput;
$maxfitpeak=$getpeak[5],"\n";
$pixspot=$getpeak[3];
}elsif($zinput =~ m/^(\s+Axis\s2:\sFitted\sDEC)/i){
@getDEC= split/\s+/,$zinput;
$maxfitDEC=$getDEC[6],"\n";
}elsif($zinput =~ m/^(\s+Axis\s3:\s+\sVELO)/i){
@getvel= split/\s+/,$zinput;
$maxfitvel=$getvel[5],"\n";
}else{}
}
@getDEC=();
@getvel=();
@getpeak=();
@getRA=();
close(MAX);
my $maxfitl="".$maxfitpeak."\t".$maxfitRA."\t".$maxfitDEC."\t".$maxfitvel."\t".$pixspot."";
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}
###################################################################################################################################################
} #end of N loop
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G.2 kappascript.pl
#############################################################kappascript.pl##############################################################
# #
# Script to calculate 24 and 70 micron fluxes from MIPS data #
# #
#########################################################################################################################################
#!/usr/bin/perl -w
#kappascript.pl
use strict;
#variable declaration#
my $kfile;
my $posfilemas;
my $posfilecont;
my $posin;
my @coordparts;
my $hours;
my $min;
my $sec;
my $deg;
my $amin;
my $asec;
my $degdec;
my $degra;
my $pixin;
my $wantposition;
my $pixval;
my @pixwha;
my $pixx;
my $pixy;
my $i=0;
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my $m=0;
my $kafile;
my $datin;
my $resfile;
my @wantdat;
my $imagename;
my $inputfile;
my @shorten;
my $shortname;
my $type;
my $wavelength;
my @roundedpixx;
my @roundedpixy;
my @intpixx;
my @intpixy;
my $pixxint;
my $pixyint;
my $piccutm;
my $piccutc;
my $outfilenamem;
my $outfilenamec;
my $outfilename;
print "\n\n!! PLEASE ENSURE THAT MASER POSITIONS ARE IN FILE mas.txt !!\n
!! AND CONTINUUM POSITIONS ARE IN FILE cont.txt !!\n";
print "Please enter image file name (inc. extension)\n";
$imagename=<STDIN>;
chomp($imagename);
@shorten=split/\./,$imagename;
$shortname=$shorten[0];
#print "Where are the maser positions held? (file.txt?)\n";
$posfilemas="mas.txt";
chomp($posfilemas);
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#print "Where are the continuum positions held? (file.txt?)\n";
$posfilecont="cont.txt";
chomp($posfilecont);
print "Which wavelength are you looking at (24 or 70)?\n";
$wavelength=<STDIN>;
chomp($wavelength);
#sorting out the cutout size for image cut outs
if($wavelength==24){
$piccutm=96;
$piccutc=288;
$outfilenamem="source_maser_24";
$outfilenamec="source_cont_24";
}else{ $piccutm=30;
$piccutc=90;
$outfilenamem="source_maser_70";
$outfilenamec="source_cont_70";}
open (IFILE, ">photin.Dat");
open (PMFILE, "<$posfilemas");
while($posin=<PMFILE>){
chomp($posin);
@coordparts=split/\s+/, $posin;
$hours=$coordparts[0];
$min=$coordparts[1];
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$sec=$coordparts[2];
$deg=$coordparts[3];
$amin=$coordparts[4];
$asec=$coordparts[5];
$wantposition = "$hours:$min:$sec $deg:$amin:$asec";
print "$wantposition\n";
#end of reading position file
#start up kappa
$kfile = ’makekappagonow’;
open (KFILE, ">$kfile");
print KFILE ’#!/bin/tcsh
#
kappa>&/dev/null
convert>&/dev/null
’;
print KFILE "wcstran ".$imagename." \\\"".$wantposition."\\\" equ\\(J2000\\) pixel
epochin=2000 >posout.lis\n";
close(KFILE);
chmod(0744,$kfile);
print "kfile written\n";
system("./$kfile");
#convert sky position into pixel position#
open (PIXFILE, "<posout.lis");
while($pixval=<PIXFILE>){
chomp($pixval);
if($pixval =~ m/^\s+RA/i){
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@pixwha=split/\s+/,$pixval;
$pixx = $pixwha[10];
$pixy = $pixwha[13];
$i++;
$m++;
}
}
#make pixels integers
@intpixx=split/\./, $pixx;
@intpixy=split/\./, $pixy;
$pixxint=$intpixx[0];
$pixyint=$intpixy[0];
push(@roundedpixx, $pixxint);
push(@roundedpixy, $pixyint);
print "".$pixx." ".$pixy."\n";
print IFILE "".$i." ".$pixx." ".$pixy." 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ? 10.0 0.0 0.0 annulus circle \n#ANN
".$i." 3.0 5.0\n";
close(PIXFILE);
}#run one for maser source
close(PMFILE);
open (PCFILE, "<$posfilecont");
while($posin=<PCFILE>){
chomp($posin);
@coordparts=split/\s+/, $posin;
$hours=$coordparts[0];
$min=$coordparts[1];
$sec=$coordparts[2];
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$deg=$coordparts[3];
$amin=$coordparts[4];
$asec=$coordparts[5];
$wantposition = "$hours:$min:$sec $deg:$amin:$asec";
print "$wantposition\n";
#end of reading position file
#start up kappa#
$kfile = ’makekappagonow’;
open (KFILE, ">$kfile");
print KFILE ’#!/bin/tcsh
#
kappa>&/dev/null
convert>&/dev/null
’;
print KFILE "wcstran ".$imagename." \\\"".$wantposition."\\\" equ\\(J2000\\) pixel
epochin=2000 >posout.lis\n";
close(KFILE);
chmod(0744,$kfile);
print "kfile written\n";
system("./$kfile");
#convert sky position into pixel position#
open (PIXFILE, "<posout.lis");
while($pixval=<PIXFILE>){
chomp($pixval);
if($pixval =~ m/^\s+RA/i){
@pixwha=split/\s+/,$pixval;
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$pixx = $pixwha[10];
$pixy = $pixwha[13];
$i++;
}
}
#make pixels integers
@intpixx=split/\./, $pixx;
@intpixy=split/\./, $pixy;
$pixxint=$intpixx[0];
$pixyint=$intpixy[0];
push(@roundedpixx, $pixxint);
push(@roundedpixy, $pixyint);
print "".$pixx." ".$pixy."\n";
print IFILE "".$i." ".$pixx." ".$pixy." 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ? 10.0 0.0 0.0 annulus circle \n#ANN
".$i." 3.0 5.0\n";
close(PIXFILE);
}
close(PCFILE);
close(IFILE);
$kafile = ’makekappagoagain’;
open (KAFILE, ">$kafile");
print KAFILE ’#!/bin/tcsh
#
kappa>&/dev/null
convert>&/dev/null
’;
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print KAFILE "photom>&/dev/null \n";
print KAFILE "autophotom usemags=false skyest=3 photon=2 ".$imagename."
photin.Dat photout.Dat\n";
my $q=0;
for(my $k=0; $k<$i; $k++){
my $v=$k+1;
my $xpix=$roundedpixx[$k];
my $ypix=$roundedpixy[$k];
if($v<=$m){
print KAFILE "ndfcopy ".$imagename."\\(".$xpix."~".$piccutm.",".$ypix."~".$piccutm."\\)
temp \n";
print KAFILE "rotate temp tempp angle=!\n";
print KAFILE "ndf2fits tempp ".$outfilenamem."_".$k.".fit d\n";
}else{
print KAFILE "ndfcopy ".$imagename."\\(".$xpix."~".$piccutc.",".$ypix."~".$piccutc."\\)
temp \n";
print KAFILE "rotate temp tempp angle=!\n";
print KAFILE "ndf2fits tempp ".$outfilenamec."_".$q.".fit d\n";
$q++;
}
print KAFILE "rm temp.sdf \n";
print KAFILE "rm tempp.sdf \n";
}
close(KAFILE);
chmod(0744,$kafile);
print "kafile written\n";
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system("./$kafile");
$resfile="".$shortname."data.txt";
open(RESFILE, ">$resfile");
print RESFILE "index\txpix\typix\tcounts\tcounts\tsky \tsignal\t\terrcode\tmajor\teccent\tposang
\tpositions\tshape\n";
print RESFILE " \t \t \t \terr \tcount\t \t \taxis \t \t\n";
open(DATFILE, "<photout.Dat");
while($datin=<DATFILE>){
chomp($datin);
if($datin =~ m/^#ANN/i){
}else{
@wantdat=split/\s+/, $datin; ;
for(my $j=0; $j<=$#wantdat; $j++){
if($j==$#wantdat){
print RESFILE "$wantdat[$j]\n";
}else{
print RESFILE "$wantdat[$j]\t";
}
}
}
}
close(DATFILE);
close(RESFILE);
#######################################################################################################
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G.3 veldistrib.pl
#############################################################veldistrib.pl##############################################################
# #
# script to find maser peak position
# channel by channel in .cmap miriad cubes #
# #
# #
#########################################################################################################################################
#!/usr/bin/perl -w
use strict;
use Cwd;
my $input1;
my $iopen;
my $name;
my $cubes;
my $outfile=’Veldistplot.txt’;
my @sourcename;
my $source;
my @shortname;
my $maxfitline;
my $maxrun=’maxrun’;
my $zinput;
my $RAfit;
my @getRA;
my $DECfit;
my @getDEC;
my $peakval;
my @getpeak;
my $VELfit;
my @getvel;
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my $maxfitRA;
my $maxfitDEC;
my $maxfitvel;
my $maxfitpeak;
my $pixpeak;
print "Input Source Cube\n";
$cubes=<STDIN>;
chomp($cubes);
open(MAXFILE, ">$maxrun");
for(my $i=360; $i<=424; $i++){
my $j=$i+1;
@sourcename = split/\./, $cubes;
@shortname= split/chbig/, $sourcename[0];
$source=$shortname[0];
print MAXFILE "maxfit in=".$cubes." region=box\\(88,88,168,168\\)\\($i,$i\\) \n";
}
close(MAXFILE);
chmod(0744,$maxrun);
print "pwn3d\n";
system("./$maxrun 1>veldistout.txt");
&velfitbus;
sub velfitbus {
open (VEL, ’<’, "veldistout.txt") or die $!;
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open(OUT, ">$outfile");
while($zinput = <VEL>){
chomp($zinput);
if($zinput =~ m/^(\s+Axis\s1:\sFitted\spixel)/i){
@getRA= split/\s+/,$zinput;
$maxfitRA=$getRA[7];
print OUT "".$maxfitRA."\t";
}elsif($zinput =~ m/^(\s+Axis\s2:\sFitted\spixel)/i){
@getDEC= split/\s+/,$zinput;
$maxfitDEC=$getDEC[7];
print OUT "".$maxfitDEC."\t";
}elsif($zinput =~ m/^(Peak)/i){
@getpeak= split/\s+/,$zinput;
$maxfitpeak=$getpeak[5];
$pixpeak=$getpeak[3];
print OUT "".$maxfitpeak."\t".$pixpeak."\t";
}elsif($zinput =~ m/^(\s+Axis\s3:\s+\sVELO)/i){
@getvel= split/\s+/,$zinput;
$maxfitvel=$getvel[5];
print OUT "".$maxfitvel."\n";
}else{}
}
@getDEC=();
@getvel=();
@getpeak=();
@getRA=();
close(VEL);
close(OUT);
my $exit="".$maxfitpeak."\t".$maxfitRA."\t".$maxfitDEC."\t".$maxfitvel."\t".$pixpeak."\n";
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} #end maxfitsub
######################################################################
G.4 plotvel.m
close all;
clear all;
fid=fopen(’Veldistplot.txt’);
A=textscan(fid,’%f %s %f %f %f’);
peak_flux=A{1,1};
peak_pix=A{1,2};
x_off=A{1,3};
y_off=A{1,4};
vel=A{1,5};
[c,o]=max(peak_flux);
subplot(3,1,[1 2]); scatter(x_off,y_off,100,vel,’+’);
hold on; plot(x_off(o),y_off(o),’ks’,’markerface’,’k’); hold off;
title(’Maser Peak Offset from Pointing position’,’fontsize’,11);
xlabel({’RA offset [arcseconds]’;’’},’fontsize’,10);
ylabel(’Dec offset [arcseconds]’,’fontsize’,10); axis equal;
t=colorbar;set(get(t,’ylabel’),’String’, ’[kms^{-1}]’);
subplot(3,1,3); plot(vel,peak_flux);
%title(’Maser Peak Flux as a function of Velocity’,’fontsize’,11);
xlabel({’Velocity [kms^{-1}]’;’Maser Peak Flux as a function of Velocity’},’fontsize’,10);
ylabel(’Flux [Jy/beam]’,’fontsize’,10);
pause(15);
for n=1:2
[x(n),y(n)]=ginput(1);
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end
m=(x(1)-x(2))/(y(1)-y(2));
c=(y(1)-(m*x(1)));
theta=atan(c/(-1*c/m));
linex=min(x_off):0.01:max(x_off);
liney=(m*linex)+c;
modpoints=size(liney);
datapoints=size(x_off);
for k=1:1:datapoints(1,1)
norm_y(1,k)=y_off(k,1)-y_off(o);
norm_x(1,k)=x_off(k,1)-x_off(o);
off_l(1,k)=norm_x(1,k)/cos(theta);
x_mod(1,k)=(norm_y(1,k)-c)/m;
y_mod(1,k)=(m*y_off(k,1))+c;
dec_mod(1,k)=(m*y_off(k,1))+c;
offset_dec(1,k)=dec_mod(1,k)-y_off(k,1);
ra_mod(1,k)=(x_off(k,1)-c)/m;
offset_ra(1,k)=ra_mod(1,k)-x_off(k,1);
norm_ra(1,k)=offset_ra(1,k)-x_off(o);
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off_ang(1,k)=atand(offset_dec(1,k)/offset_ra(1,k));
off_tot(1,k)=offset_ra(1,k)*sind(off_ang(1,k));
end
figure; plot(off_l,vel,’ks’,’markerface’,’k’);
xlabel(’Offset position [arcseconds]’,’fontsize’,12);
ylabel(’Velocity [kms^{-1}]’,’fontsize’,12);
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